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EVALUATING REINFORCEMENT LEARNING FOR GAME THEORY
APPLICATION: LEARNING TO PRICE AIRLINE SEATS UNDER
COMPETITION
by Andrew Collins
Applied Game Theory has been criticised for not being able to model real decision
making situations. A game's sensitive nature and the dicultly in determining the
utility payo functions make it hard for a decision maker to rely upon any game the-
oretic results. Therefore the models tend to be simple due to the complexity of solv-
ing them (i.e. nding the equilibrium).
In recent years, due to the increases of computing power, dierent computer mod-
elling techniques have been applied in Game Theory. A major example is Arti-
cial Intelligence methods e.g. Genetic Algorithms, Neural Networks and Reinforce-
ment Learning (RL). These techniques allow the modeller to incorporate Game The-
ory within their models (or simulation) without necessarily knowing the optimal
solution. After a warm up period of repeated episodes is run, the model learns to
play the game well (though not necessarily optimally). This is a form of simulation-
optimization.
The objective of the research is to investigate the practical usage of RL within a
simple sequential stochastic airline seat pricing game. Dierent forms of RL are con-
sidered and compared to the optimal policy, which is found using standard dynamic
programming techniques. The airline game and RL methods displays various inter-
esting phenomena, which are also discussed. For completeness, convergence proofs for
the RL algorithms were constructed.Contents
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Introduction
Game Theory is the main analytical method that is used to nd the optimal solu-
tion1 when a theoretical model involves more than one decision maker. Finding a
game's solution can be intelligently and computationally hard, which leads to a ten-
dency for over-simplistic games. In subject areas like Economics, these simplistic
games are acceptable due to their requirements. However, the validation rigour and
direct real-world application of Operational Research (OR) means that these simplis-
tic games are avoided.
OR modellers tend to use scripted behaviour especially within simulation environ-
ments and when dealing with multiple agents within a model (see Chen and Zhan,
2008; Bailey, 2003, for examples). Though this application can be acceptable to the
decision maker, it removes a level of sophistication and assumes that the modeller
knows and can anticipate what actions the agents will take. An inductive approach is
commonly used within simulation to determine the scripted behaviour (i.e. the sim-
ulation is run, agents' behaviour is observed and then modied to achieve desired re-
sults). This approach to determining an agent's behaviour (or policy) can lead the
simulation to produce self-fullling results due to the assumption made by the mod-
eller.
1There are various debates about what an optimal solution of a game means (see Binmore, 1990).
There are dierent solution concepts available to an analyst i.e. Maximin, Nash Equilibrium, Stackel-
berg Equilibrium, Core, Shapley Value, etc. See Thomas (1984) for more details.
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Using scripted behaviour, as an alternative to Game Theory, is not always ideal and
this implies that there is benet in developing Game Theoretic techniques that can
be applied in a real-world context.
1.1 Objective
The thesis presents research into possible means to overcome one of the diculties
of applying Game Theory within a practical context. There are several problems
with applying Game Theory (e.g. deriving the payos from play (Collins et al., 2003;
Barzilai, 2007)) but the focus of this thesis is on the diculty of nding a solution to
complex games (i.e. games that are likely to be encountered in practice). Reinforce-
ment Learning (RL) has been suggested as one method to overcome this diculty
(Ravulapati et al., 2004) and this thesis aims to give a detailed evaluation of several
dierent RL techniques.
The evaluation of the RL techniques was applied to a single case study. The appli-
cation of Game Theory to pricing models with complex customer models is a cur-
rent issue in Revenue Management (see Boyd, 2007). An airline pricing game was
chosen as the case study model. The airline pricing game remains simple enough to
be solved in the traditional sense (i.e backward induction, see Fudenberg and Tirole
(1991)) so that the RL results can be compared to a game's solution. A new game
has been developed for the research and its solutions analysed and explained before
the Reinforcement Learning results were analysed.
Ideally, the learning players (under the RL technique) would learn to play like the
Nash Equilibrium policy (see Nash, 1951), which is considered the standard solution
to a game. The Nash Equilibrium policy is not necessarily unique, so it was useful to
nd out which policies the learning players had learnt to play. If the learning players
did not play like any Nash Equilibrium policy, what kind of policy did they play like?
For instance, they might have played randomly or myopically. Answering these type
of questions was the second aim of this thesis.
This thesis is about practical application of Game Theory and it is important to con-
sider the practical limitations of the RL technique. These are also presented here.CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3
Though the RL techniques do not always reach the Nash Equilibrium policy2 within
the time-frame available to run the method, it was important to know whether the
techniques would reach this policy theoretically. An example proof of convergence is
oered within this thesis.
The RL techniques were studied within the framework of a simple pricing game.
They were then applied to more complex games (i.e. with advanced customer be-
haviour (see Talluri and van Ryzin, 2004, for details)) to understand the impact of
this complexity.
Objectives
The objectives of the research were three-fold. Firstly, they were to see which RL
techniques (SARSA, Q-Learning or Monte Carlo learning) produced the best results
when applied to a simple airline price game. To determine these best results, each
technique results were compared to those generated by the Nash Equilibrium (or a
variation of it).
Secondly, what other results could be drawn from these experiments? These were
explored by comparing the learnt results to those of myopic and random play. Theo-
retical convergence results for the SARSA method were found.
The nal objective was to nd the limitations of using RL to solve a simple airline
pricing problem, both computational limitations and limitations to the complexity
of the model. Computational limitations were discovered from experimental runs of
the model and complexity issues were address for varying parts of the model (i.e. the
customer model).
Benet of this Work
It is not being suggested that Game Theory should become an all encompassing tech-
nique for solving OR problems. A problem should be solved by the appropriate tech-
nique and model-tting (Pidd, 1996) should be avoided. Game Theory as a modelling
technique should be part of a coherent OR practice framework (see Murphy, 2005).
However, the research presented within this thesis gives an insight into the possible
2Actually, this thesis is concerned with a variation on the Nash Distribution policy, this is dis-
cussed within the literature review.CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 4
ways and benets of applying Game Theory within a practical context. The research
also gives a presentation of the limitations.
Another benet of the research is the results obtained from the airline pricing game
used as the case study. The game solutions are interesting in their own right and give
insight into ways that airlines can dynamically price their seats.
1.2 Overview of Thesis
The thesis has been divided into eight chapters and four supporting appendices. The
appendices display a selection of tables which represent the important empirical and
theoretical results. A brief summary of each chapter (excluding this one) is given be-
low.
Chapter Two of this thesis highlights the current relevant literature and the associ-
ated issues. There are three research areas considered in this thesis, namely: Game
Theory, Reinforcement Learning and Revenue Management. Each of these areas is
considered in turn and important terms and methods are dened. Where necessary,
further reading is suggested within the chapter.
In Chapter Three, the research methodology is introduced. This includes the formal-
isation of the problem and the technical approach to the analysis. The chapter dis-
cusses the choosing of a case-study to investigate the dierent Reinforcement Learn-
ing techniques and what assumptions were required for this to be implemented. An
airline pricing game was selected as the case-study game and is introduced in this
chapter. An assessment criteria mechanism for comparisons was also required and
this is discussed.
In Chapter Four, the airline pricing game is constructed using the framework out-
lined in Chapter Three. This game is solved by nding the Nash Equilibrium and
Nash Distributions. A discussion about the sophistication and implications of these
solutions follows. In Reinforcement Learning methods are implemented via an over-
arching learning model, which was constructed using the C++ programming lan-
guage. A description of how this was done and the verication and validation of the
model are also included in this chapter.CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 5
In Chapter Five the empirical results from the learning model are presented. An as-
sessment of the dierent comparison techniques is given and a comparison method is
chosen. The learnt policies are compared to various standard policies and a detailed
description is given of how learning occurs. The physical limitations and scalability of
the model is discussed.
Chapter Six contains a proof of convergence for the SARSA method within the con-
text of the learning model. This chapter can be considered independently of the other
chapters and its own notation is given. An inductive proof is used and is built up, us-
ing stochastic approximation methods, around a basic conceptual framework of the
game.
In Chapter Seven, two variations of the game are considered. The rst variation con-
siders the results from a meta-game where the airlines are allowed to vary the num-
ber of seats that they have available. The second variation looks at using a more
sophisticated model of customer demand, arrival and acceptance. The chapter also
briey discusses previous versions of the game and possible further research.
A summary of the research and conclusions are given in Chapter Eight.Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
The research presented in this thesis touches on many dierent academic elds, for
instance Operational Research (OR), Game Theory and Articial Intelligence (AI).
The casual reader is not expected to be well-versed in the theory and developments
of these elds so an introductory overview of them is presented in this chapter .
The scope of this literature review will mainly be conned to the academic publica-
tions (i.e. journals, conference proceedings and books). The intention is to present
the research from an academic perspective and therefore have been ignored possible
anecdotal information sources (i.e. commercial airline databases and media reports).
This limitation of possible sources could have lead to bias within the research and
the thesis. To counteract any bias present, any criticism of the proposed techniques
found was included.
Aim
In this chapter it is intended to introduce some of the elds, theory and ideas that
were used within the research for this thesis. As this research presented here is orig-
inal, it is important to establish the relevant research which has preceded it. Each
eld is introduced in turn, giving a brief description, history and recent developments
within the eld. Where appropriate, mathematical formulae have been included that
highlight the analytical techniques that were employed later in the thesis.
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Multiple Discipline
The work undertaken covers many dierent elds, which can be both an advantage
and a disadvantage. Using a multi-discipline approach allows us to draw on several
dierent research resources; it also means that problems are encountered like dier-
ences in the paradigms and terminology. There can also be dierence in presentation
style of the work.
As this thesis has been conducted as part of an examination of a PhD in Manage-
ment Science / Operational Research, the style and terminology of the thesis is as ex-
pected for a piece of OR literature. Where ambiguity from the dierent elds arises,
it is intended that this will be explicitly made clear.
Overview of Literature Review
Each of the elds described above are not independent and there exists a large body
of multi-disciplinary literature already. This means each eld cannot be considered
individually. To give the literature review the coherent ow, the dierent elds are
combined and presented in the following order:
 Operational Research and Game Theory
 Learning in Games
 Reinforcement Learning
 Revenue Management
The remainder of this chapter is divided up in to sections determined by the above
headings. The sections themselves are not independent either and the later sections
do refer to earlier ones.
2.2 OR and Game Theory
Operational Research (OR) 1 (see Winston, 1993) is dened by the Operational Re-
search Society as looking at an organisation's operations and uses mathematical or
computer models, or other analytical approaches, to nd better ways of doing them
1Also known as Operations Research, Operational Analysis or Management Science (MS)CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 8
(see Quinton, 2007). To be able to use the analytical approaches, operational re-
searchers must rst develop them. Some of these techniques are widely used and oth-
ers not so much. One technique requiring this development is Game Theory.
Game Theory
Game Theory (GT) is the study of multi-agent decision problems. Game Theory is
not exclusive to OR, in fact its home is in micro-economics (see Fudenberg and Ti-
role, 1991). There have also been several successful applications of the technique in
areas as diverse as computer science (Dash et al., 2003), evolutionary biology (May-
nard Smith, 1982, 1974) and many others (see Fudenberg and Tirole, 1991, for de-
tails).
Modern GT can split into three basic types: Zero-Sum games, Non-Zero-Sum games
and cooperative games. A new type of game has arisen in recent years, these are
called soft games, which are related to soft OR (see Howard, 2001; Bryant, 2007).
The research presented within this thesis is concerned with extensive form (as op-
posed to normal form) Non-Zero-Sum games.
History
Game Theory was started when, in the nineteenth century, Antione Cournot pro-
posed an idea that economist should look at situations where there are only a few
competitors (Cournot, 1838). Until that point, economists had only looked at mar-
kets without competition (called Crusoe on his island) or when there was innite
competition (called Multeity of atoms), see Eatwell et al. (1987) for details. The
work was virtually ignored until John Von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern wrote
their ground-breaking work Theory of Games and Economic behaviour during the
Second World War (von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1944). Their work became the
bedrock of modern Game Theory.
Seven years later, John Nash develop his Nash Equilibrium concept (Nash, 1951)which
allowed Game Theory to become the useful technique which it has become today.
This development won Nash, with John Harsanyi and Reinhard Selten, a Nobel prize
in 1994 (Kuhn and Nasar, 2002; Harsanyi and Selten, 1988). Over the preceding
years, Game Theory has been developed and adapted further via tens of thousandsCHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 9
of academic publications. However, these developments did not leave Game Theory
without controversy, one of which is the interpretation of its results.
Interpretation
There are generally two ways within which Game Theoretic results can be inter-
preted (see Hume, 1740; Binmore, 1990): normative and descriptive2. The descriptive
interpretation tries to explain real-world phenomenon where multiple agents inter-
act. The normative interpretation is that a model shows the decision-maker how they
should 'play the game'. The interpretation depends on the level of abstraction.
Though the descriptive interruptive has been successfully used within positive eco-
nomics (Friedman, 1953), a much more specic problem is being addressed here and
weakness in this paradigm begin to creep through. One such weakness is the use of
Homo Economicus 3 (see Persky, 1995).
Homo Economicus is the ultimate competitive player of a game. Homo Economi-
cus has innite intelligence, rationality and knowledge. Homo Economicus will al-
ways play a Nash Equilibrium and will always nd the weakness in an opponent's
play. Though Homo Economicus is the underlying player used within Game Theo-
retic modelling, they do not exist. The kind of character that Homo Economicus rep-
resents can be compared to the political doctrine in Machiavelli's famous work The
Prince (Machiavelli, 1532).
Learning players are being used and it might be hoped that they learn to play like
Homo Economicus eventually but it is not assumed that this is how the real world
system works. Therefore a normative view of Game Theory is being used, which
seems appropriate in this context.
By being normative (or saying a game should be played) does lead to some interest-
ing problems with validation, as perfect play is unlikely to be performed in practice.
However the intention is not to move away from Homo Economicus and concepts like
Nash Equilibrium will be used to act as the underlying paradigm of the games.
2Also know as constative or positive view
3Also know as Economic ManCHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 10
Nash Equilibrium
Nash Equilibrium was introduced by John Nash during the fties (see Nash, 1951). A
Nash Equilibrium of a game is a special set of policies used by the players. The pol-
icy (also known as strategy), is the mechanism that the players use to choose their
actions within a game. If all players are using their respective Nash Equilibrium pol-
icy, then no player can gain a higher expected reward by changing to any other pol-
icy. This does not mean that players get the maximum reward obtainable within the
game.
In many games both players could do better with a dierent set of policies than a
Nash Equilibrium one. Both players could agree to undertake their respective policies
to achieve this higher reward. However, Homo Economicus would deviate from policy
to gain a greater reward at the expense of the other player. When both players' pol-
icy is a Nash Equilibrium, Homo Economicus does not have any incentive to change
and the outcome of the game remains stable.
There are other solution concepts, like minimax (see von Neumann and Morgenstern,
1944), but a Nash Equilibrium is a generally accepted concept within the Game The-
ory community. Mathematically, the Nash Equilibrium can be represented as best-
response function to an opponent's policy.
For a player's action a 2 A the expected reward , under the opponent's current pol-
icy, is Q(a). A player's policy  2  is considered to be a probability measure4 over
nite set A. Then the best-response policy is:
(Q) = argmax2
(
X
a2A
(a)Q(a)
)
When both players are using a best-response policy to each other's policy, then a
Nash Equilibrium is achieved. This pair of policys are not necessarily unique and se-
lection of a Nash Equilibrium pair has been the focus of much research (i.e. Harsanyi
and Selten (1988); Herings et al. (2003)).
4A probability measure is not dened here. Please see Williams (1991); Durrett (2004) and chap-
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If a policy is deterministic (i.e. the player has one one possible action response to
any situation presented to them) then this is called a pure strategy. If, however, the
policy allocates a probability to selecting certain actions in response to a certain situ-
ation then this policy is called a mixed strategy. The concept of a mixed strategy can
be dicult to interrupt, especially in the one-o games (see Binmore, 1990, for more
details).
For example, consider advising someone that their Nash Equilibrium policy is to play
one action 99% of the time and another only 1% of the time. If they were only going
to play the game once, you might expected them to just play the rst action with-
out bothering to randomise their choice between the two, hence they would be play-
ing a pure strategy and not the mixed strategy suggested. This could result in them
not gaining the best response benet that the Nash Equilibrium oers (i.e. their op-
ponent is likely to realise that they will only play the pure strategy and will change
their strategy accordingly). Repeatedly played games are the only ones that are con-
sidered within this thesis so this dilemma is of no consequence to this research and
mixed strategies can be used without fear5.
If all the possible actions a 2 A have a positive probability of occurring then the
policy is called a totally mixed strategy. A totally mixed Nash Equilibrium strategy
can have good stability properties and sometimes game theorists insist that the play-
ers only use totally mixed strategies (this version of a game is called the perturbed
game). Perturbed games are behind the trembling hand perfect equilibrium which
was part of the Nobel prize winning work of John Harsanyi and Reinhard Selten (see
Harsanyi and Selten, 1988). A variation on the Nash Equilibrium concept which al-
ways considers perturbed games is discussed below.
Nash Distribution
This variation on the Nash Equilibrium is called the Nash Distribution (Fudenberg
and Kreps, 1993; Fudenberg and Levine, 1995, 1998, 1999). Unlike the Nash Equilib-
rium, a Nash Distribution policy always gives a positive probability of selecting every
action available. This perturbed policy is a very useful property when a player is un-
sure of the rewards 'Q' they obtain from each action. The Nash Distribution ensures
5In fact, it was required to use them for the modelling method to work.CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 12
it is a perturbed policy by using a smooth best response function, which incorporates
smoothing function '' and a temperature parameter  > 0.
 is a smooth strictly dierentiably concave function on a policy and the temperature
parameter is xed. For the smoothing function, a variation called Logistic Fictitious
Play is used which was introduced by Fudenberg and Levine (1995) 6:
() =  
X
a2A
(a)ln((a))
This makes the our smooth best response function for a given player:
(Q) = argmax2
( 
X
a2A
(a)Q(a)
!
+ :()
)
= argmax2
( 
X
a2A
(a)Q(a)
!
 
 
X
a2A
(a)ln((a))
!)
= argmax2
(
X
a2A
(a):(Q(a)   :ln((a)))
)
From Fudenberg and Levine (1999), it is seen that:
(Q)(a) =
eQ(a)=
P
b2A eQ(b)= (2.1)
Using this , the smoothed best response function has been transformed into Boltz-
mann7 action selection. This method of action selection was rst proposed by Luce
(1959) though it has been compared to Thurstone's Law of Comparative Judgment
(see Thurstone, 1927a; Fudenberg and Levine, 1998) and to the multinomial-logit
model of customer-behaviour (see Talluri and van Ryzin, 2004).
The Boltzmann action selection weights the dierent actions available by their ex-
pected return, as  decreases the bias is towards the action which yields the largest
return. Thus, in the limit of  decreasing to zero; the player will select an action
greedily. This greedy action selection corresponds to a Nash Equilibrium. This leads
to the important property of Nash Distributions, which is that they will converge
to a unique Nash Equilibrium as  is decreased to zero (see Fudenberg and Levine,
6They originally called it '-exponential ctitious play'
7also known as Gibbs action selection or Softmax action selection, see Bridle (1990) for detailsCHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 13
1998). Thus for small values of  it is expected that players will use a policy similar
to a Nash Equilibrium policy, only slightly perturbed.
Within the research presented in this thesis, multi-round sequential games are consid-
ered. To apply the Nash Distribution within this context can be problematic. Unlike
the single stage version, randomization occurs over pure policies (i.e. instructions on
which action to take at each stage/state of game) instead of single actions. Finding
all these pure policies alone can be computationally intensive.
To overcome this problem, a variation on the Nash Distribution was used. This vari-
ation uses multiple randomizations, at each stage of the game, instead of a single
Boltzmann randomization at the start. Thus only the current possible actions need
be considered by the players in each randomization, as opposed to the complete pol-
icy.
Like the original Nash Distribution, this variation has been shown to converge to a
Nash Equilibrium policy (see Appendix D for details). Because of the similarity to
the original Nash Distribution policy, this variation is referred to as the Nash Distri-
bution policy throughout the remainder of this thesis.
This discussion now moves onto the more practical side on Game Theory. There were
several Game Theory terms which have not been explicitly dened here (i.e. Stackel-
berg leader, Extensive-form, etc.). These terms are briey mentioned throughout the
thesis and can be ignored by a non-expert without loss of comprehension. However,
if the reader would like a further introduction to Game Theory please see Thomas
(1984) or Fudenberg and Tirole (1991).
Applying Game Theory
Game Theory has been applied to most situations where there are multiple interact-
ing agents be this negotiations (Goodwin, 2005), business (Chatterjee and Samuelson,
2001), social situations (Glance and Huberman, 1994), games (Thomas, 2003) or war
(Collins et al., 2003). However, there are several weaknesses of using Game Theory
within a practical context. It has already been seen the eect of Homo Economicus
as Game Theory's paradigm player, now some other limitations are looked at.CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 14
In the practical application of a game, the modeller will have to make judgements
on the returns (also called payos) received by the players for the dierent policies
that can be played. Deciding what these rewards (or even the player's preference to
dierent possible rewards) will be is non-trivial and the academic eld called Utility
Theory is dedicated to understanding this task (see von Neumann and Morgenstern,
1944; Winston, 1993, for more details). One simple method, which is used by naive
practitioners, is to set the return to its expected value (i.e. if gaining money is the
objective of the game, then a policy would be determined by the expected amount
of money that the player receives). However, another Nobel laureate Maurice Allias
showed that humans display paradoxical behaviour toward expected values (which
was called Allias' paradox, see Allais (1953))8.
The payos used within a game usually need to be accurate because the Nash Equi-
librium solution is non-linearly dependent on them. Therefore, a practical game the-
orist needs to take this on board otherwise they will face the garbage in, garbage out
maxim9. Even if a game has been well constructed, there is no guarantee that a solu-
tion (a Nash Equilibrium) can be found.
Finding a Nash Equilibrium of a game can be very dicult especially when dealing
with a large or complex game. In a complex game, it may be dicult to explicitly
work out all the players' dierent actions payos (and thus a Nash Equilibrium).
This can occur with stochastic games10 especially when complex methods are used
to determine the next stage of the game. A sequential stochastic game was the type
of game which is considered within the research conducted for this thesis.
8Another paradox related to expected values is St Peterburg's paradox (see Bernoulli, 1738). In
this game, a coin is tossed repeatly until a tail has been seen, the player then receives 2
n, were n
is the number of heads seen. The paradox is that under expected value, this game is worth innite
pounds, so the player should be prepared to pay all their wealth to play the game. Would you be
prepared to do this?
9The phase was derived in the fties as a teaching mantra by George Fuechsel, an IBM 305 RA-
MAC technician/instructor in New York. This has been placed within an Game Theory and Opera-
tional Research context by Barzilai (2007)
10Stochastic games are multi-staged games where there is uncertainty about what the next stage
will be. Stochastic games are the multi-player equivalent to Markov Decision Process (MDP) (seee
Bellman, 1957; Winston, 1993).CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 15
Even if the game is not complex and can be solved using standard approaches11 prob-
lems of complexity can occur. Finding a Nash Equilibrium of a normal-form game
has been shown to be PPAD-Hard (see Chen and Deng, 2005). PPAD-Hardness is
subclass of NP-Hardness12 problems. Though solving mechanisms exist for PPAD-
Hard problems (i.e. ways to calculate a Nash Equilibrium), the computational time
required can be unreasonable for large games.
Both of the problems (nding realistic payos and computing a Nash Equilibrium)
above have had an impact on the practical application of game theory (Collins et al.,
2003). The research presented in this thesis has focused on the second of these prob-
lems.
Though all these problems may seem very depressing for anyone wishing to prac-
tically apply Game Theory, there are several good books that talk about practical
implementation see Chatterjee and Samuelson (2001); Kott and McEneaney (2007)
for more details. There is even a Game Theory freeware available called GAMBIT
(McKelvey et al., 2007). GAMBIT is a library of game theory software and tools for
the construction and analysis of nite normal-form and extensive-form games. A dis-
cussion on some of this implimentation is given in the next section.
Games in Operational Research
As mentioned above, Game Theory is one of the many techniques that can be applied
within an OR context. A basic introduction to this application of found in Winston
(1993) or Thomas (1984). Though this thesis has given a lot criticisms of the appli-
cability of Game Theory, its application does exist. A survey of OR games can be
found in Borm et al. (2001) but this is mainly conned to cooperative games13.
Recent practical advances in the area include Combinatorial Auctions (de Vries and
Vohra, 2003) and Congestion games (Roughgarden and Tardos, 2002). This includes
the famous Braess' Paradox, which shows that adding more transport links can lead
to more congestion (Braess, 1968; Braess et al., 2005). Other examples include ren-
11Dynamic programming was used to solve the simple games (see Methodology chapter for details).
12PPAD stands for Polynomial Parity Argument, Directed. NP stands for Non-polynomial
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dezvous search (Thomas and Hulme, 1997) and using game theoretic approaches to
bargain over long-term contracts (Kim and Kwak, 2007).
All these approaches suer from some (or all) the problems highlighted above. One
approach to deal with some of these problems has been to apply Articial Intelligence
methods to them.
2.3 Learning in Games
Given the complexity of solving games, it is unsurprising that many people have
turned to computers and use them to learn the game's solution. Thus the using Arti-
cial Intelligence (AI) in games begun. Using AI to solve games gives us two distinct
advantages. Firstly it gives an ability to solve games that were otherwise too com-
plex to handle. Secondly, solutions that are reached under learning conditions can be
found (which might indicate which are going to be opposed in the real world). These
advantages also come with disadvantages. There is no guarantee that the learning
dynamic will converge, and even if it does there is no guarantee that it will converge
within a reasonable length of time. Once a solution is arrived at, this solution might
be far from the stable Nash Equilibrium that is required. Understanding these pos-
sible outcomes forms the basis of this research into learning. Now a brief history of
learning in games is looked at and then dierent AI approaches are considered.
History
The rst known attempt at using learning to solve games was Brown's ctitious play
(see Brown, 1951). Brown described a method of action select that was based on an
opponent's previous play. A player would assume that an opponent would choose an
action with the same probability as the normalised frequency that that action had
been played in the past. The player then simply choices the best-response to this as-
sumed opponents policy. Though this sounds like both players might converge to a
common solution, this method is notorious for the player ending up swapping policies
in a cyclic fashion, thus no convergence is reached.
Though Brown's method does not guarantee convergence14 it has inspired academics
14The cyclic behaviour can be observed in some games thus convergence is not guaranteed, see
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to continue applying learning to games. The most successful work on the subject
was The Theory of Learning in Games by Fudenberg and Levine (1998). The book
is based around their work of the previous ten years (for example see Fudenberg and
Levine (1995, 1999)) and probably the most citied work on the subject. Though the
work was focussed on normal-form games, Fudenberg also considers extensive-form
games 15 (see Fudenberg and Kreps, 1993, 1994, 1995). Fudenberg and Levine come
from an economics perspective and their book is written for this eld, thus it only
covers two types of dynamics (which are appropriate for that eld): Best-response
dynamics and Replicator dynamics. While the economists were concerned with the
theoretical side of learning, other AI was being applied to the practical side.
Articial Intelligence (AI)
Learning in games is not only found in the economic literature but also the com-
puter science literature, especially within the Articial Intelligence subeld of Ma-
chine Learning. Learning in games has been part of AI for many years, with the com-
puter scientists looking mainly at the standard games of Chess (Fogel et al., 2005)
and Go (M} uller, 2002). However, the shift towards using Game Theory came after
Robert Axelrod's famous experiment involving a prisoner's dilemma (see Axelrod,
1984, 1997). At present, computer scientists are concerned with how to use multiple
agents to achieve specic tasks (called Mechanism Design) (Dash et al., 2003). For a
good introduction to AI see Russell and Norvig (1995) and for examples of learning
in games, from a computer scientist prospective, see (see Littman, 1994; Bowling and
Veloso, 2002).
There are many dierent Articial Intelligence methods that have been developed
over the years and many have been applied to Game Theory. No attempt has been
made to cover every possible subject and only a brief review is given here. The major
AI techniques that have been applied to games are:
 Evolutionary methods (Weibull, 1995; Maynard Smith, 1982, 1974)
 Neural Nets (Gosavi, 2003; Zizzo and Sgroi, 2007; Neal, 1996)
15Extensive-form games are used within the research, in extensive-form a game can be represented
as a tree-like structure with the arc representing the di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 Reinforcement Learning (Fudenberg and Levine, 1998)
There have also been attempts to bring the learning and games into the commercial
world of OR. These attempts include Linguistic Geometry by Stilman (2000). Here
Howard uses game learning to determine how agents in a mutli-agent simulation will
react without using scripted behaviour. The method has had its successes (see Kott
and McEneaney, 2007) but remains a heuristic method. For an overview of OR and
AI see Kobbary et al. (2007) 16.
Within this research, Reinforcement Learning (RL) has been the exclusive focus.
This method was chosen for study for three reasons. Firstly, it is related to a way in
which the psychologists believe that humans learn (Leslie, 2001). Secondly, it can be
shown to converge unlike some other methods (i.e. Generic Algorithms (Russell and
Norvig, 1995)). Finally Reinforcement Learning is not just approximation of another
method (i.e. Neural Networks are related to multivariate regression see Neal (1996)).
Thus further discussion on Reinforcement Learning is required.
2.4 Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement Learning (RL), like most techniques, goes by other names (including
Neuro-dynamic programming, see Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis (1996)). Within a gam-
ing context, Reinforcement Learning assumes that the players have an approximate
knowledge of what rewards (or expected rewards) are associated with the actions
available to them, and update this knowledge based on the observations of the out-
comes from repeated play of the game. A good introduction to the subject can be
found in Sutton and Barto (1998) and a survey of the techniques can be found in
Kaelbling et al. (1996). Kaelbling et al does not consider the multi-agent case but
a survey of multi-agent Reinforcement Learning is found in Shoham et al. (2004).
The history of Reinforcement Learning comes from two separate strands. One was
psychologist attempts to explain animal learning and the other was computer sci-
entists trying to achieve machine learning through trial and error. The psychologist
16However, Kobbary et al. (2007) makes no mention of Reinforcement Learning in their paper, for
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strand started with the law of eect by Thorndike (1911). The rst suggested com-
putational investigation of Reinforcement Learning is found in Minsky (1954). Over
the years, the two strands merged and split at various points. Only in recent years
has Reinforcement Learning been used as a practical analytical technique, such as
Simulation-Optimisation (see Gosavi, 2003), because of the advancement of computer
technology. For more details on the history of Reinforcement Learning see Sutton
and Barto (1998).
There are various dierent aspects to Reinforcement Learning, and these aspects de-
termine the dierent types of RL that are currently being used within the literature.
The research presented in this thesis considers some of these types, which are dened
below.
Aspects of Reinforcement Learning
The framework that a Reinforcement Learning technique can be directly applied
to has certain limitations. For the technique to be of any practical use, the agent
(or player) must have a nite set of actions which to choose from and which results
in two things. The rst is change in the state (i.e. the environment). These states
can be terminal (i.e. the game nishes) or non-terminal (i.e. the agent must choose
another action). The other eect from choosing an action is a reward obtained by
the agent. The sum of all the rewards obtained after choosing an action and before
reaching a terminal state is called the return.
If either the choice of action by an agent or reward obtained from an action is non-
deterministic then the process is a Markov Decision Process(MDP) (Bellman, 1957)
(or a stochastic games in the multi-agent case). The MDP forms the underlying frame-
work for which Reinforcement Learning can be applied.
The RL mechanisms work by updating the way that an agent selects their actions
(called their policy) by considering what returns were obtained from the dierent ac-
tion selections. The main way that this is done is by updating various values with
the rewards observed in a single play of the game (called an episode). These val-
ues are either associated with each state (value-based updating) or each action pair
(action-based updating) that was visited/chosen within an episode. The researchCHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 20
has been based around the updating of values associated with each action, which are
called Q-values17.
The Q-values are an estimate of the expected return that a player will receive from
choosing a particular action. Thus a return-maximising player (which are players are
assumed to be) would choose the action with the highest expected return at each
state. However, the Q-values are only estimates18 of this expected return, which is
where RL comes in. Each time an episode is completed the player has new informa-
tion about the possible returns from the actions that were chosen in that episode,
hence can use that information to update the action's Q-values. Using the mecha-
nism of Reinforcement Learning repeatedly, the player gains better estimates of the
Q-values. This is called the prediction problem.
The initial Q-values that player has can be worked out through a number of ways.
This could be that they are assigned values randomly or use some form of prior or
heuristic knowledge.
Once the player has better estimates of their Q-values, they are likely to want to
change their policy to reect this19. This updating in policy is known as the Con-
trol problem. From repeatedly updating their policy from observation, a player could
eventually nd the optimal20 policy for the game.  is used to represent a generic
policy and  represents the optimal policy.
However, the Q-values are not static for dierent policies because an action's ex-
pected return is dependent on the actions selected later on within a episode which, in
turn, is dependent on the current policy. Thus the expected returns associated with
on policy will be dierent to the expected returns of another policy. The expected re-
turns from using the optimal policy is represented as Q-values. Thus when updating
the Q-values of an action, the player is trying to converge on the Q-values.
Figure 2.1 shows this interaction of the two problems. By continually updating the
Q-values and thus the policy (which is known as policy iteration), the player hopes
17Originally from Shannon (1950) from their work on chess but was not called Q-value until
Watkin's Q-learning algorithm (Watkins, 1989).
18If they were not estimates then there is nothing for the player to learn.
19A player does not have to update their policy after every Q-value update though.
20Or Nash Equilibrium policy when there are multiple agents.CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 21
Figure 2.1: Diagram illustrating problems associated with policy iteration
to converge on the optimal policy and learning is complete. Though the problems of
evaluating the Q-values and improving the policy may seem complex, there is still yet
another problem to deal with.
Action Selection
An optimal policy will tell the player to play greedily that is to always play the ac-
tion which has the highest return at any state (thus the player is exploiting their
current knowledge). However, the player's estimate of the highest return is based
on the Q-values of the actions. Thus as none of the non-greedy actions are selected
(and thus their Q-values are not updated), the player's policy could get stuck in a lo-
cal maximum. Therefore, there is a need for the player to explore the returns gained
from non-greedy action to gain an better estimate of their Q-values even though they
would expect to receive a lower return. This is known as the exploitation/exploration
problem.
The method by which the actions are selected determines the exploration. The Q-
values and the action selection method uniquely determine the policy of a player.
Under greedy action selection, there is no exploration. Another method would be to
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known as -greedy action selection. The method that was used within this thesis is
the Boltzmann action selection, which was discussed in section 2.2. This method was
chosen because of its relationship with the Nash Distribution. An advantage of Boltz-
mann action selection is that every action as a non-zero probability of being played
and when the Q-values are bounded then every action is chosen innitely oered.
This means that Boltzmann Action selection will lead to a complete exploration of
the state space (eventually).
The eects from exploration can have an impact on the learnt policy and there are
two ways that this can be dealt with: on-policy and o-policy control. On-policy con-
trol is when the learnt policy takes into account the eects from exploration; exam-
ples include the Monte Carlo and SARSA RL methods (which is considered below).
In o-policy control, the learnt policy ignores the eects from exploration, examples
include Q-learning.
The amount of exploration that occurs is controlled by the temperature parameter
(i.e. Tau or ). For high temperatures there is a lot of exploration and for low tem-
peratures there is little. For reasons of convergence, the temperature parameter re-
mains xed over all the episodes (which is called a run). However, to ensure that pol-
icy begins to converge, the rate at which the player learns (i.e. the amount of possi-
ble change to a player's Q-values) decreases as the number of episodes increases. This
is controlled by the changing learning parameter called the step-size parameter (rep-
resented by e were e is the number of episodes that has been played).
If step-size parameters decrease too quickly, the player's policy can become stuck in
a local maximum. However, if it does not decrease fast enough, the policy can fail to
converge at all. The standard restrictions placed on the step-size parameter are (see
Sutton and Barto, 1998)21:
1 X
e=1
e = 1
1 X
e=1
2
e < 1
A Reinforcement Learning mechanism is determined by these dierent aspects (i.e.
action selection method, temperature, etc.) and the means by which the Q-values are
updated (examples are given below). A nal point about the whole process is that
21Notice that e =
1
e+C, where C > 0, satis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when there is more than one player, the rewards observed will be constantly changing
and thus a policy's Q-values will also be changing. This dynamic environment can
make learning quite dicult (i.e lots of episodes are required in a run) and can lead
to complications in the way that RL is applied. A brief discussion about previous
applications of RL is given next.
Examples of RL Usage
RL has had dierent applications in various contexts, some have been highlighted by
Sutton and Barto (1998); Kaelbling et al. (1996). There has been a limited use of RL
within an Operational Research context. Examples include Ravulapati et al. (2004)
application to business games and Das et al. (1999) application to decision problems.
Gosavi (2003) has made attempts to standardise the use of RL within an OR context
(called simulation-optimisation). Another attempt at giving practical advice can be
found towards the end of Kott and McEneaney (2007).
The reason that RL has not been taken up within the OR community is not to do
with a limited scope of its application, in fact, there seems to be an abundance of
possible applications (i.e. within agent-based simulation as seen in (Hill et al., 2006)).
The reason that RL has not been taken up as a main-stream technique is due to its
limitations. These limitations are discussed throughout this thesis and several limita-
tions are addressed as part of the conclusions of the research.
Types of Reinforcement Learning
There are various dierent forms of Reinforcement Learning within the literature
(see Kaelbling et al., 1996). Sutton and Barto (1998) presents three basic types of
RL. Within the research presented here, the focus is on these types, they are: Monte
Carlo method, Q-learning and SARSA method. Before an explanation about the dif-
ference of these methods is given, some terms must be introduced.
A player within a game will, at any time, have a set of possible actions that they can
undertake. This set of actions is dened as A with an action a 2 A. In this imple-
mentation of RL, it is required that jAj < 1. A player will have an estimate of what
each action is worth to them, which is called Q-value, represented by Q(a) 2 R for a
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repeated play of the game, forms the basis of RL. The rate at which this updating
occurs depends on the current number of plays of the game (called episodes, repre-
sented by e 2 N) and is determined by the step-size parameter, which is represented
by e 2 (0;1). The immediate reward observed, as a consequence of the action se-
lection, can be stochastic or deterministic and is represented by re(a). The return
observed from an action (i.e. the summation of all rewards gained after the action
was selected) is given by Re(a).
The simplest form of RL is when the player has to only make one action selection
and can been represent as follows 22. Given that action a 2 A was selected in the
episode e + 1, its Q-value is updated as follows:
Qe+1(a) = (1   e+1):Qe(a) + e+1:re+1(a) (2.2)
Q0(a) is dened as the player's initial expected-reward estimation from playing ac-
tion a. This basic equation looks similar to the exponential smoothing forecasting
technique (see Brown and Meyer, 1961). In more sophisticated games, a player would
have to select actions at dierent points within the game.
When a player has to select actions at dierent points within a game, these points
are called states s, which belong to a state space S (i.e. s 2 S). Thus given that state
s is visited in episode e, the actions available are A(s), the action chosen was ae(s) 2
A(s). Lambda is also dependent on the state and is represented by e(s).
Monte Carlo Method
Monte carlo learning is the simplest form of learning that is considered within this
research and is one of the earliest forms of RL to be used (see Michie and Chambers,
1968). Its learning mechanism relates to the one in equation (2.2) but return is con-
sidered instead of reward (as multiple stages have to be considered). Given all the
actions that were visited in episode e + 1, their Q-values are updated as follows:
Qe+1(ae+1(s)) = (1   e+1(s)):Qe(ae+1(s)) + e+1(s):Re+1(ae+1(s))
As the updating only considers the actual observed returns it would, at rst glance,
seem a reasonable way to proceed. However, due to the stochastic nature of a game
22This representation uses Q-values, which is consistent with this implementation of RL. Other
representations do exist (i.e. value based approach) and can be found in Sutton and Barto (1998).CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 25
(both action selection and rewards observed), using the actual observed returns can
lead to random anomalies having a great impact on the updated Q-values.
Q-learning
To get around the problem of random anomalies having a large impact in the up-
dating of the Q-values, the complete return can be ignored. Instead the immediate
reward and next states Q-values are used in the updating. Of course, the next states
Q-value is an estimate itself, hence estimates are being used to update estimates (this
is called bootstrapping). Q-learning is an example of this and was rst introduced by
Watkins (1989). If s0 is the next state that is visited by the player, and its action set
is A(s0) then the updating formula for Q-learning is:
Qe+1(ae+1(s)) =(1   e+1(s)):Qe(ae+1(s)) + e+1(s):(re+1(ae+1(s))
+ maxb(s0)2A(s0)
 
Qe+1(b(s0))

If there is no next state then no extra Q-value is used in the updating. Q-learning
is an example of o-policy updating since it ignores the subsequent action that was
played and updates using the Q-value of the greedy action instead. As Boltzmann
Action Selection will select the greedy action for the majority of the time anyway,
the subsequent action is usually the greedy action anyway. By updating this way, the
eects from exploration are ignored.
SARSA
The use of bootstrapping in Q-learning makes it a form of Temporal-Dierence learn-
ing. An on-policy example of Temporal-Dierence learning is the SARSA method.
SARSA method was originally proposed by Rummery and Niranjan (1994), who
called it modied Q-learning. Unlike Q-learning, SARSA does not use the greedy
action in its updating but the actual action observed. If s is the next state that is
visited by the player, and its action a(s0) 2 A(s0) is selected, then updating is done
by:
Qe+1(ae+1(s)) = (1 e+1(s)):Qe(ae+1(s))+e+1(s):
 
re+1(ae+1(s0)) + Qe+1(ae+1(s0))

The name SARSA is derived from the sequence of events that are used in the up-
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has not been used much within the RL literature and there are very few papers which
consider multi-agent SARSA learning (i.e. Banerjee et al. (2004)). Multi-agent learn-
ing is the context of this research.
There have been some attempts to give guidelines of both Q-learning and SARSA
multi-agent learning, which can be found in Takadama and Fujita (2005). In this pa-
per, Takadama and Fujita suggest that both techniques should be used within any
gaming context to validate the results. The paper suggests that the SARSA method
is more risk-adverse than Q-learning (which makes sense since Q-learning ignores all
non-greedy Q-values). Finally, their paper points out a single agent learning is faster
than multiple agents learn (which is unsurprising since less has to be learnt).
Other RL techniques do exist which are briey discussed now. This is no means a
complete list of possible techniques and the literature on new techniques is contin-
ually expanding. For example, R-learning is a variation on Q-learning but has an
extra quantity  within its updating mechanism, were  is also updated like the Q-
values. It has been compared to the SARSA and Q-learning method in Ishikawa
et al. (2007), though the results were not conclusive.
There have been attempts to use Boltzmann Action Selection within other RL mech-
anisms. This is seen in Camerer and Ho (1999), where they use a simple form of Re-
inforcement Learning called Experience-Weighted Attraction learning. This method
is designed to ensure that the player's initial attractions are always considered within
their choice of an action.
Eligibility Traces is an extension to the Temporal-Dierence learning, which takes
into account of more than just the next state. An example of an Eligibility Trace
variation is SARSA() which was rst explored in Rummery and Niranjan (1994);
Rummery (1995). Though there are benets to using Eligibility Traces, this research
has focussed only on the simple cases.
Another form of Reinforcement Learning is Cumulative Proportional Reinforcement
(CPR) which can be found in Laslier et al. (2001). An extensive form version was
adapted in Laslier and Walliser (2005). Extensive-form games form the focus of the
research presented in this thesis and an example can be seen in gure 4.2. The ground-CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 27
breaking research in learning in extensive-form games can be found in Fudenberg and
Kreps (1994, 1995). Experiments of learning in extensive form games have been con-
ducted by Roth and Erev (1995) which is an example of the connection of RL within
psychology.
Psychology
One of the founding strands of RL was within psychology which started with the
work on animal intelligence by Thorndike (1911). However, Reinforcement Learn-
ing was grounded within psychology ever since Pavlov's famous experiment with dogs
(Pavlov, 1927). At present Reinforcement Learning is still considered one of the two
main possibilities for how animals learn behaviours, the other being associative learn-
ing (Leslie, 2001).
The psychologist use Reinforcement Learning in a more sophisticated way to that
seen within this thesis. Instead of dealing with millions of repeated plays of the game
(i.e. episodes), the psychological literature deals only with a few within their exper-
iments. The reason for this dierence is twofold. Firstly, psychologist experiments
only involve actual players and not simulated ones so time to play a game becomes
an issue. Secondly, the psychological experiments consider, in depth, the impact of
each play experience.
Within the Rescorla-Wagner model (see Rescorla and Wagner, 1972) of psychologi-
cal RL various advanced aspects are considered. For example, problems like backward
blocking occur when actual animals are learning 23. Within the learning results con-
sidered for the research presented in this thesis, this level of detail is not explored.
Experiments comparing the results from thousands of episodes have been conducted.
For example, Erev and Roth (1998) constructed an RL method and compared their
results to human players (their mechanism was shown to converge by Beggs (2005)).
Both Valluri (2006) and Prasnikar and Roth (1992) did experiments using sequen-
tial games. However, the experiments of Chen and Khoroshilov (2003) indicated that
23Backward blocking is where an extreme results is experienced early on in the learning process
which has a huge impact on all subsequent actions. See Kruschke and Blair (2000) for more details.CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 28
RL does not explain human behaviour 24. This is not surprising, within a game con-
text, given our previous discussion on Homo Economicus. However, whether RL ex-
plains human behaviour is only one aspect for consideration, another is whether the
RL techniques actually learn.
Convergence Proofs
There is a vast quantity of literature on convergence of Reinforcement Learning tech-
niques, here a small sample is presented. The focus of this sample is on convergence
of temporal dierence mechanisms within games.
Convergence results have been shown for the single player case of Temporal dier-
ences learning see (Dayan and Sejnowski, 1994), though this only consider case when
xed transition probabilities (which cannot be translated into the multi-player case).
Singh et al. (2000) proved convergence for the single player SARSA method and
Banerjee et al. (2004) proved convergence for the multiple player case but both proofs
require certain restriction on the players.
Several dierent proofs are available for non-general versions of single player Q-learning,
the rst being Watkins and Dayan (1992). In recent years, Leslie and Collins (2003,
2005, 2006) have looked at convergence for the multi-player case, with special interest
of when dierence learning rates have been used by the dierent players.
An issue that has arisen within multi-agent games is when uncoupled learning dy-
namics 25 are used. Hart and Mas-Colell (2006, 2003) have shown that uncoupled
learning dynamics cannot be guaranteed to converge. However, this does not stop
any investigation into explaining how people play when they are unaware they are
in a game (Leslie and Collins, 2005). Further discussion about this issue is found in
Chapter Six.
Stochastic Approximation
The main mathematical method that all these convergence proofs have used is Stochas-
tic Approximation, which was introduced by Robbins and Monro (1951). The sim-
24This work was not conclusive and RL to achieved mixed results in Feltovich (2000). Feltovich
found that RL was good at predicting how human players learn if good heuristic knowledge was used.
25An uncoupled learning mechanism is where players do not take account of the opponent's reward
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plest stochastic reinforcement learning (see equation 2.2) model was solved for the
one player case using the Robbins-Monro method. A good introduction to the sub-
ject can be found in Kushner and Yin (2003)26
A more advanced version of the Robbins-Monro method can be found in Dvoretzky
(1956). A simplied version of the Dvoretzky proof is found in Wolfowitz (1956).
New ideas on Stochastic approximation can be found in Benaim (1996, 1999). Be-
naim has done some work on games and learning in (Benaim and Hirsch, 1999), though
the focus is on ctitious play.
This end discussion on the rst two academic elds considered in the research within
this thesis, namely: Game Theory and Reinforcement Learning. The third, and nal,
eld is Revenue Management and is discussed briey in the next section.
2.5 Revenue Management
Revenue Management (also known as Yield management27) is claimed to be one of
the most successful application areas of Operational Research (see Talluri and van
Ryzin, 2004). Revenue Management (RM) is concerned with demand-management
decisions especially when in relation to pricing. Talluri and van Ryzin's book The
Theory and Practice of Revenue Management forms a comprehensive introduction to
the subject.
RM is a relatively modern subject and has its roots in the airline industry. A need
for RM was found and addressed in 1978 when the United States of America allowed
airlines more exibility with their airline seat prices. Though there are other appli-
cations of RM, this literature focuses on this, airline seat pricing. A brief overview of
OR and airline industry is given in Ahmed and Poojari (2008)28.
There are two aspects to airline seat pricing: dealing with competition and prop-
erly forecasting demand. Modelling competition is done via Game Theory, where as
forecast demand is done via a variety of techniques (see Luce, 1959; Talluri and van
26Though the original work by Robbins and Monro (1951) is surprisingly easy to read and also a
good introduction.
27Yield Management term is used in airline industry, where as Revenue Management is used else-
where.
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Ryzin, 2004). Though there has been much research into each aspect individually,
as noted by (Boyd, 2007), there has been diculty marrying the techniques. Dealing
with this issue is part of the research that is presented in this thesis. The remainder
of this review looks at the current use of pricing, learning and games.
Pricing, Learning and Games
A recent example of modelling airline pricing is given in Anjos et al. (2004, 2005),
which was a simple continuous one and solved using Nelder-Mead method. This model
was then extended to include competition in Currie et al. (2006). Another example of
games and Airlines within a OR context can be found in Schipper et al. (2007).
In terms of pricing and learning, Gosavi et al. (2002, 2007) have applied Reinforce-
ment Learning to airline pricing, though they are look at the single agent case. Their
work, however, does include complications of over-booking and cancellations. Stochas-
tic approximation has been directly applied to the airline industry in van Ryzin and
McGill (2000) . In their paper, van Ryzin and McGill apply a simple stochastic ap-
proximation model to determine the seat protection levels of an airline. They even
show optimality within the constraints of their simple model.
For work which includes all three aspects (pricing, learning and games) there is lim-
ited literature available. Q-learning has been applied to a pricing environment in
Sridharan and Tesauro (2000), which was extended in Tesauro and Kephart (2002).
Other examples include Chinthalapati et al. (2006)for electronic retail markets and
K} on} onen (2006), within an asymmetric learning environment. No literature can be
found on pricing within a learning sequential game context, which forms the basis of
the research within this thesis.
2.6 Summary
This chapter has discussed the use of Game Theory within an Operational Research
context and the limitations associated with it. Important concepts like the Nash
Equilibrium and Nash Distribution were discussed. This lead onto the use of Artif-
ical Intelligence as a means to solve games with a special interest in Reinforcement
Learning. Of Reinforcement Learning, the dierent aspects of the technique were dis-
cussed. Three di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Monte Carlo method, Q-learning, and SARSA method. Finally this chapter gave a
brief introduction into Revenue Management and examples of its use.Chapter 3
Methodology
3.1 Introduction
As outlined in Chapter One, the thesis intends to investigate the practical use of Re-
inforcement Learning to solve Game Theoretic models within an OR context. An OR
context means that the models would be used to underpin the way decision makers
operate in a real-life contest. To undertake this task a clear plan or methodology is
required. This chapter considers the methodology that was formulated before any
empirical or theoretical results were found.
Aim
Within this chapter, it is intended that a coherent methodology is presented for the
reader to follow. This methodology was designed to research the question posed within
chapter one. As the question is quite general, outlined here is how this was narrowed
down. Any underlying assumptions that have been made within the research are also
highlighted.
Analysing quantitative results is the main focus of this research. This does mean that
some important considerations of using Reinforcement Learning within a Game The-
oretic context are ignored. For example, the ease with which an OR practitioner can
implement the techniques or how easy they are to validate the model has not been
considered.
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Though this does seem like a major loss when considering implication of a technique,
it does mean that the technical detail of the implementation can be focused on (i.e.
method of Reinforcement Learning used, which parameter should be used, etc.). Also,
there is a large body of literature available which covers the practical aspects of tech-
nique implementation (Ward, 1989; Pidd, 1996; Bryman and Bell, 2003; Chick, 2006).
There are several examples within the literature of implementing Reinforcement Learn-
ing within a pricing games context (i.e. Sridharan and Tesauro, 2000; Tesauro and
Kephart, 2002; Chinthalapati et al., 2006; K} on} onen, 2006). However, all the exam-
ples are from a computer science theoretic perspective and are not concerned with
the implementation of their methods or models within a practical context. There-
fore, without prior research within this context it was dicult to hypothesis what the
outcomes would be. Thus the research was conducted in a inductive way, using the
following steps:
1. Data collection starts with no initial theory
2. Tentative theory developed from early data and then tested against later data
3. Aim is to identify core concept explaining behaviour
This seems likes a reason way to proceed with the methodology and will form the
basis of the research. Firstly data needed to be collected. As the intention is to look
at the practical usage of RL within a GT context, collecting data from the modelling
of practical problems is required.
Though it would be possible to construct a qualitative model of this situation 1 this
research focused on quantitative modelling and only one model output was investi-
gated. This assumption does undermine the generalisation of the results but it does
give richness to the analysis which would otherwise be impossible to achieve.
Deciding on which problem to focus on is challenging. However, it is apparent that
there is a current need to marry the techniques of customer behaviour modelling and
1A 'soft' GT technique could be used (i.e. Drama Theory Howard (2001)) with psychological RL
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a competitive revenue management (see Boyd, 2007; Currie et al., 2006). This prob-
lem has been highlighted in the literature review chapter. Therefore, this seems to be
a problem that can be tackled within this context.
Therefore, a simple airline pricing model is constructed and the optimal solution is
found to this simple model using traditional techniques. Then these results are com-
pared to the results obtained using Reinforcement Learning methods. The model was
made more complex so that the traditional techniques cannot reasonably be used and
interpret the RL results from this.
It has been suggested that factors like seasonality make the airline pricing market to
erratic to study. However, it can be argued that price competition always remains a
factor in the market and thus can be studied.
Validation and Verication
One criticism of the methodology is that it is impossible to collect data without hav-
ing an initial theory. This introduces bias to the results which might invalid any con-
clusions. To overcome this, the problem was tackled from a dierent angle to give a
triangulated approach.
As well as considering the empirical results from these models, it would seem correct
to consider the theoretical side as well. Therefore, if the empirical question is "What
results are observed in practice?", then the theoretical question would be "Does the
learning converge in theory?". By solving these two questions, the problem is ap-
proached from two dierent angles. These dierent angles allow for more valid con-
clusions about any emergent behaviour that appears from results.
Overview of Methodology
Dierent aspects of the methodology are brought together here. A summary is given
below:
1. Construct airline pricing model
2. Find solutions using Dynamic Programming
3. Run model to generate the empirical resultsCHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY 35
4. Compare dierent RL techniques
5. Conclude which RL technique are most eective
6. Prove theoretical convergence for that technique
The remainder of this chapter will consider each of these methodology aspects in
turn. Each section gives an introduction to the aspect and an overview of the method-
ology and assumption required.
More detail about each of these aspects can be found in the remaining chapters of
this thesis. Items one and two are discussed in the Model chapter. Items three to ve
are investigated in the Empirical Results chapter. Finally, item six remains separated
from the other aspects and is discussed in the Convergence Proof chapter.
3.2 Constructing the Model
Various dierent games could have been constructed within a number of problem ar-
eas looking at the eects of using Reinforcement Learning within a practical context.
However, by considering a number of games only a supercial analysis of each could
be given. The implications of using a new technique are considered, therefore this
seems inappropriate as a greater understanding of the application is required. Focus-
ing on a single problem allowed an in-depth analysis of the results to be completed.
Therefore the focus on a current problem regarding dynamic pricing within the air-
line industry.
As outlined in the literature review, combining a plausible customer behaviour model
within a game is a current problem with Revenue Management (Boyd, 2007). The
use of Reinforcement Learning might give insight into the kind of strategies that are
used for more complex models, thus going towards a solution to this problem.
The literature review also shows that there are various existing models that are try-
ing to compute the airline-pricing policy under competition. These airline-pricing
model frameworks have been developed with a particular solution concept in mind
(i.e. calculus of variation in Currie et al. (2006)). Similarly, the constructed model
was designed with Reinforcement Learning as the solution concept. This meant thatCHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY 36
the model is constrained in several ways (i.e. the need for a nite state space). Through-
out this section the various limitations that have to be imposed on the airline-pricing
model are considered so that the learning game will work and the hypothesis can be
tested.
Before moving onto a discussion about these limitations and choices, the other as-
pects that are modelled need to be considered. As well as the airline-pricing model
there is the learning model, where the Reinforcement Learning takes place. The im-
plementation of the various RL methods was non-trivial and many decisions were
needed to be made about its construction. The following subsections consider these
two models in turn.
Framework of Airline-Pricing Model
The aim of the research is to show that RL gives the ability gain good approximate
solutions to a complex unsolvable problem, however a game framework that is solv-
able in the classic sense (i.e. Nash Equilibrium) is still needed so that there is some-
thing to compare the RL results with. Therefore, an airline-pricing model was re-
quired with a game solution simple enough to have a readily available solution for
comparison.
There was still a requirement to observe the results from variations on the model
when quite complex behaviours of the customers was used. The solution to this prob-
lem was to develop the customer-demand model separately from the main airline-
pricing model. By not embedding the customer-demand model, a complex or sim-
ple model could be produced depending on the requirements. This customer model
is discussed below. There is still a requirement to understand the basis of how the
airline-pricing model will interact with this customer model. Therefore, what vari-
ables the model will require needs to be considered rst.
Decision Variables
The decision variable in this airline-pricing problem is how to maximise revenue by
changing seat prices in relation to the market. The airline (or players) decision to
change the current price of a ticket will depend on various factors, the main factors
(see Talluri and van Ryzin, 2004) that will a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 Number of seats left on each aeroplane
 Time left to ight departure
 Competitors' current price
 Historical information
 Own current price
 Market size
There are many other factors that could be considered (i.e. Seasonality, Global Events,
etc.). The more factors that are considered, the greater the state-space and the greater
the computing requirements (i.e. run-time and memory requirements). Thus it is
preferable to limit the information the decision maker uses for their decisions.
Limiting information is good from a computer modelling perspective, however the
usage of RL within a practical context was being considered thus the model must still
contain enough complexity to be validated as an airline-pricing model. The need to
only model the factors that are important is a valid modelling approach by the law of
Parsimony (or Occam's Razor2). This philosophical approach has been incorporated
within the OR Literature through works such as Ward (1989).
To decide which factors are most important, the current OR literature on modelling
this problem was considered (i.e. Gosavi et al., 2002, 2007; Currie et al., 2006). The
factors that were highlighted from the literature were:
 Competitors' current price
 Time left till ight departure
 Number of seats left on each airplane
2This has been stated in many forms, the most common being All things being equal, the simplest
solution is the best or Entities should not be multiplied beyond necessity. Though credit is given to
English philosopher William of Ockham (1288 - 1347), its rst appearance was in the work of the
Irish mathematician Sir William Rowan Hamilton (Hamilton, 1852).CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY 38
These factors determine a state within the airline-pricing model. Not using the his-
torical information implies a 'lack of memory' by the learning players. However, the
historical information is already taken account of within the RL model (by the na-
ture of the method). This is because the Reinforcement Learning process uses histor-
ical information to update the policy. Historical information can be misleading to a
play, as both players are learning within the model; hence the returns from any pol-
icy will be constantly changing.
Through most of the research, the number of seats on the plane does not aect any
of the results obtained and could be ignored. However, the number of seats remaining
has been included in the state space of the model to give the space a realistic size.
Another missing factor is the number of seats left on an opponent's plane. This re-
ects the reality that the players will not know what their opponent has sold and
thus the game is one of Incomplete Information.
Modelling Limitations
Again following almost all of the literature on competition, only two players are con-
sidered within the model. The nal model (see Model or Convergence Proof chap-
ters) is not constrained to look at only two players but this limit has been imposed
on this analysis.
The airline-pricing model is embedded within the learning model and there are cer-
tain constraints that must be adhered to. For there to be any chance of convergence
of the RL algorithms, a nite number of states had to be used. This means that all
the decision variables had to be nite. Obviously, this is true for the number of seats
and competitor's price 3. Time is not a discrete dimension but it is reasonable to as-
sume that there are only a nite number of times that a player can change their price
before the aeroplane leaves (as it requires time to process the information about a
player's current state) and therefore time can be seen as discrete.
Given that all the decision variables are nite and discrete, there are a nite num-
ber of states. The exact range that each decision variables takes are outlined in the
3Prices can only go up in discrete steps (i.e. 1p) and are limited to the world wealth
($37.1 trillion according to the Merrill Lynch/Capgemini World Wealth Report 2007 at
www.capgemini.com/industries/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Model chapter. Reinforcement Learning not only requires that there are a nite num-
ber of states for convergence to occur but also that there are a nite number of ac-
tions. As the actions are represented by a choice of price, from the arguments above,
this is also nite choice of discrete actions.
A consequence of having a nite set of prices is that there is a nite set of payos (as
there is a nite number of customers at any one point). There were no constraints
on whether the Airline model was stochastic or deterministic, this feature is decided
within the customer model. These two features mean the game is stochastic, which is
the two-player version of a Markov Decision Process (MDP) (see Bellman, 1957).
There are several modelling variations in the literature that are not included for brevity.
For example, overbooking or cancellation are not explicitly modeled (see Gosavi et al.,
2002, for an example of this). It would be possible to included these factors within
the framework, however they are not explicitly represented 4.
As seen in a lot of the literature, a single-leg ight is being dealt with. This avoids
the added complication of dealing with an airline network or having to model return
policies. It is appropriate to study only single-leg ights, this is highly unrealistic in
a practical context as few ight ticket purchases are one-way (Talluri and van Ryzin,
2004). This does limit the application aspect of this research. Most of the literature
on Revenue Management only considers one leg prices.
For similar reasons to above, only one seat-class was considered in the model. This
implies that the airlines are only attracting customers of a certain type (i.e. business
class). A simple way to allow for seat class distinctions is to assume that the dierent
prices oered are for the dierent classes. However, this has not been modelled as it
is reasonable to expect all available classes to be oered simultaneously.
Sequential Move
Probably the most controversial decision for the airline-pricing model was using se-
quential move, as opposed to simultaneous moves. In this section so far, the model
4Cancellations can be represented by allowing negative gures to be output from the customer
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has been based on the current literature. Most of the literature relating to airline-
pricing uses simultaneous move games (see Schipper et al., 2007; Currie et al., 2006).
The use of simultaneous moves has been criticised however (see Eatwell et al., 1987;
Binmore, 1990) as being unrealistic and not necessary the only approach to modelling
with Game Theory.
Sequential moves were included for several reasons. Firstly, it was important that
the players were able to respond to each other's price. Secondly, a sequential moves
equilibrium solution is easier to follow and therefore more transparent to understand.
Thirdly, sequential moves would reect how airlines respond to each other's price in
practice as it would be impossible for airlines to simultaneously change their prices
without some kind of coordination between the organisations. Finally, the dynamics
of the strategy is faster in sequential rather than simultaneous games.
Within the literature there are several examples of sequential games experiments
(Prasnikar and Roth, 1992). Some even considered Reinforcement Learning (Valluri,
2006; Erev and Roth, 1998). These experiments are based around actual human play-
ers and were not connected to airline pricing. There has been no work on learning
within sequential airline games that could be found.
Time-steps
The exact form of sequential move that is being used is given in gure 3.1. As the di-
agram shows, the customers have the opportunity to arrive between the two players'
price changes. Thus there will be at least two opportunities for customers to arrive
between a customer's price change. This leads onto the question of which time-frame
do these steps represent? The arrival rate of the customers can be changed within
the customer model to represent any period, therefore this could represent any time-
frame. As airlines are likely to check the prices daily, regular updating is expected.
The price changes do not occur simultaneously, there is always a chance that a cus-
tomer will arrive between the price changes.
Each time-step does not have be the same length and could vary depending on how
the model is utilised. Therefore, the break-down of the scenario into time-steps was
not considered to be a major limitation. The order of the time-steps was limitingCHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY 41
Figure 3.1: Mechanism of sequential game
however. For instance, it may be appropriate (and even benecial) for a player to be
able to make a limited number of price changes, thus part of their policy could be to
choose the number opportunities to update their price. This meta-game 5 and others
are considered in the Further Results chapter.
One criticism of the sequential time-step is that the players cannot change the price
available every time a seat is bought. Within the framework this could be overcome
by allowing a maximum of one customer to arrive per customer time-step and by not
letting any customers arrive in a customer time-step if one came the previous time-
step. This means that each player would get a chance to change their price after each
seat sold. In its present form, each customer's time-steps are independent of each
other.
The price changes are sequential, therefore there has to be a player who is rst to
choose their price. This could result in the situation where one player is a leader and
the other a follower6. As the Model chapter states, being the leader can be advanta-
geous. This may mean that players would compete to place their price rst. This can
be considered as another meta-game and is briey discussed in the Further Results
chapter. For the purpose of the framework, player one (P1) will be the rst player.
5e.g. a game where the payos are also a game (thus the payos are a solution of these sub-
games). This is not the traditional use of meta-game (Thomas, 1984) and is just a sub-form of a
stochastic game.
6This can lead to a type of Stackelberg equilibrium (von Stackelberg, 1934). See Fudenberg and
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Previous Learning Games
As an inductive approach was used for this research, so several dierent airline-pricing
models were considered. These are discussed in detail in the Further Results chapter.
The current airline-pricing model was derived from these prototypes. Through the
evaluation of these models, it become clear that one factor was most important. This
factor was memory requirements of the model. Several seemingly simple models are
impossible to implement when translating onto a computer program. This problem is
sometime called the Curse of Modelling (see Gosavi, 2003). Through the remainder
of this thesis, many references to this problem are encountered.
Summary of Airline-Pricing Game
The use of an airline pricing model has been discussed as the underlying model to
compare the dierent Reinforcement Learning methods. An airline pricing game
framework has been derived with the following characteristics:
 Two airlines
 Identical single-leg ights
 No overbooking or cancellations
 Attraction of customers through dynamic pricing
 Sequential moves between players and customers
 Strict ordering sequence
 Finite interval prices
 States are determined by current prices, seats remaining and time to departure
 Separate customer arrival and preference model
This section gives an overview of the airline pricing model. Details of the framework
used and its characteristics, are discussed in the Model chapter.
This sub-section has discussed several limiting and simplied elements of the model.
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can be found in the Empirical Results and Model chapters. These rich results demon-
strate the need for parsimony that was employed, as complex model results could
have been too dicult to interpret.
Framework of Customer Model
As discussed above, the customer arrival and acceptance models are seperate. The
model's input is the current state and its outputs is a set of stochastic values. These
outputs are how many seats each airline has left (i.e. seats remaining minus the num-
ber of customers that accepted their price in that timeframe) and the reward that
players get. These rewards are simply the current players' price multiplied by the
number of customers that accepted in that time-step.
The total of all these rewards from the customer models (at the dierent time-steps)
gives a sample return (or payo) from the players' current policy. This reward is
used to update the players' current policy (see the learning model below). As the re-
turn observed is aected by the other player's policy (who is also constantly changing
their policy) and stochastic elements of the customer model, the return is likely to be
dierent each episode. The output of the customer model is not necessarily known by
the players and the RL model ensures that they learn to react to it7.
It is assumed that the players are unaware of the customer model's behaviour, there-
fore it was important that the customer model was separate from the other interact-
ing models (i.e. learning and airline-pricing models). This also allowed a high level
of complexity in the customer model without having to worry about the impact on
other interacting models. As noted by Andrew Boyd (Boyd, 2007), there is a ten-
dency in the RM literature to consider simple customer models within games or com-
plex customer models without games. By having a separate customer demand model,
the technique marries up the two approaches within Revenue Management.
Initially a simple customer demand is considered within the experiments (see Empir-
ical Results chapter). The requirement to solve and nd all the Nash equilibria (and
Nash Distributions) for the analysis was the driving force behind this decision. The
7The convergence of the player's policy from RL is based around what returns were observed. The
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customer model can be stochastic but it remains static (i.e. unchanging and unlearn-
ing). This is not important for the convergence results as it is accounted for within
the mathematical framework shown within the convergence proofs.
Customers do not take into account the previous prices oered by the airline players
(within the current and previous games) as they assuming that the customer model
is static. To do so would require the state visited by the players to also contain the
previous pricing information thus driving up the state space to an unmanageable size.
This lack of memory for the customers can be seen as a dierent pool of customers
arriving at each time period (and episode). However, if this information was used it
would mean making the customers players in their own right. This would be desir-
able but it would make the sophistication and complexity of the game unmanageable.
It is not possible to model every element of the real world and the focus is on an air-
lines choice of policy regarding a single competitor.
Summary of Customer Model
The customer models that were used are discussed in the Model and Further Results
chapters. The requirements considered here are those required for a complete model
framework. A summary of the customer model is as follows:
 Static and Stochastic
 Players are not aware of the customer demand8
The following section is concerned with an overarching learning model.
Framework of Learning Model
Arguably the most important part of the complete model is the learning model, which
is also the most complex. To derive this framework the following questions must be
answered:
 How is information stored by the players?
8A demand learning mechanism could have been used here but instead a reward learning one was
used. See (Lazear, 1986; Talluri and van Ryzin, 2004) for more details on demand learning.CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY 45
 How are prices chosen by the players?
 How do the players learn from observed reward?
Information Storage
The reason the player's learning occurs is because they wish to derive the best possi-
ble policy for the game. This is achieved through learning about the eectiveness of
their current policy and adapting it accordingly. This could be achieved a number of
ways (i.e. ranking a policy each episode). However, this research is concerned with
using Reinforcement Learning methods and there is a limited number of ways that
the information can be stored.
When using Reinforcement Learning methods, the players are updating their esti-
mates on the expected return from a state or on action. These estimates are used
to generate the policy of the players using some type of action selection mechanism.
As it was intended that certain types of RL be evaluated (i.e. Q-learning), update
estimates on the actions (i.e. Q-values) are required. The information stored is al-
ready determined, however a decision on which action selection method to use must
be made.
Price Selection
At each state, there will be an action performed by the players or the customer. The
players have to choose the action that they will be using. The players use the infor-
mation that they currently know about the action to perform this selection. This
state-action information is called the Q-value. There are various dierent ways that
this can be done and these are:
 Greedy
 -greedy
 Boltzmann Action Selection (or Softmax)
Greedy action selection is always choosing the action that the player currently thinks
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the case that this action will give the best return. In learning games, this is espe-
cially true as the opponent's policy will be constantly changing (as they learn) and
therefore actions that seemed unfruitful in the past may now produce good returns.
It is important to keep an eye on the current estimate for all the actions. This leads
onto the exploration-exploitation trade-o within games of learning.
If a player had perfect information about the customers and the opponents play, then
their Q-values would be correct and it would be appropriate to exploit that knowl-
edge. However, the players do not have perfect information about the game and must
spend some eort exploring the state space to improve their knowledge (especially in
a changing environment). Without this exploration, it is likely that the players get
stuck in local maximum policy. By exploring the possible actions the player will not
necessarily gain full advantage (return) of the knowledge they have acquired. This is
the exploration-exploitation problem described in the literature review.
One strategy that could be used is that the player chooses the current best action
most of the time and a random other action now and again. This would mean that
all actions would be chosen (eventually) and that the state-space would be explored.
This could be achieved by using -greedy action selection (Watkins, 1989). With this
mechanism, an action is played which has maximum Q-value with probability of 1   
(equally divided amongst those with the maximum Q-value) and the rest of the ac-
tions are played  of the time (again, equally divided amongst the remaining actions).
The problem with this approach is that it does not take into account the dierence
in the other Q-values. One way to get round this is to assign a probability to the or-
dered rank Q-values (Singh et al., 2000). An example with three actions could be as-
signing a probability of 4
7 to the action with the highest Q-value, 2
7 to the next high-
est and nally 1
7 to the action with lowest Q-value. However, this method does not
take account relative proportion scales of the Q-values.
One method that does take this into account is Boltzmann action selection, which
was introduced in Chapter One. This method assigns probabilities to the selection of
the dierent actions at a state by their current value (i.e. the higher the value, the
more chance they will be selected). The method also gives a positive probability of
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The greedy action selection is the one associated with any Nash Equilibrium policy,
however, without exploration it could not be guaranteed that this had been reached
(because the Q-value estimates would be incorrect). Given the relationship with Boltz-
mann action, the variation on the Nash Distribution policy (see the Literature Re-
view chapter) was the mechanism that was used.
The major concern with using the Boltzmann action selection method is that too
much exploration can lead to a Nash Distribution policy that is dissimilar to the
Nash Equilibrium policy. This is discussed is the Model chapter.
Learning Mechanisms
So far the underlying airline pricing game (and the customer model) has been de-
scribed as well as the means in which the information is stored for learning and the
action selection mechanism. This only leaves the way in which Reinforcement Learn-
ing is used to learn the policies. These learning methods are the reason for develop-
ing the model in the rst place and it is intended that an evaluation of their usage
is conducted. The learning mechanisms considered for evaluation are: SARSA, Q-
learning and Monte Carlo methods.
These (with others) were described in the Literature Review section. They were cho-
sen as they form the basis for most Reinforcement Learning types, as outlined in
Richard Sutton and Andrew Barto's book Reinforcement Learning: An Introduction
(Sutton and Barto, 1998).
To discover what happens when these learning mechanisms are used, the players
must be allowed to learn. All the mechanisms learn from the outcomes of a game,
hence by repeatly playing the game it is seen how the learning mechanisms have
changed the policies. The learning mechanism would be expected to converge onto
a single policy, though it is possible that they might diverge. This is discussed later
in the chapter.
Summary of Learning Model
The learning model can be summarised as follows:
 Three dierent RL methods considered: Q-learning, Monte Carlo learning and
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 Use of Q-values to store state-action information
 Boltzmann action selection to ensure players explore the state space
In this section, the framework of the model used for comparing the RL methods has
been discussed. Before discussion is moved onto the methodology to compare these
methods, there is a requirement to decide which benchmark should be used for com-
paring the learnt policies. This involved a variety of other policies (including the
Nash Distribution) and deriving them was a non-trivial task. They are discussed in
the next section.
3.3 Find Solutions using Dynamic Programming
The purpose of this research is to investigate how good the dierent RL methods are.
This could be done simply by comparing the results of each of the RL runs. If only
a single-player scenario was considered then this would be sucent as the goal would
only be to nd the method that gave the highest return (or reached the highest re-
turn the fastest). However, the problem considered deals with a two-player game.
Within a game, the higher the reward observed does not necessarily mean the bet-
ter the policy. A high reward is dependent not only on the player's policy but also
on the player's opponent's policy. This is demonstrated in the extensive form game
shown in gure 3.2. The bracket pair at the end of the paths represents the P1 and
P2 reward respectively.
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Lets consider some possible outcomes from this sequential game. If P1 policy is play
action a1, then the reward they observe will either be three or one, depending on pol-
icy of P2. This means that though P1 has a xed policy, dierent rewards are ob-
served depending on the P2 policy. P1's policy could be compared to every possible
P2 policy. Not only would this be impossible (when mixed strategies are allowed), it
would be meaningless as P1's policy would be compared to a lot of impractical P2
policies (i.e. if P2 always plays a2). Therefore, it is required that the policy is com-
pared to a 'good' P2 policy.
Nash Equilibria
A Nash Equilibrium policy is a good policy for a player to use as described within
the Literature Review chapter. When the players are using a Nash Equilibrium pol-
icy pair then there will be no reward incentive for either one of the players to change
their policy. This means that if P1's policy is compared to a Nash Equilibrium P2
policy, the most the policy can achieve for P1 is the reward that would have been ob-
tained if P1 was using the corresponding Nash Equilibrium policy.
As an example, consider a Nash Equilibrium policy pair for the above game. P2 al-
ways plays b2 and P1 always plays a1. The observed rewards from these policies are
one for P1 and two for P2. This means that no matter which policy P1 uses against
the Nash Equilibrium P2 policy, the highest reward P1 will observe is one. Similarly,
the most P2 would observe against the Nash Equilibrium P1 policy is two.
This implies that individual player's policies can be now compared i.e. the closer a
reward obtained under a policy to the reward obtained under a Nash Equilibrium so-
lution, the better. However, this is not an undisputed claim of goodness (Binmore,
1990). It could be argued that being close to a Nash Equilibrium solution is not nec-
essarily a good thing. There are other policy strategies which could be employed, for
instance Co-operative play.
Co-operative play is where the players agree to perform on polices which allows mu-
tual benet. However, there is no guarantee that an opponent will follow an agreed
policy and may choose a policy which gives increased reward, at the expense of their
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(i.e. trust, punishment for non-co-operation, etc.). This would also mean that the
airlines are eectively price-xing, which is illegal in most countries.
Using a Nash Equilibrium as the benchmark for the learning policies is one way to
compare them, but not the only way. The reason for using Nash Equilibrium policies
as the benchmark is that the learning policies are expected to convergence to a Nash
Equilibrium9. This is discussed further in the Model chapter.
Dynamic Programming (DP)
As the RL results are being compared to the Nash Equilibrium (or variation to the
Nash Distribution), these values need to be computed. Within a relatively simple
model, it must be possible to compute the values using Dynamic Programming (or
backward induction). When considering a highly complex model (i.e. when using a
highly complex customer model), it is impractical to solve using this method. This is
one of the reasons for considering a simple model in the rst place.
Dynamic Programming was originally presented by Bellman during the 1950s (Bell-
man, 1952, 1954). It is the main method to solve Markov Decision Problems (MDP)
and more importantly, stochastic games. The algorithm works by searching back-
wards through the decision tree (or sequential game), calculating the value of each
state in turn. It is assumed that both players are working optimal, hence Bellman's
principle optimally equation can be applied. This means that as a sequential game is
used, each decision just depends on the future rewards.
The algorithm starts at all possible pre-terminal states and determines what the ex-
pected values are for that state (assuming that the players are using some action se-
lection mechanism). If the state under consideration is a customer model step, the
dynamic program will need to calculate the transition probabilities from this state to
the next one. Once these calculations have been completed, the expected value of the
pre-terminal states are known and are able to calculate the the expected values for
the states previous to these ones. This process is repeated until the expected value
of each state has been calculated. This leaves the correct policies (the determined
action-selection policy at each of the dierent states) and the expected value of the
game (this is the expected value of the initial state).
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There are two problems with the dynamic programming method (as highlighted in
Gosavi (2003, 2004)). Firstly, working out the exact transition probability from one
state to another can be dicult, especially if it is a complex customer model. This
problem is called the Curse of Modelling. Secondly, if the model has a large number
of rounds, there will be a large number of states to evaluate and every one must be
evaluated. This problem is called the Curse of Dimensionality.
The rst of these problems is the reason for investigating the use of Reinforcement
Learning. A practical modeller may want to construct some complex customer mod-
els and cannot determine the transition probabilities at all possible states. Reinforce-
ment Learning is a heuristic method and Dynamic Programming is needed to calcu-
late the actual Nash Equilibrium so there is something to compare the experimental
results to. Thus a simple customer model is required for the experimentation.
As well as nding various Nash Equilibrium policies, dynamic programming was also
used to nd some of the Nash Distributions ones. To solve that traditional Nash Dis-
tribution method would have been dicult within a sequential game, however, this
research was concerned with the variation on the Nash Distribution (VND) policy
(described in section 2.2. The VND can be solved in a similar way to the Nash Equi-
librium, by using backward induction. However, unlike the Nash Equilibrium policy,
the solution does not maximise over returns, but instead maximises over expected
return under the Boltzmann action selection method.
The VND randomizes the action selection at each state within the game, and this
randomization only aects the current state, hence why dynamic programming can
be employed. Thus at each state, dynamic programming can determine the expected
return from subsequent states, given that Boltzmann action selection is used, and
hence determine the expected value for each action at that state.
As mentioned in the Literature Review chapter, there might be several Nash Equilib-
ria for any given game and Dynamic Programming is needed to nd all of these. As
the dierent Nash Equilibria relate to dierent action-selection methods, the dynamic
programming algorithm can be tweaked to calculate all of the possible equilibria. In
the Model chapter, the implications of the di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Summary of Dynamic Programming
No other method has been considered, apart from Dynamic Programming, to calcu-
late the Nash Equilibrium solutions because there was no awareness that any exist
for the form of sequential game. A summary of this section and Dynamic Program-
ming is as follows:
 Results from learning methods compared to Nash Equilibrium and Nash Distri-
bution policies
 Dynamic programming methods to nd the Nash Equilibrium and Nash Distri-
bution of the simple game
 Dynamic Programming is limited by the Curse of Dimensionality and Mod-
elling
So far in this chapter the research aims, the model design to run experiments on and
what the experiment results are to be compared to have been described. Now the
methodology for running the experiments will be discussed and how the comparisons
are to be conducted.
3.4 Empirical Results
The actual experimenting for comparison and the dierent outputs required are now
considered. From previous discussions, the requirement is to compare the learnt po-
lices to the Nash policies but how do you compare a policy? This is a non-trivial
question and several dierent approaches are considered within this section. A stochas-
tic model is used (i.e. both the Customer Model and Boltzman action selection are
stochastic), so the outputs will have to be repeated for statistical signicance. Fi-
nally, as learning from the RL methods can be improved upon indenitely, there is a
need to consider how many plays of the game (called episodes) to run.
As part of trying to prove the eectiveness of RL, the eectiveness of individual tech-
niques needs to be considered. The three dierent techniques that are considered are
SARSA, Q-learning and Monte-Carlo Learning and are all discussed within the Liter-
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the temperature parameter  and the step-wise parameter ). Therefore, there is a
need to compare the techniques simultaneously while using dierent input parame-
ters. All three techniques use the same parameter set so presenting how each of the
techniques varies over the same set of parameters is possible.
Parameters
There are two variables that are used in the dierent techniques, namely the temper-
ature parameter '' and step-wise parameter ''. The temperature parameter con-
trols the amount of exploration (i.e. non-greedy play) and the step-wise parameter
is the learning rate of updating algorithms. Simply put: lambda determines whether
the algorithm will converge and Tau determines what it converges to.
There are a lot of restrictions on the step-wise parameter to ensure convergence, how-
ever the convergence proofs presented in Chapter Six allow some exibility with the
values used. After initial experimentation it was deemed appropriate to hold the
value. These experiments are discussed in the Previous Research section in Chapter
Seven. Another reason for not varying the parameter was that lambda is a function
of a number of episodes and it is not clear how this should change.
The temperature parameter was considered more important to vary as it could have
an impact on what the learnt policies converge to. The temperature parameter was
also a constant value for each run, so was far easier to vary in dierent runs. It was
also possible to make tau a function of the episodes '(e)', however this would impact
on the convergence of the methods. Therefore tau was kept constant over the number
of episodes.
Obviously a requirement is to nd the tau value that gives the best results. By best it
is meant that the tau value that produces the most meaningful results after a xed
number of episodes. This could be in producing the policy which is closest to the
Nash Equilibrium (or Nash Distribution), it could also be in the producing unex-
pected but useful results (i.e. co-operative play between players).
There have been several suggested methods on how this to nd the best tau. For
example, some experiments have been conducted to look at getting round the black
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lot of extra computer memory, something that cannot be spared within the model.
Therefore, dierent tau values to nd those that produced the best results were sam-
pled. Both tau and lambda are discussed in more detail in the next chapter.
Outputs
There are several things the empirical results are trying to determine. First, while
looking at the simplest game, it is asked:
 Which of the techniques produces the best results?
 Do the techniques converge to the Nash Distribution policy?
 If so, how many episodes does it take to converge?
 Once the technique has converged, is it stable?
 What other characteristics do the run policies exhibit (i.e. myopic or random
play)?
These are all valid questions and runs were conducted to answer them. However, be-
fore the model was run to investigate these ideas measures of eectiveness were set
and how to determine if a policy has converged.
Measures of Eectiveness
It was required that a good learnt policy was found. It is not necessarily clear what
makes a policy good and whether this goodness can be represented in a single value.
The assumption is made that being good is being like the Nash Distribution policy.
How can it be determined that a policy is like a Nash Distribution policy? There are
two main ways that this can be approached: comparing probabilities (equivalent to
comparing Q-values under Boltzmann action selection) or by comparing returns ob-
tained.
The rst way would be to compare the Q-values (and therefore action selection prob-
abilities) at each state. The absolute dierences from each action could be summed
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dierence value. Therefore, under this method the measure of goodness is how small
the this value is.
This assumes that all states are of equal worth. Due to the probability distributions
of the actions, some states may be dicult to reach within the game so are not as
important to the policy as much as states on well-trodden paths. This means that
large dierences on uncommonly visited states could lead to the rejection of a policy,
even though it may produce the same results as the Nash Distribution. This implies
that to use this method of comparison, the states would need to be weighted some-
how.
A state could be weighted by the probability of arrival at that state. Within the
game a state can be visited only once per play (as a state is dependent on the round
within the game, which only occurs once). This leads to several questions about which
probability is used. The probability of arriving at a state will depend on whether the
Nash Distribution or the learnt policy is considered as the underlying probability dis-
tribution10. It will also depend on the opponent's policy (and the customer model).
The biggest problem with this method is that there might be several dierent ways
to get to the same return pair. For example, if the Nash Distribution policy results
in P1 selling one seat in the second round but another policy sells once seat at ex-
actly the same price but in the rst round, then both policies give the same return
(against this xed opponent) but the compared Q-values would be dierent. There-
fore, it seems reasonable to compare the actual return gained than the dierence in
Q-values.
The second approach was taken and the returns obtained from playing the policies
were compared (against a standard opponent's policy). Given a policy, it can be
played against a standard opponent's policy and the return distribution is generated.
Standard measures can then be used to compare the return distributions.
The immediate question that arises from this is which policy will be the standard
policy that the opponent uses? In theory, the two policies should be played for com-
parison against every type of opponent's policy. However, as there is an innite num-
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ber of policies to choose from, this would be an impossible task. A sample of policies
must be selected to be played against.
The decision was made to use an opponent's policies which display behaviour that
was of most interest. These policies are the Nash Equilibrium, Nash Distribution (for
the appropriate temperature parameter), a completely myopic playing opponent and
one which was random (i.e. all actions are chosen randomly).
There are two learning players so this process of comparison was repeated for both.
To check for learnt co-operation between the learning player's policies, the return dis-
tribution of the learning players was determined and compared it to the return distri-
bution of the corresponding Nash Distribution policy pair.
When looking for co-operation, a higher average reward than experienced in other
policy pairings is expected. This is an exception because usually the highest average
return as measure of goodness was of no concern. If the highest average return was
a measure of goodness, then the policies that just play the highest prices all the time
would be considered a good policy pair as a high average return would be achieved.
However, if either player's policy were to play against another more sophisticated
policy, then it likely to achieve a very low return. Therefore, the higher the average
returns does not mean the better the policy.
What is the concern here is how close a policy pair is to another policy pair, thus
giving an indication that the dierent policies are similar. Using only the expected
return to compare would lose a lot of the information that is shown in a reward dis-
tribution and may lead to incorrect conclusions. Hence to use all of the return infor-
mation from a policy pair's return distribution, the distributions and not the aver-
ages need to be compared.
Even if a learnt policy seems similar to another policy, there is no guarantee that this
will remain the case. If more episodes are played, more learning is achieved. There-
fore, to have convergence of a learnt policy to another policy, there must also be sta-
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Measures of Stability
One of the problems with a multi-agent system is that it may look stable but sudden
changes (or jumps) can occur. Within a learning game this happens when a player
favours one action over another but through learning changes to the policy, changes
to the other action. The consequences of one action change can completely aect the
returns that are observed from the game and a jump in expected return from the pol-
icy can occur11.
The reason that a single change can have a dramatic eect is that though the player
that changed their policy would not notice much dierence in their return, their op-
ponent will be facing a completely dierent policy and hence a completely dierent
outcome. However, though the learning system is sensitive, these jumps become less
frequent over time (lambda, the step-wise parameter is getting smaller as the number
of episodes increases, so the learning rate decreases).
For a learnt policy to be stable there should not be return jumps (or changes) ex-
pected as follow-on episodes are run. There are two factors that determine the stabil-
ity of the system, namely: unlikely random occurrences and the number of episodes
played.
Unlikely random occurrences can result in players observing returns that are uncom-
mon but will still adjust their policies to them. This could happen in any random
system and can be dealt with by running the model many times (i.e. 100) and taking
the average. This is a standard statistical sampling size12 and it is employed within
the results.
The second factor that aects stability is the number of episodes within a run. The
learning parameter decreases with episodes, therefore it becomes less likely that the
policy will change after a large number of episodes have been run. However, this is
11This does not happen when the Boltzmann action selection method is used as all changes are
smooth.
12Though sampling the runs 100 times seems like an arbitrary quantity, sensible condence inter-
vals can be determined from it. However, to use condence intervals assumptions are made about
the underlying distribution of the run's results. This is discussed further in the Empirical Results
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not a certainty and there is always a chance that policies will change. To determine
whether a policy will remain stable, special stability runs are conducted where the
initial Q-values are those of the policy that the learning mechanism to converge to.
By starting with the policy that a run should converge to, it is possible to see if pol-
icy remains the same and is stable.
Multiple Nash and Single Learning
This section, so far, has discussed which runs must be conducted and what the out-
put must be. There are details that are discussed now before moving onto the next
section about the types of measures to be used.
Multiple Nash Equilibria
As mentioned in the Literature Review chapter, a game can have multiple Nash Equi-
libria. This raises the question of what to compare against. Boltzmann action se-
lection is being used within the learning model but the learning player's policies are
expected to converge to the Nash Distribution policy. The limit of the Nash Distribu-
tion policies (as temperature decreases to zero) corresponds to a unique Nash Equi-
librium policy (see Fudenberg and Levine, 1998), hence this is the only equilibrium
that needs to be considered.
Single Learning Agents
All the runs described so far assume that there are two learning players. It could be
possible to only have one learning agent and play them against a static opponent.
This is of no interest to the research for two reasons. Firstly, the learning player
would only learn to respond to the static player's policy, thus the learnt policy might
not be useful against any other policy. Secondly, though it is expected that a sin-
gle learning player can learn quicker than multiple players learning simultaneously
(see Takadama and Fujita, 2005), initial knowledge is required of what policy to learn
against.
The obvious policy for a single learning player to play against would be a Nash Equi-
librium one. As the underlying purposes of these experiments is to assume that the
game cannot be solved using conventional means, this is an unreasonable assumption.
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myopic policy) and it is unclear what the benet of doing this is. Hence the learning
player plays learning player in these experiments.
Summary of Empirical Results
This section has discussed how the empirical runs were conducted and the decisions
that were made in which should be run. The summary of runs that were conducted is
as follows:
 A series of runs was conducted for each of the dierent Reinforcement Learning
methods
 The runs were varied by the temperature parameter 'tau' but not the learning
parameter 'lambda'
 A good learnt policy is one which similar to the Nash Equilibrium and is stable
 Each run outputs a return distribution from the learnt policies for comparisons
The method of comparing these reward distributions is considered in the next sec-
tion.
3.5 Comparisons
Part of the research is to compare the eectiveness of the dierent learning models.
To make any type of assessment, data must be collected and measured. The data
collected from the dierent runs are the reward distribution. This section focuses on
the methodology of determining the measurements that are required to assess the
reward distribution.
The Return Distribution is a bivariate probability distribution of the possible returns
when two policies are played against each other. The intention of deriving the return
distributions was so that the learnt policies can be compared to other policies and
to determine if it has converged or the nature of its behaviour. Given that an in-
nite number of polices exist for any of the games, it would be impossible to compare
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The policies were selected for comparison by what observations were expected from
the learnt policies. There were four dierent standard policies for comparison. The
rst two standard policies were the Nash Equilibrium policy (NE) and the Nash Dis-
tribution (ND) policy. These policies were chosen because it was expected that the
players would learn to play like either of these policies after enough episodes were
played.
The other two standard policies were the myopic policy (MY) and the completely
random policy (RN). The myopic policy is the policy where the players try to max-
imise their immediate reward (thus playing myopically). Myopic play by the learn-
ing players was expected to occur during the early episodes. The completely random
policy is where all actions are equally likely to be selected. It was expected that com-
pletely random play would occur during the early episodes and when there was too
much exploration occurring by the learning players. Ideally, after sucient episodes
neither learning player's policies are like the myopic or completely random policy.
The Nash Distribution policy is the policy that it was hoped the learning player's
policies would converge to, given the xed temperature parameter. As the ND policy
is dependent on the temperature parameter, when the return distribution was cal-
culated it was assumed that the same temperature parameter was used. When the
learnt policies' return distribution (called RL) was compared to this ND return distri-
bution, it was also calculated using the same xed temperature parameter.
The Nash Equilibrium relates to the Nash Distribution with a temperature param-
eter of zero. Hence when the NE reward distribution was calculated it was assumed
that the temperature parameter was zero (this refers to the greedy actions selection
needed for the Nash Equilibrium policy). It was also possible to calculate a version of
the RL reward distribution with a temperature parameter of zero. This gives a deter-
ministic reward distribution to compare the NE reward distribution too. This second
version of the RL reward distribution is the o-policy version, where exploration is
no longer necessary and the best actions are selected.
The other two standard polices' reward were calculated with no need for the temper-
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P2
RL NE ND MY RN
RL X X X X X
NE X O
P1 ND X O
MY X O
RN X O
Table 3.1: An indication of which bivariate reward distributions were calculated for
which pairs of players' policy.
Not only were reward distributions created for each of the types of learning, they
were created where the single learning player's policy was played against them. Table
3.1 shows the policy pairs considered within the analysis. The 'O' in the table indi-
cates that the bivariate reward distribution of these pair of policies was computed of-
ine from the main collection of runs. The 'X' indicates that the reward distribution
was calculated for each learning run (the learning run is repeated a hundred times for
statistical signicance).
The purpose of calculating these mixed distributions was to see how the learnt poli-
cies react when not playing their learning partner. This is especially true for a Nash
Equilibrium policy as the learnt player's policy could only expect to achieve a return
less than if the equivalent NE policy had been played. This upper limit can act as a
benchmark for the learnt policies.
This property is useful when there are multiple best responses to a Nash Equilib-
rium policy (i.e. the corresponding Nash Equilibrium policies) as each possibility will
still generate the same expected return (otherwise is would not be a best response).
Therefore, if a learnt policy is observed that was not expected but the expected re-
turn reaches this bound then this implies that a Nash Equilibrium policy has been
found.
If a learning player policy gets an average reward greater than the Nash Equilibrium
policy (when playing another Nash Equilibrium policy) then there is a bug within the
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Distribution Comparisons
Now it has been determined which reward distributions were calculated, comparison
can begin. As mentioned before, if two policies are the same, they would perform ex-
actly the same way when played against any opponent. This means that the reward
distributions would be identical. There are an innite number of possible opponent's
polices so exhaustive comparison is impossible. This means only a nite number of
return distribution can be compared.
These comparisons will need some type of measure to indicate how far apart the re-
turn distributions are. It is not immediately obvious which measures should be used
(e.g. L2-norm, Chi-squared statistics, etc.). The rst part of the empirical analysis is
to determine which metric to use. Like possible opponent's policies, there are a lot of
metrics to choose from. The list can be shortened with the work of Alison Gibbs and
Francis Su (Gibbs and Su, 2002). In their paper On Choosing and Bounding Prob-
ability Metrics, a list of measures is derived for comparing probability distributions
(which are bivariate return distributions). From this list the following measures are
chosen to be evaluated: Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistic, Total Variation (TV)
distance, Hellinger (H) distance, Average-KS (AKS), Information Value (IV), Separa-
tion Distance over Theoretical Distribution (SD1), Separation Distance over Empir-
ical Distribution (SD2), Chi-squared Distance over Theoretical Distribution (CHI1),
Chi-squared Distance over Empirical Distribution (CHI2), Expected reward for P1
(E1) and Expected reward for P2 (E2).
By performing the comparison for each of these measures, it can be concluded which
perform well and which do not. From analysing this behaviour it can be determined
which measures are appropriate for the comparison. There was no intention to only
use one measure for all the comparisons and where appropriate, multiple measures
are discussed.
As previously mentioned, unless a measure gives a denite result of zero then it is
dicult to conclude that the policy has converged to the policy it is compared to.
The measures do give a means of comparison with which to judge the dierent learnt
policies with. These measures form the basis of the results and the conclusions about
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The benchmark for the measures will be the ND return distribution compared to the
NE return distribution. As both these distributions are well understood, that knowl-
edge can be used to make judgments about the dierent measures. For example, the
distributions are expected to diverge as the temperature parameter increases; there-
fore the measures are expected to increase as well.
There are problems in measuring the dierent policies (i.e. not being able to com-
pare to all policies, etc). A problem with the measures is that they are condensing
two bivariate distributions into one number. Whenever this dimension crashing oc-
curs within data, information is lost. It is dicult to determine whether this infor-
mation is important or not. The alternative of presenting all the reward distributions
is impractical from both a analytical and a presentational point of view. This loss of
information is therefore accepted.
As mentioned previously, each run was repeated 100 times so that statistical infer-
ence can be made. By having a collection of sampled measures, more anomalies should
be picked.
It is possible that two dierent policies produce the same reward distributions when
played against a small selection of opponents. Therefore, it can be concluded that
only certain observed properties were observed.
The use of reward distributions to compare policies and the use of measures to com-
pare reward distributions is not ideal and prone to several possible errors. However,
without a better alternative to use for comparison this method was used. Though it
cannot conclude that a policy converges completely in practice, it can theoretically
be shown.
3.6 Convergence Proof
The measures used to compare the learning policies to the standard policies will not
be adequate for showing complete convergence of the model, therefore it is important
that theoretical results of convergence are shown.
The SARSA method was chosen, this was due to the limited academic literature
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game, something original is added to the literature. Chapter six is devoted to this
convergence. The proof for convergence for the SARSA method must work within
the framework of the model. This is another justication for a simple airline pricing
model.
In a stochastic environment, the denition of convergence is debatable as well. There-
fore, the standard paradigm from measure theory (see Williams, 1991; Durrett, 2004)
has be used for the convergence proofs, which is in accordance with the current liter-
ature.
Proving that the SARSA method convergence in theory does not necessarily mean
that convergence will be seen in practice. The number of episodes required to show
convergence in practice may be well beyond the limits to generate results. However it
does give an indicator of where the learning policies are heading.
3.7 Conclusions of Methodology Chapter
In this chapter the means to analyse use of Reinforcement Learning within a game
theoretic context has been discussed. The following methodology was derived:
 Construct a simple airline pricing game
 Solve the game using the standard method of dynamic programming
 Allow dierent Reinforcement Learning method to generate the possible policies
for the games
 Use the these policies to generate return distributions
 Compare these return distributions to those generated by the Nash Equilibrium
policy using dierent measures
 Make conclusions about the dierent measures and thus conclusions about the
dierent RL techniques
The rest of this thesis is devoted to this task. In the next chapter the simple airline
pricing games and its properties are discussed.Chapter 4
Model
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter the framework described within the Methodology chapter is made into
an implementable model. Once the model was constructed, it was possible to nd
various properties about it. These properties are also described in this chapter. The
methodology framework did not cover all aspects of the model and where necessary
explanation is given about any decisions that were made to complete the model con-
struction. The airline-pricing model and the learning model have been split into sepa-
rate sections, as within the methodology chapter.
The major property that was considered was the Nash Equilibrium and its variants.
Not only was it intended to nd the technical details of mathematics of the Nash
Equilibrium but also to demonstrate a Nash Equilibrium within a real world context.
A large proportion of this chapter is therefore devoted to the Nash Equilibrium.
The model is required to provide empirical as well as theoretical results, therefore a
mechanism was needed to generate them. A computer-simulation was constructed for
this purpose 1. The nal section of this chapter is devoted to this computer-simulation
and its verication.
1It would have been impractical to use manual or physical modeling methods to generate the
numerous runs needed to achieve a sensible number of results.
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Summary of Chapter
The chapter considers each of these sections in turn:
 Construction of the airline pricing model
 Nash Equilibrium solution to the airline pricing model
 Construction of the learning model
 Programming code considerations
 Verication and validation
4.2 Construction of the Airline Pricing Model
The airline-pricing model described in the methodology chapter gives the basis for
constructing a mathematical version. By constructing the model in mathematical
terms it is possible to gauge actual results from it. Any mathematical model is con-
structed using algebraic notation and the notation that is required is now considered.
The model considers the selling of seats of two competing airlines (P1 and P2) over a
xed nite number of discrete time-steps (or round) n 2 f1;2;:::;Ng. It was assumed
that when the time-steps reach N then the ights depart and no more seats can be
sold. This process is a game because the airlines are able to compete by changing
their current prices pi (where i 2 f1;2g indicates the appropriate airline) at xed
intervals within a round2.
The airlines (which are the players) make decisions about their prices based on the
current state of the system. This state is dened as simply as possible within the
methodology chapter and each players state only takes into account three variables:
current round, opponent's current price and seats remaining on aircraft.
2For all purposes, the airlines' single-leg ights are considered to be homogenous. In advanced
cases, however, the ights are considered to have dierent numbers of seats. This means that the
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Prices
It was mentioned in the Methodology chapter that prices can only take a nite num-
ber of discrete values. This has been interpreted to mean that any nite arbitrary set
of ratio data is sucient. The natural numbers from zero to ten were used for the set
of possible prices. Here ten represents the maximum amount for which there exists
a customer who is willing to pay that price. A price of zero represents the minimum
price at which the airline would be better o selling the seat than leaving it empty 3.
Though this set of possible prices will be adequate for this experiment there could be
potential problems associated with it.
The inclusion of a price of zero could be considered controversial, however there were
two reason for its inclusion. Firstly, a player would not be expected to choose a price
of zero voluntarily, hence observing this price could imply that the learning players
are still playing randomly (and expected to be observed at the earlier episodes). Sec-
ondly, as this chapter will show, the optimal policies of the players are not immedi-
ately obvious and thus it seems inappropriate to exclude this price without fully un-
derstanding the game dynamics. For instance, a player might wish to use a price of
zero to punish their opponent for previous price choices (see Axelrod, 1997).
Within a real airlines' dynamic pricing model, a wider range of prices is likely to be
available with multiple prices being oered at the same time. These multiple prices
are related to fare classes (or booking classes), and relate to dierent constraints on
the ticket (Talluri and van Ryzin, 2004). These constraints might include factors such
as child ticket, return restrictions, etc. This complication has been eliminated from
the model by assuming that:
 Single-leg tickets only
 Homogeneous seats available
 Only one price oered by an airline at any one time
3This minimum cost is not necessarily zero pounds as there is a marginal cost associated with
every customer on a ight (i.e. there is a fuel cost associated with transporting the weight of a cus-
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 There are only 11 possible prices, which are evenly spaced apart
These assumptions are quite limiting on the model but as the model results show,
complicated results are still seen. As mentioned in the literature review chapter,
there is some dicultly in determining the utility functions of the airlines (players).
Thus as the same prices (and therefore, the same rewards) are available for each air-
line, there is an assumption that there are Homogeneous players.
A lot of time could be spent discussing the possible disadvantages of using a limiting
number of available prices, however Occam's razor is applied here (see section 3.2
for more details) and it is argued that the extra detail (from using a more complex
pricing structure and utility model) is unlikely to add anything new to the model's
results given the high level of abstraction already employed.
There is another impact of allowing only 11 prices within the model. The number
of prices available will have a direct impact on the number of states required to be
stored. As every state needs to be repeatedly visited for complete convergence of pol-
icy to occur, the number of prices available will have an impact on any convergence
results (as well as the memory requirements). Using only two or three prices would
mean even less states to deal with but limited number of price options would be too
unrealistic.
In conclusion, the prices available within the model can freely be determined, how-
ever the number, scale and ratio of them will have a direct impact on any results.
Therefore, the choice of prices is a limitation of the model.
Time-steps and Seats
As already mentioned, the game is sequenced by a number of time-steps. What unit
of time these steps represents could be as little as one second4. This would mean that
in the extreme of modelling, the sale of seats on the ight six months in advance
would require 15,778,800 rounds. However, as a customer is unlikely to arrive every
second (and therefore, the only change to the state is an increase in rounds) this is a
waste of rounds and digital memory.
4It is reasonable to assume that even with automatic updating of the state variables within an
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As dened within the methodology chapter, this is a sequential game thus there is
limiting consequence that the players take turns to change their prices5. This means
that a round can be interpreted to mean that a set number of customers come along
and both players get a chance (within that round) to change their price. Thus a
round is not a xed time-step but when a certain number of actions have occurred
(i.e. some customers have arrived and the players have had a opportunity to change
their price).
A strict sequence of events is imposed onto a round: namely player one (P1) changes
their price, customers arrive, player two (P2) changes their price and then more cus-
tomers come along. This set sequence of events is shown in gure 3.1. The rst round
is dierent from the rest as no prices have been set. During this round the sequence
is that P1 sets their price, then P2 and then some customers arrive.
Both airlines are limited by seat capacity, which could range from one seat to approx-
imately 8506. An airline could allocate more than one plane (or change planes from
within their eet if necessary) to a single-leg journey but this is not considered here.
The methodology chapter states that the airlines will not overbook nor will cancella-
tions occur so once the airplane's capacity is reached an airline is unable to sell more
seats. Thus once capacity is reached, it is assumed that all customers will purchase
seats from the other airline (assuming there are some available otherwise the game
has reached a terminal state).
It is important to note that the policy of the players is not necessarily to ll their
plane before departure but to achieve the maximum revenue from selling their seats.
For example, when demand is much greater than total seats available, a good strat-
egy is for a player to encourage their opponent to sell all their seats so that the player
can sell the remaining seats at a high price without fear of competition.
As with the prices available and number of rounds, the number of seats available has
an impact on the number of states available and thus on the expected convergence
5Though this is also liberating as, the alternative, simultaneous moves are hard to justy within
the real-world
6Using the reference data for the Airbus A380 (see the Airbus website http://www.airbus.com for
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results. The game is viewed with as few seats as possible to encourage convergence.
All the variables for the game can been seen in table 4.1.
Notation Meaning
P1 Airline player one
P2 Airline player two
n 2 1;2;:::;N. Current round within a game
i 2 f1;2g. Player index for player's P1 and P2
pi 2 0;1;:::;10. Current price oered by player i
Si 2 N. Number of seats available on player i's plane
si 2 0;1;:::;Si. Number of seats remaining on player i's plane
ri
n 2 R. Reward observed by player i during round n
Table 4.1: Notation of Airline-pricing model
Simple 233 games
The primary focus is to determine whether the airlines' policies will converge to the
Nash Distribution policy, therefore it would be reasonable to look at the simplest
game rst. The game with only one round has not been considered as the simplest
version as it does not have any dynamical aspects to it (and has a trival result of
both players setting the smallest non-zero price). The game with two rounds is there-
fore considered to be the minimum.
The simplest customer model available can now be dened, where a single customer
arrives in each of the customer phases of the game and chooses the airline with the
lowest price (or randomly if both have the same price). This is called the Simple
Customer Model. This means that when there are two rounds three customers are
seen. An explicit mathematical representation of the simple customer model is given
in equation (4.1). The inputs to the model are: P1 (Player one's current price), P2
(Player two's current price) and .  is a uniformly random variable on the interval
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outputs for the model are the rewards gained by the players.
f(P1;P2;) =
8
> > > > > > <
> > > > > > :
(P1;0) if P1 < P2
(0;P2) if P1 > P2
(P1;0) if P1 = P2;  0:5
(0;P2) if P1 = P2; > 0:5
(4.1)
By allowing both airplanes to take all the possible demand (i.e. three seats in the
two round case) the eects of the airplanes running out of seats do not need to be
considered. Even though the numbers of seats available on the planes will have no
impact on the results for this simple game, the number of seats on each plane has
been included in the description (i.e. '3' in 233 game) to remind the reader of the
possible total number of customers available to the players. The number of seats also
remains a factor in determining the state, giving a good framework to use with other
customer models (see Chapter Seven), where the number of seats have an impact on
the policies.
Figure 4.1: Flow chart of Simple 233 game
The game described here has been called the Simple 233 Game and produces some
surprising results (which will be described later in this chapter). The simple 233
game is represented in gure 4.1. The game can be extended to include more rounds
by increasing the number of seats available so that both players continue to satisfy all
the demand (i.e. two extra seats per extra round are added to match the number of
customers). This way the simple 355 game, simple 477 game, etc. can be derrived.
Variations on this simple game are considered in chapter seven. There the e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decreasing the number of seats available are a considered, also the use of more so-
phisticated customer models. Now that this game is available for the players to play,
possible policies are considered, especially the Nash Equilibria.
4.3 Nash Equilibrium
The choices that the players make within the model are called their policy. A policy
can take several dierent forms, from the player always choosing seven as their price
to a player choosing a price which will minimize their opponent's return 7. One pol-
icy that you might expect the airlines to play is choosing prices which maximize their
return. It is not trivial to nd this policy and the policy itself is dependent on several
factors (e.g. the opponent's policy). By changing the policy to choosing prices which
maximize my return, given the opponent's current policy then a Nash Equilibrium is
found (as dened in the literature review) if both players use this policy. This section
therefore deals with nding the Nash Equilibrium policies.
There are a few important non-Nash policies that are dened here; namely Com-
pletely Random policy and Myopic policy. The Completely Random policy is when
a player always chooses their price at random (i.e. P(choose certain action) = 1/11,
as there are 11 possible prices). The Myopic policy is when the player is only con-
cerned with obtaining the next reward and does not take into account of any future
action (i.e. a myopic player always plays the highest price that allows them to under-
cut their opponent's current price, this ensures they receive the next reward). These
polices are important because an inexperienced player might be expected to play in a
similar manner.
There are other important policies that have not been considered because they might
be accounted for in another policy. For example, a reactive policy (i.e. where the
player policy is just to react to an opponent's play) is similar to the myopic policy.
Other policies, like a tic-for-tac shown in Robert Axelrod's famous prisoner dilemma
experiments (see Axelrod, 1984, 1997), are based around the players playing repeated
7Within the simple 233 game, this policy can easily be achieved by the player always using a price
of zero (hence all customers will buy their seats at a price of zero so the player's opponents observes
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Figure 4.2: Example sequential game with multiple equilibria
plays (or episodes) of the game. Though it is strictly true that the learning players
are playing repeated plays, it is assumed that each episode is independent 8.
Multiple Nash Equilibria
As mentioned, it is intended to nd the Nash Equilibrium to the sequential game.
This can be done using reverse induction using dynamic programming as highlighted
in the Methodology chapter. The method works by starting at a pre-terminal state
and working out what P2 policy will be at that state (since P2 will be the last to se-
lect a new price). Once the expected returns have been determined for all states of
this kind, the states where the last action for P1 was chosen are next considered. The
expected returns can then be used from the pre-terminal states to determine the pol-
icy of P1 and therefore, the expected return. This backward induction is repeated
until the initial state is reached. P1 and P2 then have a complete policy. The policy
was determined by the players selecting the prices which will give them maximum
future return. This implies a Nash Equilibrium policy was found for both players.
However, there is one consideration that needs to be taken into account: what if two
actions have the same return?
From an individual player's point of view at that stage of the game, it does not mat-
ter which action they take when the expected return is equal for both. However, it
8To observe a learnt policy which takes into account the repeated play aspect of the learning
model would be remarkable but highly unlikely as the policies are updated by the disjoint return
of each episodes. However, this does not mean that this phenomenon cannot occur as an on-policy
updating method is used thus the updating of one episode will aect the actions taken in the next.CHAPTER 4. MODEL 74
could have a impact on the other player's return. To demonstrate this, consider the
extensive-form sequential game given in gure 4.2. Within this game P1 has a choice
of choosing either action a1 or action :a1. If action a1 is chosen then P2 only has
one available action and the return for the game is (2, 1); P1 gets a return of two and
P2 gets a return of one. If P1 were to choose action :a1 then P2 now has a choice of
possible actions a2 or :a2. From P2 perspective, it does not matter which action is
selected as they will observe a reward of three. However, it does have a big impact
on P1 reward so much so that they might not have chosen :a1 in the rst place. Be-
fore what response P1 should take is discussed, let's consider possible policies that
P2 could employ to deal with this situation. To distinguish from the player's actual
policies, these policies are called tie-breaker policies. Here is a selection of a few tie-
breaker policies:
 RANDOM: Player randomly chooses between alternatives
 HIGH: Player chooses the price with the highest value
- (or action a2 in the case of example 4.2)
 LOW: Player chooses the price with the lowest value
- (or action :a2 in the case of example 4.2)
These are just a few of the possibilities; there are an innite amount of tie-breaker
policies that could be employed9. The impact of each tie-breaker policy can now be
considered in turn. When the RANDOM tie-breaker policy is employed then P2 will
choose between a2 and :a2 giving a expected return pair of (2.5, 3), when P1 plays
:a1. If P1 knows that P2 is using the RANDOM tie-breaker policy, then P1 would
choose :a1 as a return of 2.5 is greater than the xed return observed by playing
a1 (which is two). When the HIGH tie-breaker policy is used then P2 would choose
a2 over :a2 giving a expected return of (4, 3), when P1 plays :a1. Again, P1 would
choose to play :a1. Finally, if the LOW tie-breaker policy is employed then P2 will
9Consider the variation on the RANDOM tie-breaker policy, where each action is given an ar-
bitrary weighting of being selected. In a larger game, a player might wish to employ dierent tie-
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choose between :a2 over a2 giving a expected return pair of (1, 3), when P1 plays
:a1. In this case P1 would prefer to play a2, hence obtain a reward of two. To sum-
marise, the expected return from the example for the dierent tie-breaker policies
are:
 RANDOM: (2.5, 3)
 HIGH: (4, 3)
 LOW: (2, 1)
All three of these tie-breaker policies lead to a Nash Equilibrium. This may seem
surprising as the return pair obtained from the LOW tie-breaker policy is (Pareto)
dominated by the other two pairs. However, the denition of the Nash Equilibrium
is refered to to explain why it is a Nash Equilibrium. The solution obtained above
for when P2 is using the LOW tie-breaker policy is derived from a policy of P1 which
assumes that P2 will use the LOW tie-breaker policy in future rounds. So if P2 were
to change to the HIGH tie-breaker policy, it would have no impact on the returns ob-
tained because current P1 policy assumes that P2 will use the LOW tie-breaker policy
in future rounds and therefore will play accordingly. This means that P2 will still
reach the same tie-breaker positions and, by denition of a tie-breaker, will obtain
the same return. The important point here is that the players have a Nash Equilib-
rium policy if neither can gain any benet from changing their current policy assum-
ing that their opponent's policy will stay completely the same10.
Given that multiple Nash Equilibria from the game are faced and that some will give
a better return than others (for the players) begs the question: Which Nash Equi-
librium should the players choose? There are various dierent methods of selecting
a Nash Equilibrium when more than one is available (see Harsanyi and Selten, 1988;
Herings et al., 2003). However, given that players learning to play the game are being
dealt with, it assumes that they have a choice of which Nash Equilibrium they learn.
10This is not the same as an opponent's policy staying blindly the same. A player will recognise
when they have moved into a dierent state to what they might expect and their policy will react to
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The question is answered as a single Nash Equilibrium which relates to the Nash Dis-
tribution policies using Boltzmann action selection. This is the Nash Equilibrium
obtained from both players using the RANDOM tie-breaker policy11.
The concept of multiple Nash equilibria is very important as the size of the game
grows, as there is likely to be more of them. It has been shown that the expected
number of equilibria increases exponentially in normal-form games as the number
of strategies increase (see Mclennan, 2005). Though the results have not been deter-
mined for sequential-form games, it can be assumed that similar results might exist.
Nash Equilibria are now considered for the simple 233 game. Other types of Nash
Equilibria than the one related to the RANDOM tie-breaker policy, have been in-
cluded for comparison purposes.
Simple 233 game - Nash Equilibrium
The game framework is one of sequential moves, as opposed to a simultaneous move
game. This means that each player takes it in turn to decide their price. Therefore, a
'rational' player (or Homo Economicus as described in the literature review chapter)
will choose their current price so that it maximizes their expected return. Using this
knowledge the players expected return can be calculated via backward induction (as
mentioned above). Let's rst consider the following example of the simple 233 game.
Let's pretend P2 is about to make the price choice at the end of the second (and
last) round. This means that there is only one customer left to arrive and they will
choose the airline that has the lowest price fare (or will choose randomly if the prices
are the same for both players). Let's say that P1's current price is nine. It is point-
less P2 selecting a price of ten as this means that P1 will attract the customer. If
P2 chooses a price of nine as well then they will have an expected return of 4.5, as
they will only attract the customer half of the time. However, if they choose a price
of eight then they will attract the customer and observe a return of eight. Similarly
P2 will attract the customer for all lower prices. Therefore, the logical thing for P2
to do is to choose a price of eight. This would mean that observed reward from this
would be (0;8), where numbers represent the reward for P1 and P2 respectively.
11When two actions have equal expected reward, Boltzmann action selection will assign equal
probabilities to each. This relates to the denition of the RANDOM tie-breaker policy.CHAPTER 4. MODEL 77
Now let's take a step back and consider P1 strategy in the last round if P2 has a cur-
rent price of ten. There are now two customers up for grabs here and P1 has to de-
cide whether to attempt to attract one or both of the customers. However, P2 will
have a chance to change their price before the second customer comes along and will
try and undercut P1's chosen price. Unless P1 chooses a price of one, P2 will be able
to undercut them but if P1 does this then they will, at most, observe a return of two
(assuming the customer's random selection goes in their favour). If P1 only attempts
to attract the next customer, by playing nine, they will lose the last customer by ob-
serve an overall return of nine. Therefore, it is logical for P1 to try and attract only
one of the remaining customers and gain a return of nine (with P2 observing a return
of eight) for the last round.
A step further back is taken, to P2 action selection in the rst round assuming that
P1 current price is ve. All three customers are up for grabs if P2 can select the right
strategy. P1 has an opportunity however to take at least one of those players during
its price change at the start of round two. Thus it would be expected that P2 tries
and take the remaining two customers. To do this P2 will need to undercut P1 cur-
rent price of ve, and set their price to four. From the arguments above this would
result in P1 changing their price to three and the P2 would follow suit with the logi-
cal choice of two for their nal price change. So the results from P2 setting a price of
four are:
 The rst customer (from round one) choices P2's lower price of four (as op-
posed to P1's price of ve)
 The second customer (the rst one from round two) chooses P1's price of three
 The third customer (the second one from round two) chooses P2's price of two
This means that P2 would receive an overall return of six (four plus two). Now con-
sider if P2 chooses a price of ten in response to P1's price ve. From arguments above,
the logicial price for P1 would be to choose nine and P2's last price change would be
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 The rst customer (from round one) choices P1's lower price of ve (as oppose
to P2's price of ten)
 The second customer (the rst one from round two) chooses P1's price of nine
 The third customer (the second one from round two) chooses P2's price of eight
This means that P2 would receive an overall return of eight (from only the last cus-
tomer). By P2 losing a customer they received more return. By P2 trying to under-
cut P1 in the rst round the only response that P1 has is to continue the price war
(as P2 will undercut them for the last price change). This price war results in both
players receiving little revenue for their seats sold. However, if P2 does not engage
in a price war and increases its price, this encourages P1 to increase their price too
and hence both players receive a much higher revenue for the seats sold. This occurs
because the airlines are concerned with revenue and not number of seats.
As P1 receives a return of 14 from having a starting price of ve, it is unsurprising
that they choose this price. Hence one of the Nash Equilibria for the game is pure
strategy set fve, ten, nine ,eightg, where the numbers correspond to the prices cho-
sen by the players throughout the game (i.e. in the rst round P1 chooses ve and
P2 chooses ten, etc.). A detailed account of expected returns for all the possible price
choices is given in table A.6 in Appendix A, the introduction to the tables explains
their layout. Though hard to validate, this sudden jump on price to stop a pricing
war is seen in real-world airline pricing strategies i.e. British Airways adding an extra
fuel surcharge to their prices in 2006.
This relates to Nash Equilibrium associated with the LOW and RANDOM tie-breaker
policies. To understand what the Nash Equilibrium associated with the HIGH tie-
breaker policy, the scenario when P1 chooses six as their initial price must be consid-
ered. If P2 chooses to follow this with a price of ten they will, again, receive a return
of eight (but P1 will now receive a return of 15). If P2 chooses to follow this with a
price of ve, a pricing war results and P2 receives a return of eight again (but P1 will
now only receive a return of four)12. Thus it does not matter to P2 if they choose a
12P2 choosing an initial price of six as well will result in them receiving a return of seven (which is
less then eight they receive from choosing 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ve or ten after P1 has chosen an initial price of six in the simple 233 game. Hence
if the tie-breaker policy is HIGH then P1 will select six otherwise they are forced to
choose a price one lower of ve to force P2 to play the high ten (thus gain the benet
from selling two seats at a reasonable price).
These are surprising results for such a simple game and show the complexity that
such a simple framework can bring13. This complexity is a reason why such a sim-
ple model for the experiment was chosen; otherwise it would be dicult to distingish
between complex solutions and random eects within the learning model.
Simple 355+ games
Now that some of the Nash Equilibria for the simple 233 game14 have been consid-
ered, simple games of more than two rounds can be considered (the shorthand 355+
is used for simple games with more than two rounds). The impact of using the dier-
ent tie-breaker policies and the eect that has on the Nash Equilibrium again has to
be considered. From this investigation some conclusions about the simple games can
be drawn.
The 355 game has the same results to the 233 game for the last two rounds of the
game. This might be expected to be the case, as backward induction is used to solve
the game, however this is somewhat surprising. For the solution to repeat the last
three actions, the same conditions are needed after the action selection of P1 in the
second round (which corresponds to the rst action selection in 233 game), which
is observed (see table A.3 for details of the policy for the HIGH Nash Equilibrium).
This selection guarantees that P1 does get the maximum reward for the remainder
of the 355 game but at the sacrice of the rst customer (because P1's initial price
is ten, the maximum possible). There are several phenomenons like this that appear
13This sophistication comes from an odd number of customers, an even number of players and
from the low values obtained under a strictly cut-throat policy. Thus acting in a cut-throat way does
not benet the either player and one players will sell one more seat than the other introducing a bias
into the game.
14As mentioned before, there are innite possible tie-breaker policies and not all could be covered
here. For example, there is another Nash Equilibrium where P1 is indecisive about whether their
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within the policies, however, for brevity, not all of them will be discussed here. The
focus will be on the general properties of the dierent Nash Equilibrium policies.
When using the HIGH and LOW tie-breaker policy, both player's Nash Equilibrium
policy will be a pure strategy (as a mixed strategy can only occur when there are
two prices which oer the same return and the HIGH and LOW tie-breaker policies
uniquely choose between them15). These pure strategies are shown for the dierent
games in the tables A.1 and A.2 respectively, which can be found in appendix A.
The RANDOM tie-breaker policy does not necessarily result in pure strategy hence
a slighty more complex table A.6 gives the results. An explanation for all the tables
is also given in the appendix.
There are several important phenomenon of the Nash Equilibrium policies of the sim-
ple games that occur as the number of rounds increases. A summary is given here
and each in phenomenon is discussed in turn:
 The policy does not change for the end rounds for the dierent games
 The prices selected within a round start to cycle (period three rounds) for games
of ve rounds or greater.
 The expected returns for each player can be represented as a simple formula for
games of ve rounds or greater.
As the tables in appendix A indicate, the prices selected by the player's Nash Equi-
librium remains the same for all but the rst round of a game, for all games with at
least that many rounds for each of the dierent tie-breaker policies. The policies rep-
resent the best the players can do in those later rounds. What is surprising is that
neither player attempts to unhinge the trail of price selections which lead to these
later rounds. For example, it might be expected that P2 plays prices such that it
draws P1 away from playing the low ve price at the start of the penultimate round
hence allowing P2 to gain more reward. However, P2 is unable or unwillingly to do
15If this were not true then a player could increase their expected return by playing the price with
the highest expected return all the time and therefore increase their overall expected return. Hence
the original mixed strategy was not a Nash Equilibrium.CHAPTER 4. MODEL 81
just that (probably because the cost out-weighs the benet). Hence a regimented set
of price selections is obtained as the game size increases.
This regimented price selection transforms into a cycle when the number of rounds
is increased past ve. Apart from the initial round, the players price selections cy-
cle around three numbers (i.e. Five, nine and ten for HIGH Nash Equilibrium pol-
icy). This cycle is the same for both players and results in both players receiving the
same return for those three rounds where the cycle takes place (this can be seen in
appendix A tables).
It is shown in the tables in appendix A why this cycling occurs. Taking, for exam-
ple, the HIGH Nash Equilibrium policy for a large enough game. Table A.4 shows
that expected returns from P2's play in the ninth from last round are exactly 19
better than the expected returns from P2's play in the sixth from last round. This
means that the best response choices of P1 in the ninth from last round will be ex-
actly the same as the choices for P1 in the sixth from last round, therefore the ex-
pect returns will be the same. This then repeats for P2's best response choices in the
seventh and tenth round respectively, then for the eighth and eleventh rounds and
then for the ninth and twelth rounds. Hence it is derived that rewards obtained in
the twelth round are exactly 38 (19 + 19) dierent from the rewards obtained in the
sixth round. The best-response prices keep cycling in this fashion and thus the policy
keeps cycling. Similiar results are obtained for the LOW and RANDOM tie-breaker
policies.
The extra reward obtained by both players over the three cycle rounds is exactly the
same (19 for the HIGH Nash Equilibrium, 25 for the LOW Nash Equilibrium, and
18 for the RANDOM Nash Equilibrium). This implies symmetry between the play-
ers' policies. If the HIGH Nash Equilibrium is considered again, the players can be
observed taking turns in jumping out of the price war (i.e. by choosing a price of
ten). On closer observation, the selection cycle is ve, nine, then ten for both play-
ers. This allows both players to obtain rewards of ve, ve, then nine (total 19) in a
cycle. This can be explained.
Consider a round in the middle of a very large game. The player that started the
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customers to attract on the way) and who ends the games (again, there are more cus-
tomers to attract than just the last few). This means who ever starts the game (i.e.
P1) will have little inuence on the policy for the middle rounds, hence both players
are likely to adopt the same strategy. Thus the stable state for the pricing strategies
of the players has been found.
It is noticeable that the initial policy of P1 does not necessarily follow this cycle in
policy. This is due to the dierent structure of the rst round. However, as the re-
wards obtained from the cyclic policy also cycle (but with a xed step increase), the
observed variation in the initial policy of P1 is always the same. For example, in the
HIGH Nash Equilibrium, the abnormal initial policy is always three, see table A.4 for
details.
One consequence of players following a cyclic policy before the last ve rounds is
that a formula for the expected returns obtained for any sized simple game can be
derived. Though these formulae look complex they simply represent the cycle of re-
wards obtained as the rounds increase.
Given the game has n  5 rounds and set x = (n mod 3), so x is the remainder
of n  3. x is needed within the formula because there is not a xed step change in
return as n increases but the same step increase occurs every three rounds. Let's look
at the formulas for the HIGH Nash Equilibrium policy's returns. For P1, there arise
step increases of 3, 11, and 5. The formula for P1 is:
3n + 10b
n + 1
3
c   8x(x   2) + 3
For P2, the step increases are 5, 5, 9. The formula for P2 is:
5n + 4b
n + 1
3
c   2
The values that are generated by this formula (for n  5) are in the top rows of A.1.
Now consider the formulae for the LOW Nash Equilibrium policy's returns. For P1,
there are step increases of 8, 4, and 13. The formula for P1 is:
4n + 13b
n + 1
3
c   4x(x   2) + 2(x   1)(x   2)   10:5
For P2, the step increases are 9, 8, 8. The formula for P2 is:
8n + b
n + 1
3
c   9:5CHAPTER 4. MODEL 83
Figure 4.3: Average price of seats sold under dierent policies
The values that are generated by this formula (for n  5) are in the top rows of A.2.
Finally consider the formulas for the RANDOM Nash Equilibrium policy's returns.
For P1, there are step increases of 5, 3, and 10. The formula for P1 is:
3n + 9b
n
3
c + 3:5x(x   1) + 1
For P2, the step increases are 8, 5, 5. The formula for P2 is:
5n + 3b
n
3
c   2
These formulae have been included for interest only as they are not required for the
learning experiment. However, they have allowed generation of the data required
for gure 4.3 and calculation of the expected rewards of simple game with a million
rounds is possible if required16.
Average Seat Price
The dierent Nash Equilibria that are possible also have an impact on the prices
which the seats are sold for. By looking at the average price for which the seats are
sold, the social benet of the dierent equilibria can be determined. Figure 4.3 shows
the average price of the seats sold under the dierent Nash Equilibrium policies against
the number of rounds within the game. The results when the players use a myopic
16Which are 6,333,341 for P1 and 6,333,330 for P2 when using the HIGH Nash EquilibriumCHAPTER 4. MODEL 84
policy (see table A.3) and the completely random policy (i.e. players randomly choose
their prices) are also included.
Myopic play is short-sighted play or excessive greed play. A myopic player will only
consider their next reward opportunity thus will attempt to snatch the next customer
from their opponent. This leads both players to conduct an iterative price war down
to the minimum price of one (hence the average price of one). In completely random
play, the players ignore all information and assign equal probability to each action
(including zero). Consequence of random play is that both players observe the same
return. This occurs because each customer always faces a random selection of prices
so there is no bias in the system.
As gure 4.3 indicates all the average seat prices converge to xed values, the con-
verged values are as follows: the HIGH Nash Equilibrium value is 61
3, the LOW Nash
Equilibrium value is 81
3, the RANDOM Nash Equilibrium value is 6, the completely
random policy is 3 2
11, and the myopic value is 1. This shows that the airline players
would be better o playing randomly then aggressively (i.e. myopic). All the Nash
Equilibria do better than the two standard policies but some do better than others.
Surprisingly the RANDOM Nash Equilibrium does the worst. This is due to the un-
certainty that RANDOM tie-breaker policy brings to the opponent, hence they tend
to play conservatively (see table A.6 for details). It might also be surprising at rst
that the LOW Nash Equilibrium does so well. This is due to the threat from both
players to continue the pricing war so the prices remain high.
It is dicult to decide which phenomena are due to the models' setup and which are
real truths, without conducting a large degree of sensitivity analysis. However, all
three Nash Equilibria display similar characteristics (i.e. cyclic patterns, price choices
that are consistent as the number of rounds increases, etc.), therefore it can be con-
cluded that the Nash Equilibrum are not due to some complexity eect within the
model framework17. Thus the model framework and Nash Equilibrium are adquete
for experimental purposes.
17This complexity could be explain as just a consequence of the customers always choosing the
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Nash Distribution
Throughout the current section dierent Nash Equilibria for the simple games have
been discussed. As mentioned in the methodology chapter, the learning players are
expected to nd the Nash Distribution policy. The Nash Distribution policies have
similiar properties to the Nash Equilibrium policies but are perturbed18. The temper-
ature parameter  determines how perturbed the policies are. As  ! 0 the Nash
Distribution policies tend towards the RANDOM Nash Equilibrium. As  ! 1 the
Nash Distribution policies tend towards the completely random policy. To investigate
the eect of the temperature parameter on the Nash Distribution policy, the returns
obtained by both players can be looked at. This eect can be seen on the simple 233
game's expected reward in gure 4.4.
The gure shows a series of graphs depicting probability distribution of the player's
expected returns under dierent policies. The rst graph shows the reward obtained
when the players are using the RANDOM Nash Equilibrium policy. As discovered,
this policy gives a return of 14 for P1 and eight for P2. No other returns are possi-
ble hence why both returns have a probability of one. If the Nash Distribution with
any value of  < 0:002 was looked at then the graph would look exactly the same to
the human eye. The reward distribution is not exactly the same, as the Nash Distri-
bution policy is perturbed, however the probability of observing an outcome of any
value other than 14 (for P1) or 8 (for P2) is so small that it cannot be picked up by
the human eye on a graph. It is forgivable to think of the policy generated at these
low temperatures to be the same as the RANDOM Nash Distribution policy.
The nal graph in gure 4.4 depicts the policy under random play. This is not an
even distribution because the customers still get to choose the lowest price oered by
the players, thus there is a bias towards the lower end of the return spectrum. The
peak at the zero return is due to the high chance that all customers will be able to
purchase their seats at the zero price (this happens about a quarter of the time with
the random policy). All possible returns have a chance of happening under the com-
18Perturbed means that the Nash Distribution policy assigns a posistive probability to every possi-
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Figure 4.4: Graphs depicting the change in expected returns as temperature parame-
ter varies for the standard 233 gameCHAPTER 4. MODEL 87
pletely random policy, even a player receiving a maximum return of thirty19. Both
distributions are exactly the same for both players. This is because neither player
takes advantage of choosing the price rst (or choosing the price last) and there is no
bias by the customers towards the randomly chosen prices.
The remaining three graphs in gure 4.4 shows the steady transition of the Nash Dis-
tribution policy from RANDOM Nash Equilibrium policy to completely random pol-
icy as tau increases. It is surprising how quickly this transition occurs, it is seen that
the Nash Distribution policy relating to  = 0:20 already looks very similiar to the
completely random policy. Next is a more detailed look at the changes in expected
reward as tau increases.
Figure 4.5: Returns obtained under from the Nash Distribution policies for the stan-
dard 233 game assuming that the players play their best responses in the rst round
Figure 4.5 gives more of an indication of what is happening as tau is changing 20.
Instead of looking at the expected return obtained under the policy (which will de-
crease with an increase in the temperature parameter, meaning that sub-optimal ac-
tions will be chosen more frequently), gure 4.5 looks at the expected reward under
19This would occur when the players choose ten for all their price choices and all three customers
happen to all go to one of the players. The chance of this happening is about 1 in 120,000.
20In chapter ve, gure 5.1 contains the degradation of the player's return as the temperature pa-
rameter '' is increased. However, this graph does not give a clear indication of what is happening to
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the current best response pair from the rst round. That is, it is assumed that the
action that will give P1 the highest expected return is played in round one and that
P2 chooses the action which is the best response to this action (for their round one
choice). Assuming this xed choice in round one, an understanding can be developed
of how the policy changes as the temperature parameter changes.
The noticable features of gure 4.5 are as follows: rstly, even though the graph shows
P1's best initial action, a general decrease in P1's return is expected because as tau
increases the players' remaining choices are more perturbed. P1's changes are smoother
than than P2 because as the lead player P1 determines the game (in a Stackelberg
type way). The graph shows when P1 decides to play a dierent initial price and P2
responding. This leads to major jumps in return occurring for P2 only. Details of
turning points are in the table in appendix A.
The rst major jump (at  = 0:043) occurs when P1 can no longer justify forcing P2
to play high in the rst round, so switches to the unsophisticated myopic policy. The
actual change in initial rounds policy goes from (x = 2, y = 10) to (10,9), where x is
round one's best response policy from P1 and y is round one's best response policy
from P2 (assuming that the remaining actions are chosen using Boltzmann Action
selection)). The second jump (at  = 0:125) is more complex, it is a policy change
from (10, 9) to (3,2). At such large tau values, P1 will expect P2 to be playing al-
most randomly (see graph 4.4 for details). P1's best response price of three is taking
this random play into account. The remaining jumps are quite small and can be ig-
nored.
The last phenomenon in gure 4.5 is in the high values of the temperature parameter
and is typical in Game Theory. As the randomness of selection increases (as tau is
increasing), there is a slight increase in reward. This is because the players decisions
(i.e. their underhandedness) start to have less eect on what actions are actually ob-
served in the game (because of the randomness caused by large tau), so the return
converges to the random policy for both players (this phenomenon is seen in gure
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Summary of Policies
Within this section the properties of dierent Nash policies to the simple versions
of the game (primarily the simple 233 game) have been considered. From these sim-
ple games complex behaviour has been observed. Now the mechanics of the learning
model which will be used to generate learnt policies and that also display this com-
plex behaviour are considered.
4.4 Learning Model
In the methodology chapter, the framework of the learning model was discussed.
Within this section, the necessary steps that are required to implement this frame-
work are considered. Though most of the learning model has already been dened,
this section looks at two aspects that require further attention: the starting values
and the learning parameter.
Apart from the physical parameters of the model (i.e. number of rounds, seats, etc.)
the only other parameters are the temperature parameter (tau) and the learning pa-
rameter (). The temperature parameter remains xed within the model21. Dier-
ent values of the temperature parameter were assigned to dierent runs of the games
and the impact this has within the empirical results was observed. The learning pa-
rameter, however, varies within each run of the learning model and has to take a cer-
tain form (see the convergence proof chapter and section 2.4 for more details). There
are multiple learning parameters to consider as well as each Q-value within the game
having its own learning parameter. This means that the temperature parameter here
must be dened.
The form the learning parameter needs to take is from the convergence proofs. So if
n is the n-th time that a Q-value has been updated and B > 0 then the lambda for
the Q-value is as follows:
 =
1
n + B
21The temperature parameter could be setup to vary over an episode (or episodes). However, as
the temperature parameter determines the Nash Distribution the learning policies should converge
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Throughout the runs a value of B = 1 was used, this allowed the Q-values to gain as
much inuence from the initial rounds of play as possible with lambda still remaining
well dened. By allowing the Q-values to be more aected by the returns observed in
the early rounds, the ways the policies were changing could be seen. Other versions
of lambda were experimented with, this is discussed in the previous experience sec-
tion (section 7.4). This version of lambda fullled all the criteria required and seemly
did what was required.
Another reason for wanting the Q-values to be changed by the initial episodes was
so that they move away from their arbitrary initial values. These initial values of the
Q-values (and hence the policies) could have been set in several ways. The most com-
mon approaches are: randomly, heuristic knowledge, and optimistic starts. No matter
which approach is used, it will leave a permanent bias on the Q-values and hence the
policy (though this decreases with time). This bias is unavoidable but can be soften
by using vaguely realistic initial values.
A random approach ensures that the learning players are unaected by any bias by
the modeller, however this method can slow the rate of convergence. The heuristic
knowledge approach allows the modeller to inuence the initial policy of the learn-
ing player by inserting their own understanding of the Q-values (and policy) into the
game. This approach would seem useful for increasing the rate of convergence assum-
ing that the modeller's knowledge is correct. As discussed earlier in the chapter, the
policy of a game is not necessarily simple (even for simple games) so this approach
could hinder convergence if incorrect ideas about the policy are used.
The nal method (and the one used here) is called optimistic starts (see Sutton and
Barto, 1998). Using the method, every Q-value is set to the largest that could possi-
bly be observed from its corresponding state (i.e. if the player has only one seat left,
then it was assumed that the seat is sold for the maximum price of ten and set the
corresponding Q-values to that value). The optimistic starts method encourages ex-
ploration of the state space as actions that have not been selected will appear to be
worth more (as their Q-values are so high) and hence be more likely selected (by the
Boltzmann Action selection method).
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the issues relating to the physical implementation of the model are considered.
4.5 Programming Code
Though it has not been explicitly said within the thesis so far, a computer was used
to calculate almost all of the empirical results. Given the model setup, it could have
been possible to work out the results by hand, though given the quantity of results
that required this was infeasible. By working the results out through mental arith-
metic, it would have subjected the results to errors through both calculation mistakes
and rounding errors (i.e. the time required to generate a pseudo-random number by
hand to the same number of digits as a computer generated one would be impracti-
cal).
The model was constructed using a programming language (i.e. Visual Basic for
Applications (VBA) and C++) as opposed to a standard simulation package (e.g.
Simul8). There are a number of reasons for this choice but the main ones were exi-
bility and speed considerations. It was also not possible to construct the model within
an existing simulation package because of the complications that the Reinforcement
Learning would have caused. This would have meant that the Reinforcement Learn-
ing calculations would have had to be run in a separate programme and the results
fed into the chosen simulation package. This communication between programs would
have been slow and dicult to implement. Using a programming language meant
that all necessary calculations could be directly embedded within the program.
Using a programming language to implement the model was not without its draw-
backs. The main draw-backs from using a programming language are the lack of vi-
sualisation and uncertainty that the model has been veried. Verication is discussed
later in the chapter. In this section the focus is on the elements relating to the pro-
gramming language and source code. All computer storage (memory) and time issues
are discussed in the empirical results chapter
Selection of Programming Language
The learning model might be too complex for standard simulation packages like Simul8
and Oracle, however the Python simulation language could have been used. ThoughCHAPTER 4. MODEL 92
Python has been designed for constructing simulations like this model its compiler
was not available on the University of Southampton's computational facilities22. The
technical skill required to install the Python compiler onto the computational facili-
ties mainframe was far beyond anyone involved in the research and the suite's man-
ager, hence a programming language with an existing compiler on the suite was cho-
sen.
The feasible possibilities were C++, Visual C++ and Visual Basic. The model was
originally constructed using Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) combined Microsoft
Excel application. Though this did give input-output benets for running and ex-
ploring the results, the application was very slow and there was also a tendency for
the program to crash. From this prototype, it became clear that speed and memory
management were going to be an issue. As the C++ language has excellent memory
management features, this programming language was used. The model runs using
C++ were at least three times faster than identical runs using the VBA code.
The University of Southampton's computational facilities had several C++ compilers
available and a GNU compiler (called G++23) was used for the modelling. This al-
lowed the program to be written in the standard Microsoft Windows platforms using
the Dev-C++ Integrated Development Environment (IDE) freeware 24 from Blood-
shed Software (see Bloodshed Software, 2005), which was derived from the G++
compiler (hence compatibility problems were avoided). For transportability between
the platforms (i.e. Microsoft Windows and Linux) the International Organisation for
Standardization (ISO) standard C++ language was used for all the C++ programs.
This use of standards was important to avoid compiler errors that can occur due to
slight dierences between the platforms compilers.
Pseudo Code
The several thousand lines of code that were written to implement the model have
not been included for conciseness and clarity reasons. Including a description of all
22which is called IRIDIS cluster.
23Version: 3.2.3 (released April 2003). Compiler from the GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) free-
ware ((GNU Project, 2007)).
24Version: 4.9.9.2 (released February 2005). This software uses the Minimalist GNU for Windows
(MinGW) port of the GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) freeware (see GNU Project, 2007).CHAPTER 4. MODEL 93
State


n;s1;p2
1 and


n;s2;p1
2
Initialize Q1(


n;s1;p2
1 ;p1), Q2(


n;s2;p1
2 ;p2)
Repeat (for each episode):
Select state


1;S1;0

1
Choose p1 for


1;S1;0

1 using policy derived from Q1
Select state


1;S2;p1
2
Choose p2 for


1;S2;p1
2 using policy derived from Q2
Take actions p1 and p2, observe  r1;  r2;  s1
 p2   0;n   1;r1   0;r2   0;s1   S1;s2   S2
Repeat (for each round in episode e):
Select state


n + 1;  s1;  p2
1
Choose  p1 for


n + 1;  s1;  p2
1 using policy derived from Q1
If  s1 = 0 then  p1 = void price
Q1(hn;s1;  p2i;p1) =
 
1   e(hn;s1;  p2i))

Q1(hn;s1;  p2i;p1)
+e(hn;s1;  p2i):
 
r1 +  r1 + Q1(hn + 1;  s1;p2i1;  p1)

s1    s1
Take actions  p1 and p2, observe r1;r2;  s2
Select state


n + 1;  s2;  p1
2
Choose  p2 for


n + 1;  s2;  p1
2 using policy derived from Q2
If  s2 = 0 then  p2 = void price
Q2(hn;s2;p1i2;p2) =
 
1   e(hn;s2;p1i2))

Q2(hn;s2;p1i2;p2)
+e(hn;s2;p1i2):
 
r2 +  r2 + Q2(hn + 1;  s2;  p1i2;  p2)

s2    s2
Take actions  p1 and  p2, observe  r1;  r2;  s1
p1    p1
p2 $  p2
n   n + 1
Until either n = N + 1 or both fs1 = 0 and s2 = 0gare terminal
Table 4.2: Pseudo code for SARSA reinforcement learningCHAPTER 4. MODEL 94
the elements that went into constructing the model (i.e. le management etc.) is not
intended, and will only briey touch on them here. Pseudo-code has been included to
give a avour of the model, which can be seen in gure 4.2.
The pseudo code in gure 4.2 represents the process of learning within the model
using the SARSA method. This psuedo code is based around the code presented in
Sutton and Barto's reinforcement learning book (Sutton and Barto, 1998) and is an
embodiment of the SARSA method described in the literature review chapter. An ex-
planation is not given here of the pseudo code but of its complexity25 justies to the
reader why a description of the complete program has been omitted. However, there
are some aspects of the program that require justication and cannot be avoided.
The rst of these is the pseudo-random number generator of the program.
Pseudo-random Number Generator
It is estimated that several trillion random numbers were generated for the empirical
results. With this many random numbers required a pseudo-random number genera-
tor was needed that would not display any obvious pattern or cycle within the num-
bers generated, and would t within the C++ language framework.
A C++ freeware library le called 'mtrand.cpp' written in ISO Standard C++ (Be-
daux, 2002) provided the pseudo-number generator for all the computer models. This
code provides a Mersenne Twister pseudo-number generator, which has a period of
219937   1. This level of randomness exceeded the requirements (which were less than
270 random number generations). For more information on the Mersenne Twister
pseudo-number generator see Matsumoto and Nishimura (1998). Each run had a new
seed generated by the computer system's clock and it was assumed that the numbers
generated were random enough for the purpose26.
The Mersenne twister is related to the Mersenne numbers which were found by the
French mathematician Marin Mersenne in 1644 (see Jones and Jones, 1998). Mersenne
25Actually, even this pseudo code is a simplied version of the nal code.
26It was not possible to store a large quantity of generated numbers to check the randomness.
Even if it was possible to store the numbers, the computational requirements to check the random-
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numbers are those of the form 2p   1, where p is prime. They have great importance
within number theory.
Rounding Errors
Another issue faced within the computer code was rounding errors. Throughout the
programming code the most accurate data type available was a long double 27 . Though
the long double could store values upto 1:1e + 4932, cases were found where this was
not good enough.
When using the Boltzmann action selection method, e
1
 is required to be worked out.
Given the limitations on long double this meant that it was impossible to calculate
for  < 0:00001 (this would have been  < 0:001 if VBA had been used). This was
slightly disappointing because there is a desire to generate results with smaller Tau
values (as their corresponding Nash Distributions would be very similar to the Nash
Equilibrium). This physical limitation was accepted and did not aect the model (as
learning policies with such low temperature parameters rarely converged).
The discussion about computer code is left there, though other subjects could have
been discussed (i.e. single array updating). The focus is turned onto the verication
of the model. Incorrectly written code (or bugged code) will produce incorrect results,
hence why verication was of upmost importance. This and validation of the model
are discussed in the next section.
4.6 Verication and Validation
There have been several suggested ways, within the literature, of how to validate an
OR quantitative model. The validation work of Mike Pidd, found in his book Tools
for thinking: Modelling in Management Science (Pidd, 1996) was focussed on for this
research. There have been other methods suggested over the years (see Yoshizaki and
Plonski, 1995; Brooks and Tobias, 1996), however Pidd's work aims to collect these
methods into a single body of work. In Pidd's book, he suggests that they are two
main types of validation: black-box and open-box28.
27This data type uses 10-bytes of computer memory. The normal oat only uses 4-bytes
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Black-box validation is concerned with the data input to and output from the model.
This input/output data is compared to a set of theoretical results or real-world data
determining if the model correctly explains the relationship between the data types.
This processes of validation is not appropriate for the modelling because neither the-
oretical results or real-world data are available to compare the model's output to.
Thus an open-box validation for the model must be relied upon.
Open-box validation relies on justifying the construction of the model and its inputs.
The argument of this type of validation is that if the model and inputs are correct,
then the outputs are correct, thus no further justication of any results is required.
This method of validation is appropriate for the research.
To justify the model using the open-box method, its construction had to be justied.
The whole of this chapter (and the part of the methodology chapter) discusses the
issues with the model and therefore, acts as the justication of the model. However,
the construction of the model was not without criticism (i.e. only using one game to
compare the RL techniques with, the means with which the policies are compared,
etc.). Re-addressing these criticisms must be done when drawing any conclusions
from the models results.
Some of the validation of the model comes from re-applying methods from previous
research. Endeavours to complete this task were conducted and where the existing
literature was not followed; justication of these discussions was attempted. However,
ultimately the validation of the model (and method) using open-box validation rests
with the reader, whom is intended to be satised by these arguments.
Verication
Verication tends to be the ignored little brother of validation, were most practition-
ers tend to assume that it was done within any presented results. It is estimated that
90% of programming time is spent verifying (or debugging) the code (Liberty, 1999)
and in a large program it is unlikely that every bug29 has been found. This means
that considerable eort was placed on verifying the model and thus validating that
29A bug is a error within the written code which causes the computer program to not run cor-
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the correct outputs were acquired are described below. Considering the open-box val-
idation approaches to this research, verication is of the up most importance as it
is not clear what outputs would be expected. For the rest of this section verication
was discussed.
A model run can be veried by outputs that are produced. Ideally, all the data pro-
duced by every single action of the executable program would be stored. However,
this was impossible as there would have been tetra-bytes worth of information being
produced per run. This means that only certain amount of information was stored. A
decision was taken that only policies and statistical results would be the output. This
lack of detail means that it is dicult to follow an audit trail of runs to verify it.
Given the vast amount of data output, it would have be virtual impossible have tried
and veried all of it anyway. Each Q-value, for instance, would have been derived
from several thousand random calculations. Therefore, the verication for the results
took place in three phases:
 Extensive testing of each component of the C++ code as it was constructed
 Step-by-step checking of the complete programs for a small scale case (i.e. only
ten episodes)
 Internal testing of consistency of data values within the executable program
(i.e. bullet-proong the code)
Even with these checks in place, it is unlikely that the executable program was com-
pletely bug-free due to the size of the program used. Not all possible checks were
conducted within the program as this would have increased the runtime consider-
ably. Therefore, when unexpected or anomalous output were obtained, explaining
them with logical argument was relied upon. However, not all anomalies have been
explained and where appropriate further rigorous tests of the C++ code have been
done. Within any stochastic system these anomalies would be expected and where
appropriate it has been highlighted.
Some outputs were easier to verify due to having exact solutions to compare to. The
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given earlier in this chapter. However, all of the learning output could not be veri-
ed this way and other verication measures had to be employed. One method was
to construct the model using the VBA programming language as well as C++ pro-
gramming language. By constructing two models, it was possible to compare results
from the dierent models to see if similar (not exact as the model is stochastic) re-
sults were produced. This was done for a variety of dierent runs and any bugs found
were removed. This process was repeated until both models displayed similar results.
One aspect of the model's output that was dicult to verify was the rate at which
the policies converged. The theoretical proofs (in chapter six) show that the SARSA
learning models will converge eventually but did not consider the rate of convergence.
Proving the rate of convergence is an open problem within Reinforcement Learning.
Therefore, it was deemed unnecessary to prove (thus verify) the rates of convergence
as this can be parodied as using a sledgehammer to crack a walnut. As the conver-
gence rates cannot be veried, care must be taken when making any conclusions
about them.
This system of verication (by considering the outputs) has left the results open to
type II errors (i.e. when results are accepted which should have been rejected). It is
possible that bugs within the code could lead to favourable results. However, with
the comparisons of the two models (VBA and C++ versions), this is highly unlikely
and can be ignored.
These methods of verication were considered adequate for this purpose but it was
not bullet-proof (i.e. every possible bug was checked for within the code). As men-
tioned, to bullet-proof the code would have slowed its run-time performance consider-
ably. This trade-o of run-time performance versus verication is common within all
programming and an appeal to the results as the justication of this.
Once the model was constructed and veried, empirical results were generated. These
can be found in the next chapter.Chapter 5
Empirical Results
5.1 Introduction
So far the focus has been on the theoretical aspects of the model. This included con-
structing a model framework and nding the Nash Equilibrium for various versions of
the game. In this chapter the practical aspects of the model are considered. This in-
cludes looking at the computer constraints of time and memory. Where appropriate,
the numerical results obtained are given in the results appendices.
In this chapter, the simplest game is analysed in detail before moving onto a more
complex version of the game. Other variations on the game are considered in the
variations Chapter Seven. There are three reasons for analysing such a simple game.
Firstly, some interesting results occurred even though the game was so simple. Sec-
ondly, the small size of game meant a relatively short run-time; thus allowing lots of
sensitivity analysis (i.e. variations in the temperature parameter) to be generated.
Thirdly, the simplicity of the game allowed observation of very low measure values
(i.e. policies converging as expected).
The learning model's runs generated a lot of data, especially in relation to the learnt
policy. To summarise and compare this data a measure is used. The rst part of this
chapter is devoted to choosing this measure, using the comparison of the Nash Distri-
bution policies to the Nash Equilibrium policies as a test case.
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Summary of Empirical Results
Once a measure has been selected and analysis is completed for the simple model,
more complex models can be considered. The complexity of the model is increased by
increasing the number of rounds observed within an episode. The results are divided
into various sections as follows:
 Comparison of Nash Distribution to Nash Equilibrium
 In-depth analysis of simple 233 game results
 Results from increasing the number of rounds
 Physical limitations of modelling
Due to space limitations, it would be inappropriate to present all the empirical re-
sults that were found. Therefore, the results presented here are designed to highlight
the key ndings. Where further detail is required, the numerical results can be found
in the appendices.
5.2 Nash Distribution
This section is about an investigation of the Nash Distribution and also of the mea-
surement methods that could be used in the analysis. The reason for doing this was
to put the learning-run results in context. By understanding how the dierent mea-
sures compare the Nash Equilibrium to the Nash Distribution, the learning results
measurements had a baseline for comparison. These Nash comparisons were not used
to dene the cut-o (or bench mark) point for convergence. This would have been
inappropriate, as discussed later.
The standard game was the simple 233 game and it seems appropriate to spend some
time considering the results from this game. The results were generated using several
steps. Firstly, the Nash Equilibrium and Nash Distribution polices were worked out
using the dynamic programming method described in Chapter Four. Secondly, the
return distribution was evaluated from the policies being played. This meant evalu-
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and the equivalent return distributions for the Nash Distribution policy. It is impor-
tant to note that when the Nash Distribution policy's return distribution was gener-
ated, action selection was allowed to still be perturbed by the temperature parameter
(tau). Finally, the distance between the two distributions was calculated using the
dierent measures (described below).
The Nash Distribution generated return distributions were compared to the myopic
and random policies generated return distributions as well. For more discussion on
these policies, see Chapter Four. This means that the return distribution generated
from playing the Nash Distribution policy versus the Nash Distribution policy was
measured against the return distribution generated from playing the myopic policy
versus the myopic policy and it was also measured against the return distribution
generated from playing the random policy versus the random policy. These com-
parison results are also presented with the Nash Equilibrium comparison results de-
scribed above and all the results are summarised in gure 5.1.
In gure 5.1, the graphs have an x-axis of tau to indicate the dierent Nash Distribu-
tions considered, as all Nash Distributions are determined by the temperature value.
The y-axis indicates the dierent measures. Starting from the top-left and working
across then down there is: Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistic, Total Variation (TV)
distance, Hellinger (H) distance, Adjusted-KS (AKS), Information Value (IV), Sepa-
ration Distance over Theoretical Distribution (SD1), Separation Distance over Empir-
ical Distribution (SD2), Chi-squared Distance over Theoretical Distribution (CHI1),
Chi-squared Distance over Empirical Distribution (CHI2), Expected reward for P1
(E1) and Expected reward for P2 (E2).
Only shown are the results for the temperature parameter between zero and 0.2. Re-
sults for higher values of tau were collected (until tau equalled one hundred). All the
measures' results continued to change smoothly and asymptotically, as would be ex-
pected from the graphs. For this reason and so that the interesting variation in the
measures could be observed, the x-axis is truncated at the 0.2 point.
The graphs are made up of discrete points though they have been presented as a con-
tinuous line. The measures were calculated at 0.0001 intervals, with zero tau indi-
cating the Nash Equilibrium policy (thus the Nash Equilibrium policy was comparedCHAPTER 5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 102
Figure 5.1: Graphs depicting the various return distribution measures of a Nash
Distribution policy compared to various other policies, for the standard 233 game.CHAPTER 5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 103
with itself). These small intervals were deemed adequate as rapid uctuations within
the results are not expected.
Not all of the three lines (they are the measures of the return distribution, generated
by playing the Nash Distribution policy against the Nash Distribution policy, com-
pared to the three return distributions generated by playing Nash Equilibrium policy
versus Nash Equilibrium policy, by playing the myopic policy versus the myopic pol-
icy and by playing the random policy versus the random policy) are presented on
every graph. This is due to the line's values being greater than the y-axis scale maxi-
mum of one (or the 1.5 in the case of the Hellinger distance). The exception of this is
the expected value graphs, where only the expected value of the Nash Distribution is
considered.
Before further discussion about the graphs can be done, the measures that were used
must be dened.
Distance Measures
An explanation of the dierent measures, presented in gure 5.1, is given below. For
each measure, an indication on how it was calculated and how the results may be
interrupted from that measure is given. Greater discussion has been given to the
measures that were deemed more important. Finally, an indication is given to which
measure will be used of the remainder of the results.
Most of the measures calculated were taken from the review of probability metrics by
Gibbs and Su (2002). Not all of the measures stated in the review were used because
the reward distributions are discrete. Some of the measures suggested in the paper
could only be used with continuous distribution (e.g. Levy metric) or were equivalent
to other metrics for discrete distributions (i.e. the Discrepancy metric and the Total
Variation distance). Other measures not included in the review were included (i.e.
Expected value and Adjusted KS) here, the reason for their inclusion is given with
their descriptions below.
The various dierent measures use dierent terms in their names like distance, value
and statistic. Before the individual measures are discussed, the terminology should be
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The term measure means something that gives a size or quantity for comparison
(which is called the distance). It does not mean a mathematical measure as dened
within probability theory (see measure theory in Williams (1991)). Some of the mea-
sures considered do satisfy the requirements of a metric function, where this is the
case it is stated within the measures denition. The denition of a metric m (Borowski
and Borwein, 1989) is a bivariate function such that:
m(x;y)0
m(x;y) = 0 , x = y
m(x;y) = m(y;x)
m(x;z) + m(z;y)  m(x;y)
Another term that is used is statistic. A statistic is simply dened as just quantita-
tive data on any subject (Borowski and Borwein, 1989) and was introduced by Fisher
(1925).
For reference purposes, uab(x;y) = Pab(X = x;Y = y) is the return distribution
function under P1 using policy a and P2 using policy b, where (X;Y ) is the return
pair observed from play. The marginal distributions are simply uab(x) and uab(y).
vab(x;y) is the return distribution of the policy pair being tested against. This nota-
tion is simplied to u(x;y) and v(x;y).
The cumulative distributions are dened as Uab(x;y) := Pab(X  x;Y  y) and
Vab(x;y) respectively.
The marginal cumulative distributions are as expected. There is no complete order-
ing of a bivariate pair, therefore it is hard to take into account when two pairs are
close to each other (i.e. is (3, 3) closer to (1, 1) than (1, 5)? Dierent metrics will say
dierent things). This is something to bear in mind during the rest of this section.
Outlined below are the metrics and statistics used to compare the return distribu-
tions.
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Statistic (KS)
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic is a metric and it looks for the maximum discrepancy
between two cumulative distribution functions. It was originally proposed by AndreiCHAPTER 5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 105
Kolmogorov in 1933 (see Kolmogorov, 1933). The Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic is
one of the few goodness-of-t tests that is available and has application in areas like
credit scoring (see Thomas et al., 2002). It is dened mathematically as follows:
dKS(u;v) = sup(x;y)jV (x;y)   U(x;y)j
The KS is the standard measure that is used throughout these results. There are
three reasons for choosing it as the ag-ship measure. Firstly, it is always dened
for any comparison and is bounded by zero and one, other measures suer from not
always being dened (due to division by zero errors). Secondly, it produces similar
results to several other measures considered (i.e. Hellinger distance and Total Vari-
ation distance). This statement has both been observed empirically (see gure 5.1)
and theoretically (see Gibbs and Su, 2002). Finally, results from the KS mainly show
smooth changes, thus presenting easy-to-follow graphical results. This is shown in
gure 5.2.
One criticism of the KS is that it does not take into account (proportionally) major
dierences within the tails of the return distributions. However, a relative small num-
ber of possible return pairs are dealt with and this eect from the return distribution
tails is negligible.
As mentioned, the KS metric takes values between zero and one. When a value of
one is observed this means that there is no overlap in the return pairs. This means
that the two return distributions are unalike, indicating that the underlying policies
are dissimilar. When a value of zero is observed, the return distributions are identi-
cal; however this does not indicate that the underlying policies are identical. What
this does indicate is the return distributions are identical. This problem has already
been discussed in the methodology chapter. It is intended that small KS values show
closeness of the underlying policies.
Figure 5.2 is the KS section of gure 5.1 with the x-axis stretched out (and not in-
cluding the comparison to myopic or random policy). The graph shows the KS dis-
tance increases as the value of temperature parameter increases. This indicates that
polices of Nash distribution move further away from the Nash Equilibrium polices as
temperature (or exploration) increases. These results are expected as the Nash Dis-CHAPTER 5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 106
Figure 5.2: Graph depicting the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic for the comparison
of Nash Equilibrium policies' return distribution to the Nash Distribution policies'
return distribution, for the standard 233 game.
tribution policy has to take into account more random behaviour as tau increases,
thus reacting to future events dierently.
Other features of gure 5.2 are that the KS distance seems to be negligible up to
about 0.005 and 0.5 when tau is equal to 0.02. From this, it is tempting to conclude
that it is only worth considering tau at less than or equal to 0.005. However, other
factors (like convergence rates) have to be taken into account before making such a
generalisation.
Other comparisons were conducted against the myopic and random policies, shown in
the top-left corner of gure 5.1. As the graph indicates, the Nash Distribution does
not share any similarities with the myopic policy. This indicates that the Nash Dis-
tribution policy is not a myopic one and this was seen from the results presented in
the model chapter.
The Nash Distribution policy becomes similar to the random policy as the tempera-
ture parameter is increased. This is indicated by the decrease in the KS distance as
tau increases. This is an expected result as a higher temperature parameter means
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random play. It is interesting that the rate at which the Nash Distribution policies
become more like the random policies is roughly the same rate that it becomes less
like the Nash Equilibrium policy. This indicates that Nash Distribution policies are
simply becoming more random as tau increases.
These phenonemon are seen in the other measure especially the Total Variation,
which is discussed next.
Total Variation (TV) distance (and Discrepancy metric)
Total Variation (TV) is a simple metric, eectively half the L1-norm, taking values
between zero and one. This can seen in the following formula:
dTV (u;v) := 0:5
X
(x;y)
jv(x;y)   u(x;y)j
The TV gives the same value as the Discrepancy metric for discrete return distri-
butions. The Discrepancy metric is dened as maximum dierence in probability
achievable for any single closed subset of the return-pairs space. It can easily be shown
that the subset f(x;y) : v(x;y) > u(x;y)g maximises this dierence in probability and
gives the same value as the formula above.
This means that the TV gives the worst probability dierence between the two re-
turn distributions, thus giving an indication of the worst case dierence in the return
distribution functions. Achieving a TV value of one means the return distributions
are mutually exclusive and a value of zero means they are identical.
The TV gives similar results to the KS measure, both empirically and theoretically,
therefore the Discrepancy metric denition is used as another interpretation of any
KS result. The only dierence that can be seen in gure 5.1 is that the TV distance
tends to give a slightly smoother rate of change as tau varies. This is due to the TV
taking into account the changes within all the individual return pair probability val-
ues.
Hellinger Distance (H)
Another metric considered is the Hellinger distance (H), which is similar to the L2-
norm but scales down the original probability measures by square-rooting them. ThisCHAPTER 5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 108
can be seen in the formula:
dH(u;v) =
0
@
X
(x;y)
p
v(x;y)  
p
u(x;y)
2
1
A
1
2
The metric was discovered by polish mathematician Ernest Hellinger (see Borowski
and Borwein, 1989) as a means to measure distances of multivariate distributions. As
a bi-variate distribution is being considered this distance seems an appropriate one to
use.
Again there are both empirical and theoretical (see Gibbs and Su, 2002) similarities
between KS and H. The major dierence is the H's upper bound is the square-root
of two and the KS' upper bound is one. This means that the KS distances are very
similar to two standard norm distances: the L1-norm (via TV) and the L2-norm (via
H).
Adjusted KS (AKS)
In an attempt to deal with problem of KS ignoring the eects from the return distri-
butions tail, a new metric was derived. This new metric looks at the total absolute
dierence between the two cumulative return distributions, unlike the KS which only
looks for the maximum dierence between them. This metric was called the Adjusted
KS (AKS) and it is dened below:
dAKS(u;v) =
X
(x;y)
jV (x;y)   U(x;y)j
This new metric is related to the Gini coecient and the Receiver Operator Carrier
(ROC) curve, which are used to compare cumulative distributions within signal engi-
neering and credit scoring (see Thomas et al., 2002). The major dierence the AKS
has to these techniques is the weighting of each term.
There is a problem when trying to calculate this discrete bi-variate metric; there is
a bias towards the lower values of the distribution. As mentioned before, the cumu-
lative return distribution U(X, Y) is the summation of all values of the density func-
tion u(x, y) up to (X, Y). This means that low values of (x, y) will be included in
a lot more cumulative return distributions then high values of (x, y). The problems
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distribution and not the cumulative return distribution (which is eectively the TV
distance). However, it was decided that AKS was not a good indicator and to not
pursue its development.
From the results obtained, it was observed that the AKS was less sensitive to change
and tended to produce overly smooth graphs. This can be seen in gure 5.1, the
values have been normalised to t within the zero-to-one scale. Though a certain
amount of smoothness in the results was desirable, the smoothness observed seemed
excessive. Also the results did not seem necessarily strongly correlated to the other
measures. These reasons meant the metrics development was abandoned.
Information Value (IV)
The Information Value (IV) is used within Communication theory (see Welsh, 1988)
and has been applied in practical areas (e.g. Credit Scoring, see Thomas et al. (2002)).
The metric is the dierence between the Relative entropy (or Kullback-leibler diver-
gence) statistics. The IV is calculated as follows:
dIS(u;v) =
X
(x;y)
(v(x;y)   u(x;y))(log(v(x;y))   log(u(x;y)))
Though this is a standard metric, it becomes undened if either u or v is equal to
zero. When both are equal to zero, their input into the metric is ignored. This means
that to compare two dierent return distributions, it was required that they had the
same return support (i.e. all return pairs that have a positive probability of occur-
ring).
Figure 5.1 indicates that the comparisons that are considered do not contain the
same support. This is not surprising as the Nash Equilibrium policies' return dis-
tribution only has one return pair in its support (i.e. (14, 8)) and even for very small
temperature parameters, the exploration nature of Boltzmann action selection means
that every return pair is in the support (even if the probability of occurrence is very
small).
The comparison of Nash Distribution policies' return distribution to the random poli-
cies' return distribution is dened. This is because the random policies gives a pos-
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Distribution policy seems to become more like the random policy with an increase in
the temperature parameter.
As there is no guarantee a well-dened value from the comparison would result from
this metric, it was ignored.
Separation Distance (SD1 and SD2)
Separation distance is the rst measure which is not a metric. It is not a metric be-
cause it is not commutative; therefore both versions of this distance are considered.
Separation distance has been advocated by Aldous and Diaconis (1987), for use with
a Markov process due to the special properties it has. The general form of the Sepa-
ration distance is as follows:
dSD(u;v) = max
(x;y)
(1  
u(x;y)
v(x;y)
)
The variations of the distance depend on which distribution is the denominator. Both
Separation distances over Nash Equilibrium's reward distribution (SD1) and Separa-
tion Distance over Nash Distribution's reward distribution (SD2) were considered.
The distance takes values of between zero and one.
A distance of zero can only be observed if the distributions are identical. If they are
not identical this implies that there exist a (x, y) such that u(x;y) < v(x;y) (as the
sum of both return distributions must total to one). A distance of one implies that
there exist a return pair (x, y) that is in the support of nominator return distribution
and not the denominator return distribution. From gure 5.1, it is seen that only one
is observed for the SD2 graph when comparing the Nash Equilibrium over the Nash
Distribution (the black line). This happens because as soon as the Nash Distribution
is slightly perturbed, there will be return pairs observed which are not (14, 8), which
is the only return pair observed for the Nash Equilibrium.
Another feature of the graphs is how the Nash Distribution appears to become more
like the random policy as tau increases (the graph line on both SD1 and SD2). This
is indicated by the decrease in the distance as tau increases. Notice how the change
in distance is not as rapid as for most of the other statistics. This is a very common
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be the last to converge (i.e. move to zero) out of all the distances. This is due to the
measure looking for existence dierences in the return distributions. By existence
dierence it is meant that a payo pair occurs in one of the distributions and not
the other. Unfortunately, this convergence criterion was too strong for the limited
number of episodes used within the runs and was, therefore, ignored.
Chi-Squared Distance (CHI1 and CHI2)
The Chi-squared distance is non-metric because it is not symmetric. This means the
statistics are calculated both ways. The Chi-squared distance is one of the standard
goodness-of-t tests for comparing two distributions.
dCS(u;v) =
X
(x;y)
(v(x;y)   u(x;y))2
v(x;y)
The statistic does suer from giving not well-dened values because, as with the In-
formation Value, some of the return pairs are regularly zero. This is seen in gure 5.1
and the measure was ignored because of it.
Expected Value (E1 and E2)
The nal set of statistics considered were the expected values from the return distri-
butions. Expected values do not give an indication of similarities between the return
distributions but they do give an indication of what is happening within the policies.
The expected values are used and discussed later in this chapter.
Levels of acceptance
From previous discussion, the KS and expected value will form the statistics used
to analyse the learning policies. There has been discussion on what the levels of ac-
ceptance are to conrm that two policies are similar and no level has been dened.
It would be inappropriate to dene some arbitrary value as the level of acceptance,
hence all discussion about the KS distance is only concerned with whether it is good
(i.e when it is close to zero) and when it is bad (i.e. close to one). It can be con-
cluded that two policies are similar only if the KS statistic is zero, everything else
is just comparing two results.
In the next section, the KS distance is applied to the learnt results of the simple 233
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5.3 233 Game
In this section, the simple 233 game is used to demonstrate the eects of the tem-
perature parameter on the three learning methods. Also, an investigation into what
policy changes occur during learning has been conducted in this section as well. To
allow for a consistent presentation of these policy changes and a clearer representa-
tion of what is occurring, only one example of learning was focused on (i.e. using the
SARSA method with a temperature value of 0.02).
Though only a simple game was used for this investigation some surprising and in-
teresting results are seen. By using a simple game, the run-time was reduced and
more runs could be completed (giving a richer variety of results). Also, as the simple
233 game had less possible states that could be visited (than a more complex model
would), less episodes were needed to reach convergence1. When convergence is not
found in the simple game, it is unlikely to be found in a more complex game.
A variety of graphs are used within this section to visualise the results. Where neces-
sary, a detailed explanation is given for the graphs. Appendix B contains some of the
data used to generate these graphs. As such a large quantity of data was required to
generate the graphs, not all have been included in this thesis, though are available on
request2.
Variation in the Temperature Parameter
The graph in gure 5.3 shows the results from varying the temperature parameter
tau within the dierent reinforcement learning techniques that were considered. The
x-axis shows the varying tau and the y-axis shows the mean of Kolmgorov-Smirnov
(KS) statistic (over 100 runs). Each KS statistic has been calculated by compar-
ing the reward distribution generated by the learning players with that of the cor-
responding Nash Distribution players. The learning player's policy considered was
the one learnt after the ten million episodes.
The graph in gure 5.4 is an enlargement of the area of interest in gure 5.3.
1Convergence, in this context, means that the learnt policy becomes virtually identical to the
Nash Distribution policy
2Email: a.j.collins@soton.ac.uk for detailsCHAPTER 5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 113
Figure 5.3: Graph showing the mean Kolmogrov-Smirnov statistic against tau, for
the simple 233 game.
Figure 5.4: Graph showing the mean Kolmogrov-Smirnov statistic against small
values of tau, for the standard 233 game.CHAPTER 5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 114
Before any features are discussed about the graph, it is important to establish ex-
actly how the graph was constructed and why it was done that way. The areas in-
tended for discussion are:
 Why a comparison between the learnt policies and the Nash Distribution poli-
cies?
 Why Boltzmann Action selection was used in generating the reward-distributions?
 What are the bounds of the 100 runs' results?
 How many points were used to generate the results?
The reason that the learnt policy was compared to the Nash Distribution policy was
because it was expected (from the convergence proofs given in chapter six) the learnt
policies to converge to them. As seen from the comparison of the Nash Distribution
policy to the Nash Equilibrium policy in gure 5.2, the two policy types are not nec-
essarily the same thing. The Nash Distribution policy (and the eect of tau on this)
is the focus.
Both reward distributions were calculated using Boltzmann Action selection and the
corresponding tau parameter. As shown in chapter four, using Boltzmann Action
selection means a smooth change in action selection as Q-values vary. Hence jerky
changes are not seen in any of the three lines in gure 5.3. If Boltzmann Action se-
lection was removed (and replaced with greedy action selection) jerky changes within
the graph would have been seen. This happens because once an action's Q-value be-
comes the largest of the available actions there is a sudden change to that action and
thus a sudden change in the reward distributions. This does not happen with Boltz-
mann Action selection because as an action's Q-value increases (or decreases) it be-
gins to have more (or less) inuence on the shape of the reward distribution.
As the KS represents the average of 100 dierent runs, it is appropriate to look at
the bounds of these results. This is quite an important issue and is discussed in depth
later in this section.
It would have been incorrect to compare the three learning methods for a xed tem-
perature parameter as it was unclear what e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methods learning. Therefore, the dierent learning models were run with dierent
temperature parameters3. There are innite dierent values to use for the tempera-
ture parameter. An idea of an upper limit of the temperature parameter is given in
previous section. For high values of the temperature parameter ( > 0:3), the asso-
ciated Nash Distribution policies are very dissimilar to the Nash Equilibrium policies
(which is intended to be reached through learning) as seen in gure 5.2. Tempera-
tures that were too high were not considered.
Figure 5.3 implies a continuous set of results for 0    0:2, however this was not
the case. A discrete number of dierent temperatures (approx. 60) were considered
and their results were joined up to make the graph clearer. The points that were con-
sidered can be found in the tables in Appendix B. In an ideal world, all the points
could have been generated at standard intervals of say 0.0001. As each point gen-
erated took approximately a day to run, this would have been impractical. Issues
of computer run-time are discussed later in this chapter. This lack of data is not a
problem because of the expected smooth nature of the results.
Even though the results were expected to produce a smooth graph, the runs were
concentrated on values of tau at areas of interest. One exception to this was around
tau near zero. As discussed in the model chapter, it would be impossible to gain ac-
curate results for very small values of tau because of approximation problems with
Boltzmann Action selection (see Chapter Four for more details). However, this did
not seem to be a problem as the results achieved there did not yield good KS statis-
tics (i.e. seemed to have diverged from the Nash Distribution).
Now that the discussion of the construction of these results is complete, a discussion
of the results themselves can now be moved onto.
There are three dierent lines in gure 5.3, each with their own distinct shape. Each
of these distinct graphs belongs to a separate Reinforcement Learning method (i.e.
SARSA. Q-Learning, and Monte Carlo learning). The techniques are similar but they
do produce some quite dierent results. This phenomenon was noticed in Takadama
and Fujita (2005). It is intended to discuss here these shapes and reasons for their
3The variation of tau could be called the sensitivity of a reinforcement learning technique.CHAPTER 5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 116
occurrence, where the reasons are known. The features of the graphs intended for
discussion are:
 The low KS statistics observed at high values of tau
 The high KS statistics observed at low values of tau
 The local dip observed by both Q-learning and SARSA methods
 Dierence between each technique's graph
The rst noticeable feature of all three graphs is that they all tend to do badly (have
a high KS value) at low tau values. By low, it is meant between zero and 0.015. From
the discussion about the relationship between the Nash Distribution and the Nash
Equilibrium, it would have been preferred if there had been better results at low tau
values. The reason for these bad results is simple; a low tau value means less explo-
ration and less exploration means a larger number of episodes to converge to the
Nash Distribution. Therefore, even though 10 million episodes were played, there is
less chance that the game will take a non-greedy path as the size of tau determines
this (hence will not explore the state space).
As mentioned in the model chapter, it was not possible to produce results for very
low values of tau. However, it is speculated from the arguments above that the situa-
tion would get worse for lower tau and higher values of the KS statistic would be ob-
served. Though this has not been proved, it is believed that for a low enough tau, the
highest value of the KS statistic (which is one) would be observed. As results with
high values of KS statistic are of no use to us, no eort was made to investigate this
further.
With high values of tau (dened as 0.06 to innity), the exact opposite to what hap-
pens with the low tau values is observed. Instead of observing KS statistics of around
one, values of around zero are observed, as shown in gure 5.4. This shows that if
there is adequate exploration the policy will convergence to the Nash Distribution
policy. However, from gure 5.2, these Nash Distribution policies (from high tau val-
ues) are highly dissimilar to the Nash Equilibrium policy (which would have been
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An interesting feature of this high tau value is that the KS statistic does achieve
zero. As this statistic is an average of 100 runs, it is surprising to get a zero result
come about. This is discussed further later in this chapter.
Figure 5.4 shows that both the Q-learning and SARSA results have local minimum
within the KS statistic4. The SARSA method's dip is lower (approx. 0.004) and oc-
curs at a lower tau value (approx. 0.02). There is no certainty about the exact loca-
tion of the minimum because of the stochastic nature of the results, however it is fair
to conclude that they do occur.
From previous discussion, faster convergence, to their appropriate Nash Distribu-
tions, should occur for higher values of tau. It is not obvious why there is an increase
after the minimum. One suggestion for this occurrence is that this is not a linear sys-
tem and linear changes within the Nash Distribution as tau varies are unlikely. This
can be seen in gure 4.5, where there is clearly not a linear change in expected re-
ward gained with Nash Distribution polices as tau changes.
If non-linearity was the reason for this occurrence then it would be experienced within
the Monte Carlo method results as well. This would not be the case if the Monte
Carlo method was more sensitive to a factor than the two other methods. That fac-
tor is the tau value. The Monte Carlo method seems more aected by the tau value
than the other two methods. This is seen from the extremes in values that are ob-
served as tau varies (i.e. a sudden drop in KS distance at tau equals 0.025).
The main dierence between the Monte Carlo method and the other methods is that
is does not bootstrap (i.e. update estimates based on estimates). By not bootstrap-
ping, the Monte Carlo learning is more sensitive to the rewards observed from non-
greedy action selection as actual rewards are used in its Q-value updating. This means
that when the Monte Carlo learning policy stumbles onto the Nash Distribution pol-
icy it quickly reinforces that policy, however, quite a bit of exploration must occur
before this can happen.
For all the methods, if the number of episodes per run was increased, it would be ex-
pected that the sudden shift from high expected KS statistic to a low value would
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occur for smaller tau values. As the number of episodes increases, so should this shift
until a completely at-line of zero KS statistics is observed. Only 10m episodes were
run and thus the analysis is based around this assumption.
A feature that dierentiates the Q-learning results from the other techniques is that
the results seem to follow a dampening oscillation in the KS statistics as tau increases.
There are local peaks as tau equals approximately 0.025 and 0.08; and there are local
minimums at approximately 0.015 and 0.035. Why these oscillations occur and why
they seem to only aect Q-learning is not clear. Understanding this phenomenon has
been left to further study.
For further study it is required to choose a learning method and temperature to use
for examples within this section. Ideally the best combination is required. By best
it is meant to have a small average KS statistic (hence the learnt policy is close the
Nash Distribution policy) and the smallest tau value (hence the associated Nash Dis-
tribution policy is close to the Nash Equilibrium policy). From visual inspection of
the results, the SARSA method with a temperature of 0.02 was considered the best
for this purpose.
Episodes
Figure 5.5: Graph showing mean Kolmogorov-Smirnow statistic against variation in
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Figure 5.3 gives an insight on how convergence is aected by the temperature. The
graph does not display how the learnt policies change over the episodes. Figure 5.5
takes a xed temperature (tau = 0.02)5 and plots the change in policy as the number
of episodes increases in each of the three methods. A logarithmic (base ten) axis was
used for the episodes. Using a standard logarithmic, the graphs have a smoother look
(as there tended to be rapid change at the beginning of the run and less change at
the end of a run). However, it is important to remember this logarithmic scale when
comparing dierent rates of change within the graph.
A discrete number of data points (approx. 60) were used to construct each of the
dierent method's graphs in gure 5.5. As before, these points have been joined up
on the graphs for ease of reading. Each data point forms the average from 100 runs.
Each run was paused at certain points6 so that the learnt policies' return distribution
could be compared to the Nash Distribution policies' return distribution and the KS
statistics recorded.
It is immediately seen from the graphs, that the Monte Carlo method is out-performed
by the the other methods and thus a higher KS statistic is observed. The other two
methods produce similar results, with only a slight variation when the SARSA method
out-performs the Q-learning method at the higher number of episodes. This simi-
larity implies that the same phases are being passed through while the methods are
learning.
In this section, an explanation is given for these phases. First the phases are cate-
gorised by splitting up the episodes into four sections. The rst phase occurs between
0 and 101:5 episodes and could be considered to be the warm-up phase7. The second
phase occurs between 101:5 and 103 episodes, where a slight dip in the KS statistic
is seen (called the dip phase). The third phase relates to the peak in the KS statis-
5When using greedy action selection, the Nash Distribution polices behave exactly the same as
the Nash Equilibrium policies up until a temperature of 0.0275.
6The pause points were 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800,
900, 1K, 2K, 3K, 4K, 5K, 6K, 7K, 8K, 9K, 10K, 20K, 30K, 40K, 50K, 60K, 70K, 80K, 90K, 100K,
200K, 300K, 400K, 500K, 600K, 700K, 800K, 900K, 1M, 2M, 3M, 4M, 5M, 6M, 7M, 8M, 9M, 10M.
7A discussion on simulation warm-up periods has not be conducted here. An interested reader can
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tic at 103 and 104:5 episodes (called the peak phase). The nal phase represents the
remaining episodes.
Figure 5.6: Graph showing mean Kolmogorov-Smirnow statistic against episodes for
three dierent SARSA learning temperatures, for standard 233 game
This split of episodes relates to when the temperature is 0.02, however the same phases
can be seen for dierent temperatures (as shown in gure 5.6). These graphs were
constructed in the same manner as in gure 5.5 but with a xed policy (SARSA)
and variation within the temperature. All three graphs go through the same phases
(warm-up, dip, peak, and decline) though these phases all happen at dierent rates
and at dierent points.
The graphs conrm what was said before, that high temperature parameters encour-
age convergence. Other than greater exploration, another reason for speed of conver-
gence can now be seen. This is that the higher the temperature, the closer the initial
policy starts to the corresponding Nash Distribution policy in the rst place. This
occurs because each of the learning players starts with the completely random pol-
icy and the higher the temperature, the more like the completely random policy the
Nash Distribution is (this was discussed in the model chapter).
In the quest to explain the phases it is required that a comparison of the learnt poli-
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them can be explained.
Nash Equilibrium
The main concern of these experiments is whether the learnt policies are close to the
Nash Equilibrium policy. Figure 5.7 shows these comparisons for the learnt policies
with xed temperature (Tau = 0.02). The results were constructed in a similar way
to gure 5.5 but with two major dierence. The rst dierence was that the reward
distributions were calculated assuming greedy action selection is used(i.e. o-policy),
which meant that the return distributions represent the outcomes from the best-
response action selection. This was done so both reward distributions are using the
same action selection method and thus removing any bias that would be present be-
cause of the dierent action selection methods. The Nash Equilibrium's return distri-
bution is P(return is (14, 8)) = 1.
Figure 5.7: Graph showing the mean Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic against episodes
for comparing dierent RL techniques (Tau = 0.02) to the Nash Equilibrium, for
standard 233 game
The second dierence from the previous graphs is that the learnt return distribution
was calculated using only one learnt policy. P1's policy was the learnt policy but P2's
policy was the Nash Equilibrium one. Thus the return distribution of play from the
learnt policy versus the Nash Equilibrium was measured against the return distribu-
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for only using one learnt policy are twofold. Firstly P1's Nash Equilibrium policy is
of more interest than P2's because it is more sophisticated (as the player must learn
to play ve in the rst round). Secondly, the two learning players might have devel-
oped a cooperative pair of strategies but how the players react to an aggressive policy
(i.e. Nash Equilibrium one) was of interest. Bearing in mind all these construction
consideration, the graphs can now be analysed.
For all three learning methods, gure 5.7 indicates that P1's learnt policy is com-
pletely dissimilar to the Nash Equilibrium until around 105 episodes have been played.
After that point, all three learning method's derived policies become closer to the
Nash Equilibrium policies (when playing against P2's Nash Equilibrium policy). The
SARSA method converges the fastest, followed by Q-learning and then the Monte
Carlo method.
When the Nash Distribution policy (Tau = 0.02) is used instead of the learnt P1
policy, the KS statistic is zero. Convergence to the Nash Distribution would imply
convergence (i.e. low KS statistics) of the KS statistic to zero (as it is expected that
learnt policy would behave like the Nash Distribution policy).
When dierent temperatures are used, dierent results occur. When too high tem-
peratures are used then the KS statistic remains at one as the Nash Distribution pol-
icy (which the learnt policy is seen to converge to) is too unlike the Nash Equilibrium
policy. When too low temperatures are used then the KS statistic also remains low
because convergence has not been reached due to lack of exploration within the ten
million episodes. Thus the balance between exploration and adequate Nash Distribu-
tion must be maintained to achieve the good results seen in gure 5.7.
Another feature worth mentioning here about gure 5.7 is the slight wiggle in the re-
sults at about 102:5. This implies a slight move towards the Nash Equilibrium policy
which is quickly corrected. These changes to the learnt policies are the focus of the
next discussion.
Myopic and Random Comparison
Other policies that the learnt policy was compared to were the completely random
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policy versus the myopic policy was measured against the return distribution gen-
erated by playing the myopic policy versus the myopic policy (and similarly for the
random case). As with the comparison with the Nash Equilibrium policy, only the
P1's learnt policy is considered for comparison. For the completely random policy,
Boltzmann Action selection is still used when generating the return distribution. The
greedy action selection method is used when calculating the reward distribution for
comparison with myopic reward distribution.
Figure 5.8: Graph showing the mean Kolmogorov-Smirnow statistic against episodes
for comparing the dierent learning runs (Tau = 0.02) to the random policy, for
standard 233 game.
Figure 5.8 shows the results for the comparison with the random policy for the three
dierent Reinforcement Learning methods. As would be expected, there is a general
increase in the KS statistics for all three methods. This implies the learning player
stops play randomly as more episodes are experienced (and starts behaving as a de-
veloped policy). This increase is not universal however and these anomalies are ex-
plained here.
The Monte Carlo learnt policy becomes closer to the random policies after only 10
episodes but soon becomes less random as the number of episodes increases. This
occurs for other values of tau and also when the runs were repeated. This is due toCHAPTER 5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 124
the updating extremes that both players experience within the rst 10 rounds 8 and
can be ignored as a warm-up anomaly.
The other anomaly that is observed in gure 5.8 is the dip in the SARSA and Q-
learning graphs around 103 episodes. This implies that P1 is reverting to a more ran-
dom policy at this point and a second phase of random play by P1.
There is an increase in the average KS statistic but the learnt policies do not exceed
a value of 0.3. However, the return distribution of the Nash Distribution policy ver-
sus the random policy compared to the return distribution of the random policy ver-
sus the random policy gives a KS statistic of approximately 0.2938, thus the learnt
policies would be expected to reach such a value. This low KS statistic of the Nash
Distribution policy is due to a temperature parameter of 0.02, which implies some ex-
ploration (i.e. randomness within the policy). The next policy to compare the learnt
policies to is the myopic one.
Figure 5.9: Graph depicting the mean Kolmogrov-Smirnov statistic and bounds
of the SARSA learnt reward distribution compared to the myopic one (where Tau
equals 0.02), against standard logarithm of number of episodes played.
For comparison to the myopic policy, the focus was the SARSA method (with a tem-
8The optimistic starts used will make both players play ten for the all actions to start with hence
in dierent runs, the values used for updating will be between zero and thirty. As the other two
methods use boot-strapping for updating, the values used for updating will be more consistant.CHAPTER 5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 125
perature of 0.02). Figure 5.9 shows the comparison of the return distributions (using
the same method as the Nash Equilibrium comparison) with the maximum and mini-
mum observed KS statistics included (shown by dotted lines). The comparison is un-
eventful, with learnt P1 policy being dissimilar to the myopic policy except for when
approximately 104 episodes have been played.
At 104 episodes, the learning player plays a myopic policy (i.e. plays ten as their ini-
tial price). This occurs for all 100 runs (as the maximum KS statistic is also zero).
Thus the peak phase (described previously) corresponds to when the players have
learnt to play myopically. Why the players play myopically is unclear, however learn-
ing a myopic policy is a process that must be gone through before the players can
learn to play the Nash Distribution policy (in the nal phase)9.
Similar results persist for the Q-learning method and other tau value. One suggested
theory is that the obvious myopic policy is easier to learn than the complex Nash
Distribution policy. However, this does not explain why there is a phase of myopic
play. In an eort to explain this, the variation of expected return over the episodes is
shown in gure 5.10.
Comparing the learnt policy to other policies as the episodes increase, has given in-
sight into how the learning occurs within the dierent Reinforcement Learning meth-
ods. As the learning players are trying to maximise their return, the returns gained
under the dierent learnt policies are important (as well as the play observed). These
average (over 100 runs) expected returns are shown in gure 5.10 for the learning
runs under the SARSA method (using a temperature of 0.02).
As with gure 5.5,the four phases (warm-up, dip, peak and nal) can be seen in g-
ure 5.10. Using the graph, an explanation for the dierent phases is given here. The
warm-up phase relates to when the players have not had a chance to learn anything
and hence play randomly (hence their policies produce rewards similar to the com-
pletely random play10).
9When a Nash Distribution policy is substituted into the comparison with the myopic policies, a
KS value of approximately one is observed, demonstrating the dissimilarity between the two types of
policy.
10Completely random play has an expected reward of approximately 4.77 for both playersCHAPTER 5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 126
Figure 5.10: Graph depicting the expected values under the SARSA learnt reward
distribution (where Tau equals 0.02), against standard logarithm of number of
episodes played.
The dip relates to P1 learning to play low prices and P2 learning to responsed with a
price of ten, which is similar to the Nash Distribution policy. However, both players
are still learning and do not achieve the best expected reward possible. This policy
maintains for some time but as P1 does not chose a low enough initial policy (usually
six or seven), P2 soon learns to undercut this policy with myopic play. This under-
cutting moves the learning into the second random play phase (or dip) as the players
are readjusting to each other, before moving onto the peak phase.
The peak phase sees P1 responding to P2's myopic policy with its own myopic pol-
icy. However, this is disastrous for P1 as they are only able to purchase one seat and
receive a lower reward than in the initial dip phase. As greed drives the players, P1
learns to place a less greedy initial policy (of three) to encourage P2 out of the pric-
ing war.
In the nal phase and with P2 responding to P1's very low initial price correctly,
P1 begins to slowly increase their initial price to the expected limit (of ve). Hence
the Nash Distribution policy has been learnt and is ingrained over the remaining
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tribution players are (12.846, 7.223).
As this example shows, learning with multiple agents is not a simple reinforcement
process. Hence why such a large number of episodes is required for convergence, even
in such a simple game. Before discussion moves onto larger games, there are a couple
of issues that need to be briey discussed, namely: condence bounds and stability.
Condence Bounds
The smooth graphs in gure 5.3 were generated by Boltzmann action selection. This
means that there can be condence that the results generated by varying the temper-
ature reect reality, even though they were generated using a nite number of points
(approx. 60 for each graph). Average KS statistics over 100 runs have been used but
the system is still a stochastic one and therefore there is a margin for error within
the results presented in the graph. A demonstration of this with only the SARSA
method and its bounds (i.e. the minimum and maximum of the 100 dierent runs)
are shown in gure 5.11.
Figure 5.11: Graph showing mean Kolmogorov-Smirnow statistic and its bounds
against variation in the temperature parameter, for standard 233 game using SARSA
updating
There are several features about the percentiles in gure 5.11. Firstly, there is less
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occurring with higher temperature parameters. This increased exploration means
that dierent policies are explored more quickly and thus convergence, by all 100
runs, is reached at a faster rate. It is noticeable that for tau > 0:06 these bounds
of the results are quite small. Another reason for this is that there is less variation
as tau increases. This is because a player's opponent will also have an increased tau
and is more like random play (because of the increased tau). This happens because
the individual Q-value has less inuence on the action selection as tau increases, the
change is less noticeable and therefore it would seem like the opponent was using a
more static policy. Having a more static policy would mean fewer variations across
the dierent runs and therefore, similar results being observed.
The second feature is the extremes the bounds take for low tau. This is due to the
stochastic nature of the model, hence learning players in some runs might stumble
onto the Nash Distribution policy quickly (hence have a KS statistic of zero), while
others are still stuck in a policy due to lack of exploration.
The gure represents a bounds result which is very common in all the other run re-
sults that were reproduced, however it was decided not to include the bounds on all
the other results graphs. The reason for this decision was for visual simplicity. The
result's data, given in Appendix B, does include these bounds.
For the simple 233 game, it can be condently said that the learnt policies converge
to the corresponding Nash Distribution policy for high temperatures. However, this
is not of much use as at high temperatures the Nash Distribution is dierent to the
Nash Equilibrium (the ideal goal). Even once the players have learnt to play the
Nash Distribution policy there is no guarantee that they will stay there.
Stability
Once a learnt policy has reached the Nash Distribution policy, this does not mean
that learning nishes and there is a chance that the learnt policy will deviate from
this. An investigation into the stability of the Nash Distribution policy needs to be
conducted. The only means with which the policy can become unstable is through
learning. Thus the learning step-wise parameter (lambda) must be considered.
By increasing the step-wise parameter, the e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extreme of this would be to increase each states lambda to its largest possible value
(i.e. the values of lambda before any episodes are run, as lambda decreases with
episodes). One of the experiments conducted was to see the eect of replacing the
initial policy of a run with the Nash Distribution policy. The results from doing this
to the simple 233 game with SARSA learning (Tau = 0.02) are seen in gure 5.12.
Figure 5.12: Graph showing mean Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic for evaluting the
Nash Distribution policy stability under further learning using the SARSA method
(Tau = 0.02), for standard 233 game
If the Nash Distribution policies were stable then a at-line of zeros would be ex-
pected in gure 5.12. This is not the case however and there is some deviation from
the Nash Distribution policy (in some cases a KS statistic as high as 0.7). The initial
starting step-size values seen are large (i.e.  = 0:5, which means that half the Q-
value is changed by the observed reward) and can explain the correspondingly large
KS statistics. Even with these large knocks to the policies, the average KS statistic
is only 0.2 and does not seem to diverge away from the Nash Distribution policy as
more episodes are played. The Nash Distribution seems stable within this example.
Other experiments were conducted for less extreme changes and dierent tempera-
tures. Most of the experiments produced at-line results for temperatures less than
0.02. However this was not the case when tau > 0:02. With larger temperatures,
more exploration is likely to happen and there is more chance that the policy will beCHAPTER 5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 130
knocked by unusual rewards. With higher temperatures, higher average KS statistics
were observed. However, like before, they did not all diverge from the Nash Distri-
bution policy (as the maximum KS statistic decreased linearly with the number of
episodes).
In reality, the step-size parameter is quite small by the time the learning players have
reached the Nash Distribution policy and hence the results are stable (i.e. consistent
low KS statistics).
5.4 355 Game +
After the in-depth analysis from the simple 233 game, similarities are looked for within
the simple 355 game. As with the simple 233 game, an investigation into the eects
of the temperature, learning mechanism and episodes was conducted. As the sim-
ple 355 game is larger (i.e. more possible states) than the simple 233 game, it was
expected that the convergence results could not be as good as the simple 233 game
(because more states have to be explored). Another eect that should slow conver-
gence was the complexity increase of the Nash Equilibrium policies for the simple 355
game (see table A.6 in Appendix A for details). However, the results obtained were
surprisingly good.
Figure 5.13: Graph showing mean Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic against variation in
the temperature parameter, for standard 355 gameCHAPTER 5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 131
Figure 5.13 shows the comparison of the dierent policies to the Nash Distribution
policy. This graph was constructed in the same way as the KS statistic graph in g-
ure 5.1 and bears a surprising resemblance to it. As with the 233 game, the Nash
Equilibrium return distribution starts o the same as the Nash Distribution one but
then rapidly distances itself from it (reaching a stable distance at about a tempera-
ture of 0.05). The myopic policies reward distributions are unlike the Nash Distribu-
tion policies reward distribution, as with the simple 233 game. The random policies
reward distributions becomes similar to the Nash Distribution reward distribution
as the temperature is increased. Apart from a few minor changes, the results for the
simple 355 game are very similar to the simple 233 game results11.
With more rounds in the game and more possible customers, there is a much larger
number of possible return pairs for the simple 355 game than the simple 233 game
(i.e. 2601 as opposed to 961). There is more opportunity for variation within the
simple 355 game. However, there are a number of dierent action selections which
gives rise to the Nash Equilibrium policies (i.e. P1's initial price could be either eight,
nine, or ten) thus uctuations from exploration will have less impact. This choice of
Nash Equilibrium action within the 355 game is one of the possible reasons for simi-
lar results as the 233 game. This similarity between the games is also reected in the
learning mechanisms.
Figure 5.14 shows the comparisons of the learnt policies to the dierent Nash Distri-
bution policies over the temperature parameter. The data is in Appendix B. Figure
5.14 was constructed in a similar way to gure 5.3, however, the 355 game is con-
sidered instead of the 233 game. As with the comparisons in gure 5.13, there are
similarities between the two games and the graphs could be mistaken for each other.
There are a few dierence between the graphs; gure 5.15 focuses in on the area of
interest to show these dierences.
A feature of gure 5.14 is that it requires a larger tau, than in gure 5.3, to converge.
By this it is meant that the high KS value observed at low tau, from the lack of ex-
ploration at these low values, seems to be more prominent then at that which oc-
curred during the 233 game. For instance, with the SARSA method, a KS value of
11These results are deterministic as there is only one Nash Distribution for each temperature value.CHAPTER 5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 132
Figure 5.14: Graph showing the mean Kolmogrov-Smirnov statistic against tau, for
the standard 355 game.
Figure 5.15: Graph showing the mean Kolmogrov-Smirnov statistic against tau, for
the standard 355 game.CHAPTER 5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 133
less than 0.01 is observed when tau is equal to approximately 0.02 for the 233 game
but this value is 0.03 for the 355 game.
There are several explanations for a higher tau required to see low KS statistic val-
ues. Firstly, the simple 355 game has more states for the players to explore then in
the 233 game. There are 67 states within the 233 game and 166 within the 355 game,
each with their own Q-values for each of the possible actions. This number increases
to 309 for the 477 game. For complete convergence to occur all paths have to be ex-
plored and only one path can be explored per episode. If both players were playing
completely randomly and there are 10 million episodes, it is expected that the num-
ber of times each Q-value updated to be roughly 55000, 33000 and 22000 for the 233,
355 and 477 games respectively.
The number of updates per Q-value seems a lot for all three games however the Q-
values will be updated in a changing environment (as the opponent's policy is chang-
ing) also this is not a linear or monotone process. With low temperature values, some
Q-values will be updated far more often than others (as a lack of exploration means
the high Q-valued prices will be selected more often). The rarely visited ones will not
have reached their thresh hold for convergence to the optimal value12.
The second reason for a higher tau required for lower KS statistic values is the se-
quential nature of the game. In the simple 233 game, round one Q-values have only
to wait until round two Q-values are (vaguely) correct before the correct values be-
gin to be updated. In the simple 355 game, round two Q-values have to wait until
round three Q-values are (vaguely) correct before round one Q-values are updating
correctly. This process forms the induction step within the proof chapter.
From these arguments, it is expected that a higher level of exploration is required
for a larger game to converge within 10 million episodes. This means that for larger
games, a very low (< 0:01) KS statistic is expected to be observed for larger tem-
peratures. This implies that to observe a very low KS statistic, a larger number of
episodes is required. It took 5.5 days to run each of the 355 games 100 times for 10
12There has been no experimentation into nding how many updates are required to ensure that
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million episodes. If the number of episodes was multiplied by a factor of ten, this
would take 55 days using the same computer.
Another feature in gure 5.15 is the oscillation of the Q-learning and SARSA method's
KS statistic for low temperature values. This oscillation also occurs within the sim-
ple 233 game but is more pronounced here. As with the simple 233 game, it is as-
sumed that the non-linearity of the system is the cause for these oscillations and with
a more complex system, these non-linear eects are pronounced. As mentioned be-
fore, the eects of the non-linearity are less pronounced for the Monte Carlo method
because of its dependency on the temperature parameter.
Figure 5.16: Graph showing mean Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic and its bounds
against episodes, for standard 355 game using SARSA updating (Tau = 0.02)
Discussion now moves on to looking at an actual run of the simple 355 game. Fig-
ure 5.16 shows the average KS statistic and its bounds for 100 runs of the game from
comparing the return distribution, generated by playing SARSA learnt policy versus
the SARSA learnt policy, to the return distribution, generated by playing the Nash
Distribution policy versus the Nash Distribution policy, using a temperature of 0.02.
What is noticeable about this graph is the closeness of the bounds for all episodes.
The implication is that this example learning game almost always follows a stan-
dard learning routine (i.e. each learning run goes through the same phases) and at
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As with the simple 233 game, these phases can be labelled as warm-up, dip, peak,
and decline. They also result for the same reasons as for the simple 233 game (i.e.
the peak phase occurs due to the players moving towards a more myopic strategy).
As with the simple 233 game, it is not obvious why this occurs and requires further
research. As a random action selection is used as well as the semi-random customer
model, a far greater variation of results is expected.
The implications from this are that a single run can be conducted to nd out the
convergence results from any temperature. However, without an adequate explana-
tion of the phenomenon, there is a reluctance to conclude this.
477
To build on these results, the simple 477 game was considered. A comparison was
done of the Nash Equilibrium and Nash Distribution results, which is shown in gure
5.17. The comparison produced similar results to both of the previous games. There
was one noticeable dierence; instead of the steady increase of the KS statistics when
comparing the Nash Equilibrium to the Nash Distribution, a uctuation was discov-
ered (with a peak at 0.0088 and a minimum at 0.013). As with all oscillations in the
results, this was due to the non-linearity of the game.
Figure 5.17: Graph showing mean Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic against variation in
the temperature parameter, for standard 477 gameCHAPTER 5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 136
Game Minimum Expected Maximum
233 0.00335 0.00553 0.01334
355 0.03898 0.04745 0.05852
477 0.02044 0.02484 0.03436
Table 5.1: Table showing the average KS statistic and bounds for dierent sized
simple games (using SARSA method and tau = 0.02)
Without plausible explanation for the uctuation, there was a temptation to move
away from any investigation of the larger games. However, this decision was already
made because the run-times for simple 477 game. 100 runs of the SARSA method
(with tau = 0.02) took 12 days and 4 hours13 for ten million episodes. This produced
an average KS statistic for comparison of the learnt policies to the Nash Distribution
policies of 0.02484 (with a minimum of 0.02044 and a maximum of 0.03436). It was
deemed impractical to continue the investigation of the simple 477 game.
Scalability
The runs of the simple 477 game were time consuming so no results were obtained for
larger versions of the simple game. It would have been possible to use fewer episodes
within the runs but this was deemed pointless, as the smaller games required many
episodes to show convergence and it was not expected that fewer would be required
for the larger games. This could not be veried as the results do not show this, as
shown in table 5.1. Less than 100 repeated runs could have been used but this would
not have given statistical validation to any results presented.
5.5 Physical Limitations
Discussion so far within the chapter has been about the performance of the learning
mechanisms to produce policies similar to the Nash Distribution ones. Now the focus
is moved onto the physical aspects of the model, namely: memory requirements and
run-time. Both of these physical quantities are dependent on the type of computer
used to run the model, which is discussed rst.
13Of these 12 days, only 3 days were used to run the model. The remaining time was used to anal-
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Computer Specication
The decision to use the C++ programming language was discussed in-depth on sec-
tion 4.5. One of the main reasons for using C++ was so that the runs could be done
on the University of Southampton's super-computer. Without this facility, it was es-
timated that all the runs conducted for the research would have take a single com-
puter three years to complete, assuming that it could be continuously run for that
period of time. The super-computer used was an IBM e-server 325 and the runs were
submitted to its nodes. Each node had a dual core AMD type 248 processor rated at
2.193 GHz with 2GB RAM. For compatibility with desktop computers all programs
are compiled in 32-bit mode. Some simple tests indicated there was not any dier-
ence in speed of the runs between 64-bit and 32-bit.
This facility is a world class computing suite and no consideration was given to using
any alternatives.
Memory
As would be expected, the memory requirements increased as the size of the game
increased. The Q-values for each of the games were stored in binary les. The size
of these les had an impact on the time required to complete a run and several tests
were conducted for this purpose. These tests computed the time required to run the
learning model with ten million episodes for dierent le sizes (these tests did not in-
clude the time to analyse the learnt policies produced. Figure 5.18 shows the results
from these tests.
The memory results, in gure 5.18, shows the le-size which produced the fastest re-
sults for that particular game (in the graph N = 2 refers to the simple 233 game, N
= 3 refers to the simple 355 game, etc.). As the game size increases, so does the size
of the le that produces the best time results. This occurs because when small stor-
age les are used, the Q-value is split over multiple les and the program continually
switches between them. However, if too large a le size is used the program run takes
time in handling the larger les storage.
The largest game considered was the simple 19-37-37 game, and the le-required forCHAPTER 5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 138
Figure 5.18: Graph depicting time and memory requirements as the game size in-
creases
this was 1.6MB14. Given that runs were done on machines with 2GB RAM, this was
not a problem. However, the same is not true of run-time.
Time
There are two aspects that need to be considered when talking about the run-time of
the model: the time that was taken to run the learning model and the time taken
to analyse the policy results. The analysis of the policy results took a signicant
amount of time. For a simple 477 game run, it took 9 out of the 12 days for anal-
ysis. For games larger than the simple 477 game, no analysis was completed in the
time-frame15 available. The time taken to analyse the results increases exponentially
with time, this was due to the Q-values.
Visiting every Q-value is both the learning model's saviour and it's curse. It allows
convergence (see the convergence proof chapter) but hinders the practical calculations
of comparison. Under the current analytical mechanism, the payo distributions are
looked at. This required following every path possible through the game16. As the
14Each Q-value was stored as a long double, which requires 12 bytes of memory. Thus the simple
233 game has 737 Q-values, which means 0.008MB were required. However, the simple 233 game ran
faster on les of 0.016MB due the le conguration that could be used.
15Even when only one episode was used.
16there are 19008 possible paths for the simple 233 game.CHAPTER 5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 139
number of rounds increase, this number of paths increases exponentially.
This exponential increase in paths corresponds to an exponential increase in the time
that is required to calculate the return distributions. This means that even though
learnt policy can be found after ten million episodes and the related Nash policies are
also found, it was impossible to calculate the related measures (i.e. the KS statistic).
This aects games larger than the simple 477 game.
The problem could have been resolved by nding an approximate reward distribu-
tion, instead of the actual reward distribution. This would have been done by observ-
ing the results from, say, ten thousand plays of the game. However, this approach
was ignored for two reasons. Firstly, the distance measures (i.e. KS statistic) would
have been measuring approximations to approximations, which (given the approxi-
mations already used within the analysis) would make any results dicult to believe.
Secondly, the complexity of the games, of size greater than the simple 477 game, in-
creased and became more dicult to interpret into meaningful results.
The actual time taken to complete the single ten million episode learning model run
does not seem to increase exponentially, as shown in gure 5.18. This implies that if
the only concern was nding a policy (without analysing it), the time taken would be
reasonable. This is assuming that the useful policy is learnt after ten million episodes,
which might not be the case for the larger games.
5.6 Summary
This chapter has discussed many results (and limitations) from the empirical results
obtained by the simple games. These simple games have produced some interesting
results, which was analysed using the return distribution. A quick summary of the
chapter is given in this section.
The methodology dictated that the way to compare the dierent policies was to look
at the reward distributions that they generated. To compare two reward distribu-
tions, a measure was needed. The measure was chosen by using the comparison of
the dierent Nash Distribution policies to the Nash Equilibrium policies, of the sim-
ple 233 game, as a baseline. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic was chosen becauseCHAPTER 5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 140
it displayed the most useful qualities and was similar to some of the other distances
(i.e. Total Variation and Hellinger distance). Another good distance measure was
the Separation distance; however, this required a greater level of convergence by the
learning policies that was currently being displayed within ten million episodes.
Within the comparison of the Nash Equilibrium to the Nash Distribution, it was
clear that they produced dierent policies when high temperature values were used.
This was conrmed by the results in chapter four.
Though low temperature parameters were required, the lack of exploration associated
with these temperatures meant that the learnt policies had not converged. A temper-
ature of around 0.02 was the lowest temperature that produced sensible results for
the simple 233 game. This value increased to 0.03 for the simple 355 game.
From the learning results, it was observed that the SARSA method slightly out per-
formed the Q-learning method, though this dierence was not signicant. The Monte
Carlo method was out performed by both the other methods for low temperature val-
ues.
Studying the learnt policies when the SARSA method (with Tau = 0.02) was used,
showed that the learning players went through xed phases as learnt from each episode.
These phases related to random and myopic play but eventually converged to the
Nash Distribution policy, which was desired. The existence of these phases was con-
rmed by the maximum and minimum results observed from a hundred runs.
Results from larger games were hard to obtain due the time-requirement of the an-
alytical process used. Running the models without the analyser showed that there
seemed to be a linear increase in memory requirements and run-time as the game size
increased. However, due to not having analysed the learnt polices from these larger
games, no conclusions could be drawn to whether any useful policies were learnt after
ten million episodes.
Now the more theoretical aspects of the learning model are looked at by considering
the convergence of the SARSA method.Chapter 6
Convergence Proofs
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter a convergence proof for a specic version of the learning game is con-
tructed. The RL method under consideration is the SARSA method and it will be
shown that this method converges to the variation on the Nash Distribution (VND)
policy 1. As the variation on the Nash Distribution policy is determined uniquely by
the Q-values of the model, it has been sucient to show that the Q-values converge
correctly under the SARSA method.
There has not been much work on convergence of the SARSA method and there is
no guarantee that a Reinforcement Learning technique will converge (chaotic be-
haviour, not convergence, is observed in Sato et al. (2002)). Currently, the only pa-
pers that look specically at SARSA convergence are Singh et al. (2000); Banerjee
et al. (2004). Singh's paper only looks at a single agent and single-step framework.
Banerjee's work extends this to the multi-agent case. However, Banerjee's learner
must have knowledge of their opponent's current policy for updating to occur.
This requirement on the knowledge of the players is in-line with the work of Hart
and Mas-colell (see Hart and Mas-Colell, 2006, 2003). In these papers Hart and Mas-
1Throughout the thesis, whenever Nash Distribution is mentioned this means the variation on the
Nash Distribution.
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colell argue that uncoupled learning dynamics 2 cannot converge for all possibilities.
There are two reasons this issue does not aect this proof. Firstly, this proof is con-
cerned with convergence to the variation on the Nash Distribution and not the Nash
Equilibrium.
Secondly, a sequential game is used, which means that the player's policy at a pre-
terminal state is independent of their opponent's reward function anyway and thus
convergence can be shown. Assuming that the pre-terminal state is visited innitely
often, this convergence will occur, thus the preceding state to the pre-terminal state
(where the player's opponent makes their action selection) will only have to consider
a xed expected reward from the pre-terminal state so will also converge. By induc-
tion, convergence is shown to occur for all steps in the multi-step game.
These properties of the learning dynamic combined with a few others ensure conver-
gence results for the SARSA method. Another property is discrete nite variables
(i.e. price, customers, rounds, etc.). This allows bounds to be put on the Q-values,
which helps enforce convergence. Finally, there are only two players, which again de-
creases the complexity.
To prove convergence of our SARSA method the model must be explained in the re-
quired mathematic notation. Probability / measure theory was used as the underlin-
ing framework for convergence. A representation of the model framework has been
given in the next section. An attempt has been made to keep everything as generic
as possible in the framework, thus allowing the proof to be applied to other models.
Overview of Proof
Due to the obvious sequential nature of the model, the proof was split into the sep-
arate processes that occur within the model (i.e. customer model, action selection,
etc.). The main body of the proof looks at showing convergence for a single round
within the game. This can then be applied to the rest of game by induction. The
next section looks at the framework that was used.
2A learning mechanism where players do not take account of the opponent's reward function or
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Figure 6.1: Reference diagram for notation within proofs
6.2 Conceptual Framework
To complete the proofs a conceptual framework was constructed, which is shown in
gure 6.1. The gure represents the choices and outcomes from a single round of the
game. The gure interpretion is now explained.
Player one selects an action a1 2 A1 (the actual models uses A1 = f0;1;;10g) using
its current Q-values Q1
n(a1) (which are dependent on previous n episodes on the run,
called the history) and the Boltzmann Action selection mechanism. This is passed
to the customer model, which reacts to the current state and the game moves into
a new state. The outcome from the customer model will be dependent on currentCHAPTER 6. CONVERGENCE PROOFS 144
prices oered by the players and the current round. As there are only a nite number
of outcomes (as only a nite number of seats to be sold at a nite number of prices),
the possible new states are s0(a1) 2 S0(a1) , where jSj < 1. This outcome will give
player one a reward of r1(s0) (and a reward of r2(s0) for player two). An important
feature here is that for each action a1, the customer model outcome is episode inde-
pendent (i.e. is xed over the episodes).
As the rst round of the game is slightly dierent from the other rounds, it must be
ensured that it is represented here. This can be done if you consider jA1j = 1 and
r1(s0) = r2(s0) = 0 8a1 2 A1.
The next stage within the round is player two's action selection. Player two now
chooses action a2(s0) 2 A2(s0) using Q-values 'Q2
n(a2)' and the Boltzmann Action
selection mechanism. Again, the customer model will generate a response based on
the current state s0 and action a2. This will lead onto either another action selection
by player one or a terminal state. The rewards gained from these are represented by
L1 and L2 for players one and two respectively, where L1 = L2 = 0 in the case of a
terminal state.
The run's history is referred to above, now it is intended to make clear what is meant
by history and state. Previously, a state was dened as being a combination of player's
prices and seats remaining, which is true here. A history, within the context of this
framework, just means a combination of all the action selection and customer model
outcomes that have occurred previously, in this episode and previous ones (depicted
by hn). This uniquely identies a location within the game-tree (though there might
be overlap with the use of Q-values etc.). Technically, all the variables and distribu-
tions should be written as a function of the previous states (i.e. s0(s;a1(s)), however
it is tended that the notation is abused within the proof and they are abbreviated
to use only the currently considered state variables (i.e. s0). These abbreviations are
used to make the proof easier to read.
Another abbreviation that is commonly used within the proofs is to only consider the
times a state was visited. Therefore, even though there have been n 2 N episodes, the
state would have only visited k 2 N times. Therefore, given a state, it is de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k :=
Pn
i=0 Istate visited in episode 'e', where I 2 f0;1g is the standard indicator function.
Now other variables' notation is considered.
Notation
In this section all the algebraic notations for the proofs and any special properties of
the variables are discussed. State and action variables are considered rst, shown in
table 6.1. The table describes each notation in turn, stating what the variable would
look like if full notation was being used (and not just our abbreviated versions).
All the parents sets have a nite non-zero rank (i.e. 1  jSj < 1). Now the variables
which depend on the state variables and the current history can be talked about.
The realised values for the states and actions in a particular episode n are denoted
with a subscript n. Many of these realised variables are dependent on the previous
n 1 episodes, hence dependent on history hn 1. These realised variables are given in
table 6.2.
Qi
n(ai) 2 R (or just Qi
n) is the current Q-value of player i for action ai. It is assumed
that Qi
0(ai) < 1 for 8ai 2 Ai. The initial values are generic, within the empirical
model optimistic starts were used to encourage exploration.
There are two more parameters which are not shown within the gure but are used
throughout the proofs.  > 0, the temperature parameter which is a constant. k 2
(0;1) is the step-wise parameter (see chapter four). Each Q-value update will have its
own lambda value, hence the usage of the 'k' variable. As before, k ! 0 as k ! 1.
With and in Probability
In this section the convergence concepts that are used within the proofs are intro-
duced. As a stochastic environment is being dealt with, it is important that a robust
way of representing this is used. For this purpose measure theory is used. Good in-
troductionary books are Durrett (2004) and Williams (1991). The probability triple
is dened as (
, F, P), where P is probability measure on measure space (
,F). 
,
is the sample space and F is a -algebra on the subsets of 
 (its elements are called
events). Events are occasionally refered to throughout the proofs, in which case theyCHAPTER 6. CONVERGENCE PROOFS 146
Notation Meaning
S Set of possible states that could enter the system
s 2 S State which enter the system in or generic term for state
t 2 S Alternative state which could have entered the system
Ai Ai(s). Actions available to player i when at state s. jAij < 1. Ai = ;
if it is not players turn to select an action. P(ai(s)js) > 0
ai 2 Ai ai(s). Action selected at state s by player i 2 f0;1g (if allowed)
bi 2 Ai bi(s). Alternative possible action selected at state s by player i (if
allowed)
S0 S0  
s;a1(s)

. Set of possible states that can be entered by from state s
after P1 has selected action a1
s0 2 S0 s0  
s;a1(s)

. State entered after P1 action selection has occurred and
customer model has outputed any changes
t0 2 S0 t0  
s;a1(s)

. Alternative state which could have been entered after P1
action selection has occurred and customer model has outputed any
changes that aect the state
S00 S0  
s0;a2(s0)

. Set of possible states that can be entered by from state
s0 after P2 has selected action a2
s00 2 S00 s00  
s0;a2(s0)

. State entered after P2 action selection has occurred and
customer model has outputed any changes
t00 2 S00 t00  
s0;a2(s0)

. Alternative state which could have been entered after
P2 action selection has occurred and customer model has outputed
any changes that aect the state
Table 6.1: State and action notation for convergence proofsCHAPTER 6. CONVERGENCE PROOFS 147
Notation Meaning
n 2 N Number of episodes that have occurred
k 2 N Used to depict the n value which indicates the k occurance of some
event
hn Indicates the history of the run up until the n-th episode
sn 2 S Realised generic state selected in n-th episode
ai
n 2 Ai(s) ai
n(sn;hn 1). Realised action selected at state s by player i in n-th
episode, assuming state is visited and player can select an action
ri(s) 2 R Reward realised at by player i on entering state s. 0 < ri(s) < 1.
Notice that this in independent of the history
Qi
n
 
ai
2 R Qi
n
 
ai(s);hn 1

. Q-value for player i's action ai at state s in the
n-th episode (assuming this player i's turn to choice an action)
Li
0;n (s00)  R Li
0;n (s00;hn 1);hn 1). Realised rewards and Q-values which occur
after s00 for player i, used in the updating of the Q-values in n-th
episode
Table 6.2: Notation for realised variables in convergence proofs
are represented as ! 2 
. Now the dierent types of convergence that can happen are
considered 3.
In probability
A sequence Xn converges towards X in probability if:
lim
n!1
P (jXn   Xj > ) = 0
This is usually represented as:
Xn
P   ! X as n ! 1
Almost Surely (a.s.)
A sequence Xn converges almost surely (or with probability 1) towards X if:
P

lim
n!1
Xn = X

= 1
3There are other types of convergence that are not mentioned here (e.g. in distribution and sure
convergence). These have not been mentioned purely because they are not considered anywhere
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Within a probability space (
, F, P), this means:
f! 2 
j Given  > 0 9N(!) s.t. 8n  N(!) jXn   Xj < g =   F
P() = 1
Notice that 'N' is allowed to be dependent on '!'.
Whereas 'in probability' convergence the limits are on the outside of the probability
measure, with 'almost surely' convergence the limit is within the probability mea-
sure. Almost surely convergence implies convergence in probability (Grimmett and
Stirzaker, 1992). Within practical simulation sense, an iterative process that only
converges 'in probability' is likely to not display as good as results as a process that
converges 'almost surely'. Hence an attempt to prove almost surely is given were pos-
sible within the proofs.
Innitely Often and Eventually
The following are important concepts because they allow convergence of the iterative
process to be shown. Given a countable sequence of events En, it occurs innitely
often (i.o.):
(En;i:o:) := f! 2 
j Given m 2 N; 9n(!)  m s.t. ! 2 Eng
Similiarly, an sequence of events occur eventually (ev):
(En;ev) := f! 2 
j9m(!) s.t. 8n  m(!); ! 2 Eng
Both (En, i.o.) and (En, ev) are events and are linked by the following property:
(En;ev)c = (Ec
n;i:o:)
Though it was not possible to prove almost surely convergence for the whole proof,
it was possible to show this type of convergence in some parts. Therefore, the re-
maing proofs can be split into two groups. One group are the proofs which show that
actions are selected innitely often; these proofs were proved with probability one.
The other group are those that show that the q-values converge to the correct values;
these were proved in probability.CHAPTER 6. CONVERGENCE PROOFS 149
Assumptions on L
L1
0;n(s00) 2 R (or just L1
0;n) is the reward observed after this round for player one.
As SARSA updating is being used, this is eectively the next Q-value observed for
player one. There are certain conditions that are placed on L1
0;n. The assumptions
were placed on L1
0;n are very important as it is intended that, by induction, the cur-
rent round also has these properties.
9B > 0 s.t. L1
0;n(s
00
) 2 [0;B) 8n 2 N and 8s
00
2 S
00
E(L0;n(s
00
)) ! E(L1
0;(s
00
)) as n ! 1
Where L1
0;(s
00
) 2 R is a episode-invariant distribution, similar to L1
0;n(s
00
), which
show the reward gained from the Nash Distribution policy.
For j > i, cov(L1
0;i(s
00
);L1
0;j(t
00
)) ! 0 as i ! 1 for 8s
00
;t
00
2 S
00
.
L2
0;n(s00) 2 R (or just L2
0;n) is the reward observed after this round for player two. As
SARSA updating is being used, this is eectively the next reward plus the following
Q-value observed for player two. All the conditions placed on L1
0;n are placed on L2
0;n
too. The rest of this chapter now concerns itself with the proofs.
6.3 Innitely Often
This section is concerned with the innite occurance of the of certain actions and
events. The need for the innite occurrance is important as convergence cannot be
reached without it.
LEMMA 1. If action a2 is selected innitely often (i.o.) with Probability 1 (a.s.)
then state s00(a2) 2 S
00
(a2) is visited i.o. a.s. for 8s
00
(a2) 2 S
00
(a2)
Proof. We abbreviate to s
00
:= s
00
(a2) for ease of reading. By denition of s
00
we
know that P(s
00
) > 0 8s
00
2 S
00
) 9  P > 0 s:t: P(s
00
) >  P 8s
00
2 S
00
:
Let n 2 N be the n-th occurance of a1. Given m1;m2 2 N we dene (m1;m2) as the
event:
(m1;m2) = f! 2 
 : m1  n  m1 + m2 : s
00
n(!) 6= s
00
gCHAPTER 6. CONVERGENCE PROOFS 150
P(m1;m2) = P(m1  n  m1 + m2 : s
00
n 6= s
00
)
If m2 = 0
P(m1;m2) =P(s
00
m1 6= s
00
)
=1   P(s
00
m1 = s
00
)
=1   P(s
00
) since s
00
is episode invariant
1    P
If m2 > 0
As a static customer distribution is being dealt with, the history does not aect the
probabilities observed. ) P(s
00
m1+1 = s
00
js
00
m1 6= s
00
) >  P
P(m1;m2) = P(m1 + 1  n  m1 + m2 : s
00
n 6= s
00
js
00
m1 6= s
00
)P(s
00
m1 6= s
00
)
 P(m1 + 1  n  m1 + m2 : s
00
n 6= s
00
js
00
m1 6= s
00
)(1    P)
= P(m1 + 2  n  m1 + m2 : s
00
n 6= s
00
js
00
m1 6= s
00
and s
00
m1+1 6= s
00
)
P(s
00
m1+1 6= s
00
js
00
m1 6= s
00
)(1    P)
 P(m1 + 2  n  m1 + m2 : s
00
n 6= s
00
js
00
m1 6= s
00
and s
00
m1+1 6= s
00
)(1    P)2
 (1    P)m2+1
Now consider the summation of these events for all m2:
1 X
m2=0
P(m1;m2) 
1 X
m2=0
(1    P)m2+1
=
(1    P)
1   (1    P)
=
1
 P
  1 < 1 since  P 6= 0
) Since the sum of the probability sequence of events is nite, by the rst Borel-
Cantelli lemma (see Cantelli (1917) for details), the probability of occurring i.o. is
zero.
P(((m1;m2);i.o.)m2) = 0
Where ((m1;m2);i.o.)m2 is the event that the events (m1;m2) occurs i.o. when index
by m2. It is an event as well as it has a countable index (see Williams, 1991). NowCHAPTER 6. CONVERGENCE PROOFS 151
consider the summation of these events when over a dierent m1:
1 X
m1=0
P(((m1;m2); i.o.)m2) = 0 6= 1
) by the rst Borel-Cantelli lemma:
P((((m1;m2); i.o.)m2; i.o.)m1) = 0
Where (((m1;m2); i.o.)m2; i.o.)m1) uses the countable sequence of events
((m1;m2); i.o.)m2 with m1 as the indexed. It is dicult to determine what this event
means so simplication is tried using fEventc; evgc = fEvent, i.o.g (see Williams,
1991).
1 =P((((m1;m2); i.o.)m2; i.o.)c
m1)
=P((((m1;m2); i.o.)c
m2; ev)m1)
=P((((m1;m2)c; ev)m2; ev)m1)
Consider
((m1;m2)c; ev)m2 =f! 2 
 : 9m2(!) 2 N s.t. 8m2  m2(!)
9n 2 [m1;m1 + m2] s.t. s
00
n(!) = s
00
g
)(((m1;m2)c; ev)m2; ev)m1
=f! 2 
 : 9m1(!) 2 N s.t. 8m1 > m1(!) 9m2(m1) 2 N
s.t. 8m2  m2(m1) 9n 2 [m1;m1 + m2] s.t. s
00
n(!) = s
00
g
=f! 2 
 : Given any m1 2 N 9n  m1 s.t. s
00
n(!) = s
00
g
=f! 2 
 : s
00
n(!) = s
00
i.o.g
It has been shown that each state s
00
is visited innitely often a.s. as long as the pre-
ceding action a2 is visited innitely often. Now the bounds on the Q-values are con-
sidered rst before showing a2 is visited innitely often.
LEMMA 2. Let n 2 N be the n-th occurrance of an action a2.
Then for some B > 0
Q2
n(a2) 2 [0;B)CHAPTER 6. CONVERGENCE PROOFS 152
Proof. For simplicity we abbreviate Qn := Q2
n(a2) and drop the P2 notation. By
denition Q0(a2) 2 [0;B) for some B > 0. This will be proved by induction.
Q0 < B
Now there is a need to show that if Qk < B then Qk+1 < B.
Qk+1 = Qk + k(r(s
00
k+1) + L0;k+1(s
00
k+1)   Qk)
Where s
00
k is the state entered after a2 has been selected. By denition both r(s
00
k+1)
and l0;k+1(s
00
k+1) are bounded by xed number above. Therefore, B is chosen s.t.
r(s
00
k+1); l0;k+1(s
00
k+1) < 1
2B
Qk+1 < Qk + k(B   Qk)
= (1   k)Qk + nB
Since 0 < k < 1 (by denition).
Qk+1  (1   k)B + nB
 B
Similarly for Q0  0
To make the proofs easier to follow, the following variables are dened assuming that
a2 has been visited n times before. F signies the reward obtained by both players
after action a2 has been selected.
Fi
n(s
00
(a2)) = ri(s
00
(a2)) + Li
0;n(s
00
(a2))
Fi
(s
00
(a2)) = ri(s
00
(a2)) + Li
0;(s
00
(a2))
Since the customer model is invariant of episodes, this implies that its probability can
be represented by a constant value, namely: P(s
00
) := P(s
00
n(a
00
) = s
00
(a
00
)ja
00
)
Expected return is dened as:
E(Fi
n(s
00
(a2))) =
X
s
00(a2)2S
00(a2)
E

ri(s
00
(a2)) + Li
0;n(s
00
(a2))

P(s
00
(a2))CHAPTER 6. CONVERGENCE PROOFS 153
Since E(X + Y ) = E(X) + E(Y )
=
X
s
00(a2)2S
00(a2)
E

ri(s
00
(a2)))

P(s
00
(a2))
+
X
s
00(a2)2S
00(a2)
E

Li
0;n(s
00
(a2))

P(s
00
(a2))
E(Fi
(s
00
(a2))) =
X
s
00(a2)2S
00(a2)
E

ri(s
00
(a2)))

P(s
00
(a2))
+
X
s
00(a2)2S
00(a2)
E

Li
0;(s
00
(a2))

P(s
00
(a2))
Now bounds can be put on F.
COROLLARY 3. For i 2 f0;1g; 9B > 0 s.t.
Fi
n;Fi
 2 [0;B)
Proof. This is shown in the proof of lemma 2 (with slight consideration for P1).
Now it can be shown that each action a2 has a posistive probability of occurring, no
matter the history.
LEMMA 4. Let n 2 N be the n-th occurance of s
0
.
9  P > 0 s.t. given any history:
P(a2
n(s
0
) = a2(s
0
)) >  P for 8n 2 Nnf0g 8a2(s
0
) 2 A2(s
0
)
Proof. This is to say that 9! 2 
 s.t. hn 1(!) = hn 1 and a2
n(s
0
)(!) = a2(s
0
). How-
ever, measure theory is not needed here. Consider a xed n and abbreviate notation
by removing player and state identiers. The trivial case jA2(s
0
)j = 1 is ignored. For
xed n, ) Q(a) := Q2
n(a(s
0
)). Using Boltzmann action selection, it is known that:
P(an = a) =
eQ(a)=
eQ(a)= +
P
b2A
b6=a
eQ(b)=
Since 0  Q(b) < B 8b 2 A (from Lemma 2) and ex is an increasing function.
>
eQ(a)=
eQ(a)= +
P
b2A
b6=a
eB=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D := (jAj   1)eB=, D 2 (0;1) since 0 < B < 1 and 0 <  < 1
=
eQ(a)=
eQ(a)= + D
= 1  
D
eQ(a)= + D
 1  
D
1 + D
=
1
1 + D
2 (0;1]
)  P := 1
1+D
It has been shown that each action has a positive chance of being selected so it can
also be shown to be selected innitely often too.
LEMMA 5. If the state s
0
is visited innitely often (i.o.) with probability 1 (a.s.)
then action a2(s
0
) is visited i.o. a.s. for 8a2(s
0
) 2 A2(s
0
)
Proof. Let n 2 N be the n-th occurance of s
0
. By lemma 4, P(a2(s
0
)) > 0 8a2(s
0
) 2
A2(s
0
). This means that the same arguments as in lemma 1 can be followed but with
one exception. Unlike lemma 1, the probability of action selection is not independent
over the episodes. However, from lemma 4, it was seen that the mininum value of se-
lection is independent, i.e.
P(a2
n+1(s
0
) = a2(s
0
)) > ^ P > 0
P(a2
n+1(s
0
) = a2(s
0
)ja2
n) > ^ P > 0
P(a2
n+1(s
0
) = a2(s
0
)jhn) > ^ P > 0
Thus can follow similiar arguments as before.
6.4 Properties of F
Now some simple properties of F are considered, these properties will be similiar to
the properties that were imposed on Li
0;n.
LEMMA 6. Let n 2 N be the n-th occurance of a2.
E(Fi
n(s
00
n(a2))) ! E(Fi
(s
00
(a2))) as n ! 1CHAPTER 6. CONVERGENCE PROOFS 155
Proof. For convenience all reference to the players is removed e.g. ai. Thus Fn :=
Fi
n(s
00
n(a2)) is used. By the denitions of E(F) and E(Fn), we see that:
jE(F)   E(Fn)j =
 
 
 
X
s
002S
00
E

L0;(s
00
)

P(s
00
)  
X
s
002S
00
E

L0;n(s
00
)

P(s
00
)
 
 
 
By the triangle inequality

X
s
002S
00
 
E

L0;(s
00
)

  E

L0;n(s
00
)
 
P(s
00
)
By the denition of L0, it is known that given  > 0 9Ns
00 2 N s.t. 8n  Ns
00

 E

L0;(s
00
)

  E

L0;n(s
00
  < 
Since jS
00
j < 1, we choose N = maxs
002S
00
 
Ns
00

) 8n  N
X
s
002S
00

 E

L0;(s
00
)

  E

L0;n(s
00
)

 P(s
00
)
<
X
s
002S
00
P(s
00
) = 
Now it is shown that expected value of the average of observed F converges to the
expectation of F.
LEMMA 7. Let n 2 N be the n-th occurance of a2. i 2 f0;1g.
E
 Pn
j=1 Fi
j(s
00
j(a2))
n
!
! E

Fi
(s
00
(a2))

as n ! 1
Proof. For convenience, any reference in the notation to the player and s
00
are dropped.
We set Fj := Fi
j

s
00
j(a2)

. From lemma 6, we know that given 1 > 0
9N > 1 s.t. 8n  N
jE(F)   E(Fn)j  1
Now consider corollary 3, for some  > 0, M > N s.t.
M >
4(N   1)jE(F)j


2
>
PN 1
j=1 E(Fj)
m
8m > MCHAPTER 6. CONVERGENCE PROOFS 156
Consider:
 
 

E(
Pn
j=1 Fj
n
)   E(F)
 
 

Since E(X + Y ) = E(X) + E(Y ) even if dependent
=

 
 
Pm
j=1 E(Fj)
m
  E(F)

 
 
=
 
 

PN 1
j=1 E(Fj)
m
+
Pm
j=N E(Fj)
m
  E(F)
 
 

By the triangle inequality


 
 
PN 1
j=1 E(Fj)
m

 
 
+

 
 
Pm
j=N E(Fj)
m
  E(F)

 
 


2
+
Pm
j=N jE(Fj)   E(F)j
m
+
N   1
m
jE(F)j
<

2
+
Pm
j=N jE(Fj)   E(F)j
m
+

4(N   1)jE(F)j
(N   1)jE(F)j
<
3
4
+
Pm
j=N 1
m
<
3
4
+ 1
Set 1 < 
4
Now lets consider the convergence of the covariance of Fn.
LEMMA 8. Let n;k;j 2 N be the n-th k-th and j-th occurances of a2. i 2 f1;2g
For k > j > n
cov(Fi
j(s
00
j(a2));Fi
k(s
00
k(a2))) ! 0 as n ! 1
Proof. As before Fj := Fi
j

s
00
j(a2)

. Also sj := s
00
j(a2) and tk := s
00
k(a2). Note
that due to independence and x nature of the customer model, P(sj and tk) =CHAPTER 6. CONVERGENCE PROOFS 157
P(sj)P(tk). Consider:
cov(Fj;Fk)
=E(Fj;Fk)   E(Fj)E(Fk)
=
X
s2S
X
t2S
E ((r(s) + L0;j(s))(r(t) + L0;k(t)))P(s)P(t)
 
 
X
s2S
E (r(s) + L0;j(s))P(s)
! 
X
t2S
E (r(t) + L0;k(t))P(t)
!
Since r is invariant of episodes, we have:
=
X
s2S
X
t2S
E (L0;j(s):l0;k(t))P(s)P(t)
 
 
X
s2S
E (L0;j(s))P(s)
! 
X
t2S
E (L0;k(t))P(t)
!
=
X
s2S
X
t2S

E (L0;j(s):l0;k(t))   E (L0;j(s))E (L0;k(t))

P(s)P(t)
=
X
s2S
X
t2S
cov (L0;j(s);L0;k(t))P(s)P(t)
By denition of L0 (see page 149), given any  > 0
9N > 0 s.t. 8j;k > N jcov (L0;j(s);L0;k(t))j < 
<
X
s2S
X
t2S
P(s)P(t)
=
Similiarly, cov(Fj;Fk) >  
LEMMA 9. Let n 2 N be the n-th occurance of a2. i 2 f0;1g.
var
 Pj=1
n Fi
j(s
00
j(a2))
n
!
P ! 0 as n ! 1
Proof. Set Fj := Fi
j

s
00
j(a2)

.
From corollary 3, Fj 2 [0;B). This implies that:
var(Fj) < B2
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Using standard formula (see Winston, 1993), it is known that
 
 

var
 Pn
j=1 Fj
n
! 
 

=

 
 

1
n2
0
@
n X
j=1
var(Fj) + 2
n 1 X
j=1
n X
k>j
cov(Fj;Fk)
1
A

 
 

By bounds and the triangle inequality

 
 
1
n2n:B2
 
  +
2
n2
n 1 X
j=1
n X
k>j
jcov(Fj;Fk)j
From lemma 8, it is known that given  > 0 9N > 0 s.t. 8j;k > N
jcov(Fj;Fk)j <

5
) Choose n > maxfN; 5B2
 ;
5(N 1)B2
 g
 
 

var
 Pn
j=1 Fj
n
! 
 

<

5
+
2
n2
n 1 X
j=N
n X
k>j
jcov(Fj;Fk)j +
2
n2
N 1 X
j=1
n X
k>j
jcov(Fj;Fk)j
<

5
+
2
n2
n 1 X
j=N
n X
k>j

5
+
2
n2
N 1 X
j=1
(n   j)B2
<

5
+
2
n2
n 1 X
j=N
(n   j)

5
+
2
n2
N 1 X
j=1
n:B2
<

5
+
2
n2
n 1 X
j=N
n

5
+
2
n
(N   1):B2
<

5
+
2
5
+
2
5
=
By showing that the variance of the summation of F converges to zero, is eectively
the same as showing that it will always converge to a xed value, regardless of vari-
ation. This is conrmed in the following lemma. This is the rst major proof withinCHAPTER 6. CONVERGENCE PROOFS 159
the framework. This proof is broadly based on the stochastic approximation work of
Robbins and Monro (see Robbins and Monro, 1951). It is similiar to the weak law of
large numbers but it must be remembered that the distribution of the F's is chang-
ing and that they are correlated. It is this correlation that prevents the proving these
results using strong (or a.s.) convergence. Also, it is noted that the expected value
keeps changing with n, however this has been xed into position with lemma 7.
LEMMA 10. Let n 2 N be the n-th occurance of a2. i 2 f0;1g
Pn
j=1 Fi
j(s
00
j(a2))
n
P ! E(
Pn
j=1 Fi
j(s
00
j(a2))
n
) as n ! 1
Proof. Set Fj := Fi
j

s
00
j(a2)

.
By Chebyshev Inequality (see Chebyshev (1867)), given  > 0:
P(j
Pn
j=1 Fj
n
  E(
Pn
j=1 Fj
n
)j > ) 
var(
Pn
j=1 Fj
n )

By lemma 9, 9N s.t. 8n  N:
var(
Pn
j=1 Fj
n
) < :
) 8n > N
P(j
Pn
j=1 Fj
n
  E(
Pn
j=1 Fj
n
)j > ) < 
LEMMA 11. Let n 2 N be the n-th occurance of a2. i 2 f0;1g
Pn
j=1 Fi
j(s
00
j(a2))
n
P ! E(Fi
(s
00
(a2))) as n ! 1
Proof. Set Fj := Fi
j

s
00
j(a2)

.
By lemma 10, Consider 1;1 > 0 N1 > 0 s.t. 8n  N1:
P
 
 
 
Pn
j=1 Fj
n
  E(
Pn
j=1 Fj
n
)

 
 
> 1
!
< 1
By lemma 7, consider 2 > 0 N2 > 0 s.t. 8n  N2:
 
 

E
 Pn
j=1 Fj
n
!
  E(F)
 
 

< 2CHAPTER 6. CONVERGENCE PROOFS 160
) P
 
 
 
Pn
j=1 Fj
n
  E(F)

 
 
> 
!
By triangle inequality
P
  
 

Pn
j=1 Fj
n
  E
 Pn
j=1 Fj
n
! 
 

+
 
 

E
 Pn
j=1 Fj
n
!
  E(F)
 
 

> 
!
P
  
 

Pn
j=1 Fj
n
  E
 Pn
j=1 Fj
n
! 
 

+ 2 > 
!
Set 1 = 2 < 
2 and 1 = 
P
  
 

Pn
j=1 Fj
n
  E
 Pn
j=1 Fj
n
! 
 

>

2
!
<
6.5 Properties of Q
Now that the properties of F have been looked at, it is possible to use these proper-
ties to nd out if they hold for the Q-values as well. Before applying this, a number
of generic proofs were derived to help simplify the notation for the Q-values updating
formulas.
LEMMA 12. If j;n 2 N and C 2 R then
1
j + C
n Y
i=j+1
(1  
1
i + C
) =
1
n + C
Proof.
1
j + C
n Y
i=j+1
(1  
1
i + C
)
=
1
j + C
n Y
i=j+1
i + C   1
i + C
=
1
j + C
(
j + C
j + C + 1
)(
j + C + 1
j + C + 2
)(
n + C   1
n + C
)
=
1
n + CCHAPTER 6. CONVERGENCE PROOFS 161
LEMMA 13. Consider a generic Q-value with n = 1
n+C for some C 2 R then the
iterative sequence:
Qn+1 = (1   n+1)Qn + n+1rn+1
Is equivlent to (for n > 0):
Qn = Q0
n Y
i=1
(1   i) +
n
n + C
n X
i=1
ri
n
Proof. Consider the iterative process:
Q1 = (1   1)Q0 + 1r1
Q2 = (1   2)Q1 + 2r2
= (1   2)((1   1)Q0 + 1r1) + 2r2
= (1   1)(1   2)Q0 + (1   2)1r1 + 2r2
Q3 = Q0
3 Y
i=1
(1   i) + r11
3 Y
i=2
(1   i) + r22
3 Y
i=3
(1   i) + 3r3
Q4 = Q0
4 Y
i=1
(1   i) + r11
4 Y
i=2
(1   i) + r22
4 Y
i=3
(1   i)
+ r33
4 Y
i=4
(1   i) + 4r4
. . .
Qn = Q0
n Y
i=1
(1   i) +
n 1 X
j=1
rjj
n Y
i=j+1
(1   i) + nrn
Given n = 1
n+C, by Lemma 12:
Qn = Q0
n Y
i=1
(1   i) +
n X
j=1
rj
n + C
Qn = Q0
n Y
i=1
(1   i) +
n
n + C
n X
i=1
ri
n
LEMMA 14. If n = 1
n+C for some C 2 Nnf0g then
n Y
i=1
(1   i)  ! 0 as n  ! 1CHAPTER 6. CONVERGENCE PROOFS 162
Proof.
2 Y
i=1
(1   i) = (1  
1
C + 1
)(1  
1
C + 2
)
= (
C
C + 1
)(
C + 1
C + 2
)
= (
C
C + 2
)
3 Y
i=1
(1   i) = (
C
C + 2
)(1  
1
C + 3
)
= (
C
C + 3
)
. . .
n Y
i=1
(1   i) =
C
C + n
 ! 0 as n  ! 1
Now that the identities have found using the above three proofs, it is possible to
prove convergence for the Q-values.
LEMMA 15. Let n 2 N be the n-th occurance of a2.
Q2
n(a2)
P ! Q2
(a2) as n ! 1
Where:
Q2
(a2) := E(r2(s
00
(a2)) + L2
0;(s
00
(a2))) = E(F(s
00
(a2)))
Proof. First abbreviate Qn := Q2
n(a2), etc. From lemma 13 is the following:
Qn = Q0
n Y
i=1
(1   i) +
n
n + C
n X
i=1
Fi
n
From lemma 11, given 1;;1 > 0 9N1 > 0 s.t. 8n  N1:
P
 
 
 
Pn
j=1 Fj
n
  E(F)

 
 
> 1
!
< 1CHAPTER 6. CONVERGENCE PROOFS 163
) P (jQn   E(F)j > )
=P
0
@

 
 

Q0
n Y
i=1
(1   i) +
n
n + C
n X
j=1
Fj
n
  E(F)

 
 

> 
1
A
P
0
@

 
 

Q0
n Y
j=1
(1   j)

 
 

+
 
 
n
n + C
 
 

 
 

n X
j=1
Fi
n
  E(F)

 
 

+
 
 
C
n + C
 
 jE(F)j > 
1
A
From lemma 14, 9N2 > 0 s.t. 8n  N2:
 
 

^ Q0
n Y
i=1
(1   i)
 
 

<

4
From corollary 3, it is known that 9N3 > 0 s.t. 8n  N3:
 
 
C
n + C
 
 
 
E( ^ F)
 
 <

4
We choose N 2 N s.t. N > maxfN1;N2;N3g and 8n > N
)P (jQn   E(F)j > )
P
0
@
 
 
n
n + C
 
 

 
 

n X
j=1
Fj
n
  E(F)

 
 

>

2
1
A
P
0
@

 
 

n X
j=1
Fj
n
  E(F)

 
 

>

2
1
A
) Set 1 := 
2 and 1 := 
So it has been shown that player two's Q-values converge, in probability, to the ex-
pected values of F2. This is a great starting point for showing that they converge to
the expected values under the variation to the Nash Distribution policy but the com-
plete proof will have to wait until the inductive step later in the chapter. The next
three proofs are concerned with generic random processes which converge to a xed
value (like our F and Q values). These results can then be used to show convergence
of the next level of L values.
LEMMA 16. Let Xn 2 [0;B) be a sequence of random variables, x 2 R s.t.
Xn
P ! x as n ! 1
Then
E(Xn) ! x as n ! 1CHAPTER 6. CONVERGENCE PROOFS 164
Proof. Given 1;1 9N s.t. 8n  N
P(jXn   xj > 1) < 1
) E(Xn) < (x + 1)P(jXn   xj  1) + B:P(jXn   xj > 1)
< (x + 1) + B:1
Similiarly, E(Xn) > x   1
Set 1 + B:1 < 
jE(Xn)   xj < 
LEMMA 17. Let Xn 2 [0;B) and Yn 2 [0;B) be sequences of random variables,
x;y 2 R s.t.
Xn
P ! x as n ! 1
Yn
P ! y as n ! 1
Then
E(XiYj) ! x:y as i;j > n ! 1
Xi and Yj are not necessary independent 4
Proof. Given 1;1;2;2 > 0 9N s.t. 8i;j  N
P(jXi   xj > 1) < 1
P(jYj   yj > 2) < 2
E(Xi:Yj)
(x + 1)(y + 2)P(fjXi   xj  1g \ fjYj   yj  2g)
+ B2:P(fjXi   xj > 1g \ fjYj   yj > 2g)
+ B2:P(jYj   yj > 2)
(x + 1)(y + 2) + B2:P(jXi   xj > 1) + B2:P(jYj   yj > 2)
x:y + x:2 + y:1 + B2:(1 + 2) + 1:2
4Could even be the same random variable.CHAPTER 6. CONVERGENCE PROOFS 165
Similiarly:
E(Xi:Yj)  x:y   x:2   y:1
Set x:y + x:2 + y:1 + B2:(1 + 2) + 1:2 < 
jE(Xi:Yj)   x:yj < 
LEMMA 18. Let Xn 2 [0;B) and Yn 2 [0;B) be sequences of random variables,
x;y 2 R s.t.
Xn
P ! x as n ! 1
Yn
P ! y as n ! 1
Then
cov (Xi;Yj) ! 0 as i;j > n ! 1
Xi and Yj are not necessary independent.
Proof.
cov (Xi;Yj) = E (Xi;Yj)   E(Xi)E(Yj)
Given 1;2;3 > 0 9N s.t. 8i;j  N:
jE(Xi)   xj < 1
jE(Yj)   yj < 2 From lemma 16
jE(Xi:Yj)   x:yj < 3 From lemma 17
As an arbitrarily large number could be added to each of each sequence, w.l.o.g. that
x;y >> 0. ) From arguments in lemma 16:
E(Xi)E(Yj)  (x   1)(y   2)
 x:y   (x:2 + y:1   1:2)
E(Xi)E(Yj)  (x + 1 + B:1)(y + 2 + B:2)
 x:y + (x:2 + y:1 + 1:2 + y:B:1 + x:B:2 + B2:1:2)CHAPTER 6. CONVERGENCE PROOFS 166
) Choose 1;1;2;2 s.t.
max
 
x:2 + y:1   1:2; x:2 + y:1 + 1:2 + y:B:1 + x:B:2 + B2:1:2

<

2
jE(Xi:Yj)   E(Xi):E(Yj)j
jE(Xi:Yj)   x:yj + jx:y   E(Xi):E(Yj)j
From the choice of 1 and 2 and choosing 3 < 
2:
<
Now these general lemmas can now be applied to our Q-values to gain the following
two results:
COROLLARY 19. Let n 2 N some episode. a2 and b2 are xed actions.
cov
 
Q2
i(a2);Q2
j(b2)
 P ! 0 as j  i > n ! 1 (i 6= j if h = g)
Proof. As xed a2 and b2 are considered, it is important to note that each Q-value
remains the same until that action is selected again. Since from lemma 2 all Qi 2
[0;B) and by lemma 15 there is convergence to a xed value so can directly apply
lemma 18.
The following lemma shows that the probability of action selection for player Two
convergences towards Q := E(F), thus it is expected that the probabilities of the
action selection to reect the expected values. This means that if F are the values
observed under a Nash Distribution policy then the action selection for player Two is
also a Nash Distribution policy (for this part of the game tree).
LEMMA 20. Let n 2 N be the n-th occurance of s0.
P(a2
n(s
0
) = a2(s
0
))
P ! P(a2(s
0
)) as n ! 1
Where, from boltzmann action selection:
P(a2(s
0
)) =
eQ2
(a2(s
0
))=
eQ2
(a2(s
0))= +
P
b2(s
0
)2A2(s
0
)
b2(s
0
)6=a2(s
0
)
eQ2
(b2(s
0))=CHAPTER 6. CONVERGENCE PROOFS 167
Proof. All unnecessary notation has been removed for claication reasons.
By lemma 15, given 1;1 > 0 9n  N s.t. 8n  N
P (jQn(a)   Q(a)j > 1) < 1 8a 2 A
)P (9a 2 A s.t. jQn(a)   Q(a)j > 1)
P
 
fjQn(a1)   Q(a1)j > 1g [ ::: [
 Qn(ajAj)   Q(ajAj)
  > 1
	
By Boole's inequality

X
a2A
P (jQn(a)   Q(a)j > 1)
<jAj1
) P (9a 2 A s.t. jQn(a)   Q(a)j > 1) < jAj1
P (8a 2 A s.t. jQn(a)   Q(a)j  1) > 1   jAj1
1 :=

2
In
 
1 + 
P
b2A eQ(b)
maxc2A eQ(c)=
!
Now consider when jQn(a)   Q(a)j  1 8a 2 A
P(an = a) =
eQn(a)=
eQn(a)= +
P
b2A
b6=a
eQn(b)=

eQn(a)=
eQn(a)= +
P
b2A
b6=a
e
Q(b) 1

=
e
Qn(a)+1

e
Qn(a)+1
 +
P
b2A
b6=a
e
Q(b)


e
Qn(a)+1

eQ(a)= +
P
b2A
b6=a
e
Q(b)


e
Q(a)+21

P
b2A e
Q(b)

=
eQ(a)=
P
b2A e
Q(b)

e21=
= P(a)e
In

1+
P
b2A eQ(b)=
maxi2A eQ(i)=
CHAPTER 6. CONVERGENCE PROOFS 168
= P(a)
 
1 + 
P
b2A eQ(b)=
maxi2A eQ(i)=
!
= P(a) + 
Q(a)=
maxi2A eQ(i)=
P
b2A eQ(b)=
P
b2A eQ(b)=
 P(a) + 
Similiarly, the other way round:
P(an = a) =
eQn(a)=
eQn(a)= +
P
b2A
b6=a
eQn(b)=

eQn(a)=
eQn(a)= +
P
b2A
b6=a
e
Q(b)+1

=
e
Qn(a) 1

e
Qn(a) 1
 +
P
b2A
b6=a
e
Q(b)


e
Q(a) 21

P
b2A e
Q(b)

=
eQ(a)=
P
b2A e
Q(b)

e 21=
= P(a)
1
1 + 
P
b2A eQ(b)=
maxi2A(eQ(i)=)
 P(a)
1
1 +  1
P(a)
= P(a)
P(a)
P(a) + 
= P(a)

1  

P(a) + 

= P(a)   
P(a)
P(a) + 
 P(a)   
This means that if jQn(a)   Q(a)j  1 8a 2 A then jP(a)   P(a)j <  ) given
a 2 A:
P (jP(an = a)   P(a)j  )
P (jQn(a)   Q(a)j  1 8a 2 A)
>1   jAj1CHAPTER 6. CONVERGENCE PROOFS 169
Taking 1 < 
jAj
>1   
) P (jP(an)   P(a)j > ) <  8a 2 A
Thus all actions have been solved for at once.
6.6 Properties of L
Now a new random variable Li
1;n is introduced, where i 2 f1;2g is the player indica-
tor and n is the n-th time that a1 is selected (where  is reference to the ideal distri-
bution). For player Two, this is dened as follows:
L2
1;n(s
0
) = Q2
n(a2
n(s
0
))
L2
1;(s
0
) = Q2
(a2
(s
0
))
Where a2
(s
0
) 2 A2
(s
0
) has the distribution:
P(a2
(s
0
) = a2(s
0
)) = P(a2(s
0
))
The expected value is dened as follows:
E

L2
1;n(s
0
)

=
X
s
0
2S
0
X
a2(s
0
)
2A2(s
0
)
E

Q2
n(a2(s
0
))

P(a2
n(s
0
) = a2(s
0
)js
0
)P(s
0
)
E

L2
1;(s
0
)

=
X
s
0
2S
0
X
a2(s
0
)
2A2(s
0
)
E

Q2
(a2(s
0
))

P(a2(s
0
)js
0
)P(s
0
)
However, this is dened dierently for player One, to reect that they have not had a
chance to update there Q-values.
L1
1;n(s
0
) = F1
n(s
00
(a2
n(s
0
)))
L1
1;(s
0
) = F1
(s
00
(a2
(s
0
)))
Where s
00
has the standard xed distribution from the customer model. The expected
values are as follows:
E

L1
1;n(s
0
)

=
X
s
0
2S
0
X
a2(s
0
)
2A2(s
0
)
X
s
00
(a2(s
0
))
2S
00
(a2(s
0
))
E

F1
n(s
00
(a2(s
0
)))

P(s
00
n(a2(s
0
))=s
00
(a2(s
0
))ja2(s
0
))
P(a2
n(s
0
)=a2(s
0
)js
0
)P(s
0
)CHAPTER 6. CONVERGENCE PROOFS 170
Also, a very long formula for the optimal version
E

L1
1;(s
0
)

=
X
s
0
2S
0
X
a2(s
0
)
2A2(s
0
)
X
s
00
(a2(s
0
))
2S
00
(a2(s
0
))
E

F1
(s
00
(a2(s
0
)))

P(s
00
(a2(s
0
))ja2(s
0
))
P(a2(s
0
)js
0
)P(s
0
)
The equations above are dicult to read, hence why there is a tendency to abbre-
viate the notation where ever possible. Now if it can be shown that Li
1;n has the
same properties as Li
0;n, it would be possible to use induction to complete the proof.
Therefore, is needs to be shown that if n is the n-th selection of a1 then:
1: 9B > 0 s.t. Li
1;n(s
0
) 2 [0;B) 8n 2 N 8s
0
2 S
0
2: E(Li
1;n(s
0
)) ! E(Li
1;(s
0
)) as n ! 1 8s
0
2 S
0
3: For k > j > n; cov(Li
1;j(s
0
);Li
1;k(t
0
)) ! 0 n ! 1 8s
0
;t
0
2 S
0
Now proving these statements can begin, starting with showing the bounds work.
COROLLARY 21. Let n be the n-th occurance of action a1
9B > 0 s.t.
Li
1;n(s
0
) 2 [0;B)
Li
1;(s
0
) 2 [0;B)
Proof. Case i = 2
Since L2
1;n(s
0
) = Q2
n(a2
n(s
0
)) the same bounds hold as they do for the Q-values. There-
fore, this hold directly from lemma 2.
Case i = 1
Since L1
1;n(s
0
) = F1
n(s
00
(a2
n(s
0
))) is bounded by corollary 3.
Now the remaining properties for player Two's L1 values can be shown.
LEMMA 22. Let n be the n-th occurance of action a1
E(L2
1;n(s
0
)) ! E(L2
1;(s
0
))
Proof. The notation is abbreviated where possible. Given 1;1 > 0 by lemma 20
9N1 > 0 s.t 8n > N1;8a(s
0
) 2 A(s
0
) and xed s
0
2 S
0
P
 
P(an(s
0
) = a(s
0
))   P(a(s
0
))
 
 > 1

< 1CHAPTER 6. CONVERGENCE PROOFS 171
By lemma 15 and lemma 16, given 2 > 0; 9N2 > 0 s.t. 8n > N2; and 8 xed a(s
0
) 2
A(s
0
)

 E(Qn(a(s
0
)))   E(Q(a(s
0
)))

  < 2
Consider n  maxfN1;N2g
E

L1;n(s
0
)

=
X
s
0
2S
0
X
a(s
0
)
2A(s
0
)
E

Qn(a(s
0
))

P(an(s
0
) = a(s
0
)js
0
)P(s
0
)

X
s
0
2S
0
X
a(s
0
)
2A(s
0
)

E

Q(a(s
0
))

+ 2

P(an(s
0
) = a(s
0
)js
0
)P(s
0
)

X
s
0
2S
0
X
a(s
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Set jAj = maxs
02S
0 jA(s
0
)j
E

L1;(s
0
)

+ B:jAj:(1 + 1) + 2
Similarly
E

L1;n(s
0
)

 E

L1;n(s
0
)

  B:jAj:(1 + 1)   2
) Set 1;1 and 2 s.t.  > B:jAj:(1 + 1) + 2
LEMMA 23. Let n;j;k be the n-th j-th and k-th occurances of action a1
Let j > n be s.t. s
0
j(a1) = s
0
(a1)
Let k > j be s.t. s
0
k(a1) = t
0
(a1)
cov(L2
1;j(s
0
);L2
1;k(t
0
)) ! 0 as n ! 0
Proof. This proof abbreviates for clarity, aj := a2
j(s
0
j(a1)) and bk := b2
k(t
0
k(a1)).
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(E(Qj(a):Qk(b)))P(aj = a;bk = b)
  E(Qj(a))E(Qk(b))P(aj = a)P(bk = b)
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Choice 1, 2 and 2 s.t.
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LEMMA 24. Let n;j;k be the n-th j-th and k-th occurances of action a1
Let k > j > n
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It has been shown that all the properties hold for L2
1;n. Now it needs to be shown
that they work for L1
1;n. Property one has already been shown so it is just needed
that the other two are shown as well.
COROLLARY 25. Let n be the n-th occurance of action a1
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Proof. The notation is abbreviated where needed. Since
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COROLLARY 26. Let n;j;k be the n-th j-th and k-th occurances of action a1
Let j > n be s.t. a2
j(s
0
j(a1)) = a2
Let k > j be s.t. b2
k(t
0
k(a1)) = b2
cov(Fi
j(s
00
j(a2));Fi
k(t
00
k(b2))) ! 0 as n ! 0
Proof. Since P(s
00
(a2)) and P(s
00
(b2)) are independent, the same arguments as in
lemma 8 can be followed.
LEMMA 27. Let n;j;k be the n-th j-th and k-th occurances of action a1
Let j > n be s.t. s
0
j(a1) = s
0
Let k > j be s.t. t
0
k(a1) = t
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Proof. The notation is abbreviated where possible.
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Since P(s
00
(a)) and P(t
00
(b)) can be removed outside the brackets by using corollary
26 it is possible to follow the same argument as lemma 23.
COROLLARY 28. Let n;j;k be the n-th j-th and k-th occurances of action a1
Let k > j > n
cov(L1
1;j(s
0
j(a1));L1
1;k(t
0
k(a1))) ! 0 as n ! 0
Proof. Directly from lemma 27 and using the same arguments as lemma 24.
6.7 Inductive Step
It has been shown that all the properties of Li
0;n all hold for Li
1;n. This means that as
the system repeats itself, it is possilbe to show this is case for all Li
r;n as well.
LEMMA 29. If the propierties of Li
0;n hold, then they hold for all Li
r;n where r < R
for rounds R < 1
Proof. As action selection alternate between the players, Li
2;n is dened as a func-
tion of s 2 S with the same form as Li
1;n but with the denitions of each player swap
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L1
2;n(s) = Q1
n(a1
n(s))
This allows the proof, by induction, to follow the exactly the same arguments in
corollary 21 to corollary 28 (but with the player references reversed) and show that
Li
2;n also has the same properties as Li
0;n. This process of proof can be repeated the
nitely many times (less than R) to establish that the properties hold for all Li
r;n
where r < R.
The case holds for all Li
r;n where r < R, given that they hold for Li
0;n. Now either
Li
0;n refers to another round or a terminal round. If the round it terminal, the re-
wards observed will be zero.
LEMMA 30. The function f(s) = 0 8s 2 S has all the properties of Li
0;n
Proof. Trivial since 0 2 f0;Bg; cov(0;0) = 0 and E(0) = 0.
LEMMA 31. Within a system with nite number of rounds, all Q-values converge
(in probability) to their respective Q-value.
Proof. Through lemma 15 it has been shown that if E(L2
0;n(s
00
(a(s
0
)))) converges,
then each Q2
n(a2(s
0
)) converges (which we call Q). Thus by applying the same ar-
guments it can be concluded that Q1
n(a1(s)) converges and so does all preceeding
Q-values. Notice that since all Li
r;n(s) have the same properties, it does not matter
about the dierent sizes of tree's branches.
LEMMA 32. Q*-values represent the value obtained under the Nash Distribution.
Proof. The Li
o;n values that related to a terminal node return and converge to a
value of zero. Thus the preceeding Q2
n(a) values will converge to the expected values
of rewards obtained from the independent customer model when action a is selected
(by lemma 6). Thus the policy will converge to using the correct expected values for
its Q-values, which means that the Boltzmann Action Selection is Nash Distribution
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As player Two's policy convergence to Nash Distribution policy for this node, the
Li
1;n will converge to the values that would be observed under a Nash Distribution
policy. Hence, player One's Q-values will converge to the actual expected values ob-
served under a Nash Distribution policy (by using the same arguments as lemma 6).
This means that both sets of Q-values will converge to the correct values so Li
2;n con-
verges correctly.
By nite induction and that each action in the system in visited i.o. (by extending
lemma 5 to cover all actions), thus it is concluded that all Q-values are those ob-
tained by under the Nash Distribution policy.
Again, its does not matter that dierent branches of the game tree have dierent
lengths, as it works from the furtherest branches inwards.
COROLLARY 33. Both players policy converges (in probability) to the Nash Dis-
tribution policy.
Proof. Directly from lemma 32 as the Q-values converge.
THEOREM 34. The learning model described in Chapter 4 is compatable with
framework described here and therefore the players policies converges (in probability)
to the Nash Distribution policy.
Proof. The proof framework can simply be transferred to model framework by trans-
lating a few of the variables. The states in the proof framework related to the num-
ber of the seats left, round and current prices for the players. Hence the customer
model will react accordingly to these inputs. The only special case to consider it re-
action to the player One's action selection in the rst round. This can be ignore by
setting, for the rst round, jS(a)j = 1 and ri(s(a)) = 0, which relates to no seats
being sold.
The learning parameters are directly similiar to the those found in the modelling
framework (under the SARSA method), hence everything can be translated. This
means the theorem follows from corollary 33.CHAPTER 6. CONVERGENCE PROOFS 179
6.8 Discussion
Theorem 34 shows that the SARSA learning model will converge (in probability) to
the Nash Distribution policy, no matter what customer models are used, number of
seats available or the number of rounds (as long as they are nite). The only con-
straint on the proof is that everything should be nite, which is a fair assumption in
any pricing model (as instantaneous changes cannot happen in the real world). This
gives condence to the results that have been obtained under this method (see chap-
ter ve for details) and that most anomalies will even out as the number of learning
episodes is increased.
The generic nature of the proofs means that they can be applied to all of the SARSA
learning models (i.e. the simple 355 game and customer behaviour models presented
in the next chapter). However, this does not mean that the learnt policies observed
from the learning runs will be the Nash Distribution policy as only a limited number
of episodes were played (i.e. ten million).
A reason that obtaining a stronger convergence result (i.e. with probability one) would
have been benecial was because of the practical implications. In practice, a stronger
convergence results usually means that convergence is reached faster in the runs (see
Kushner and Yin, 2003). At present, the proof only oers a strong convergence of the
innite selection of each possible action.
It is not believed that a stronger convergence result can be obtained from the other
parts of the proof due to the correlation that is observed between the actions which
are selected in each of the dierent episodes. This correlation opens up bias within
the system and therefore put an element of doubt on whether the Q-values will con-
verge correctly. No formal proof that the system does not converge strongly has been
oered here and this is an opportunity for further research.Chapter 7
Variations on the Model
7.1 Introduction
The results so far have been based around the simple 233 game, which has lead to
some interesting developments with both the Nash Equilibrium and the learnt poli-
cies. A lot of variations could be made to the simple 233 game and in this chapter
two are focused on. The rst variation is looking at dierent games where dierent
Nash Equilibria are formed by allowing the players to vary the size of the aeroplanes
they are using. The second variation is using more sophisticated customer models
and the impact that his has on the learning process.
The simple 233 model and the learning model were developed from experience with
earlier prototype models. The lessons learnt from these prototype models is also dis-
cussed within this chapter. The focus of these discussions is the impact any variation
in the learning mechanism had on observed results, especially on its convergence.
Finally, within this chapter, there is a brief discussion on possible future research ar-
eas.
7.2 Metagame
Under the present simple 233 game, both players have an aircraft containing three
seats. However, each airline is likely to have a eet of aircraft available to them so
they could vary the number of seats available. More importantly, each airline could
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specify how many seats they have available before the game begins. By self-restricting
the number of seats available and telling their opponent that they have done this will
have an impact on the Nash Equilibrium pricing policy used by their opponent. This
change in pricing policy by their opponent could be benecial to a player; hence re-
stricting their seats could be benecial. Let's consider an example to explain this sit-
uation.
In this example player Two dropss their seat capacity from three to one. In the sim-
ple 233 game, P1 starting price is ve when using the RANDOM Nash Equilibrium
policy1. As mentioned in chapter four, this price was chosen to deter P2 from trying
to attract more than one customer. However, now that P2 has only one seat, they
can only attract one customer hence there is little reason for P1 to try and deter
them from attracting two customers. The impact of this is that P1 starting price
becomes ten and the overall returns obtained under the new Nash Equilibrium is
(20;9:75). A breakdown of the new Nash Equilibrium policy can be found in ap-
pendix C in table C.1.
By P2 restricting the number of seat they have, they would actually gain an increase
in return (because under the previous Nash Equilibrium policy, they would only ob-
serve a return of 8). This might seem surprising; however it is important to remem-
ber that under the previous RANDOM Nash Equilibrium policy they only sold one
seat, so the other two seats were empty and these other two empty seats gave P1
something to worry about, hence P1 dropped their price.
By restricting the number of seats available (and telling their opponents they are do-
ing so), dierent Nash Equilibrium policies can be discovered. Thus dierent number
of seats available can mean dierent Nash Equilibrium policies and hence dierent
returns observed. If the players continued to play the current Nash Equilibrium pol-
icy with the seat restriction in place, then at least one player would have an incentive
to change policy due to the restricted seats (by denition of a Nash Equilibrium).
Hence it would be expected that the players would end up playing the new Nash
Equilibrium policies formed from the restrictions.
1See chapter four for details on the RANDOM Nash Equilibrium policy.CHAPTER 7. VARIATIONS ON THE MODEL 182
P2
1 2 3
1 (10, 10) (10, 20) (9.5, 20)
P1 2 (20, 10) (10.5, 11) (10, 10)
3 (20, 9.75) (13, 8) (14, 8)
Table 7.1: Payo matrix for meta-game
It is important to note that there is no benet to either player in increasing the num-
ber of seats available to more than three because there are only three possible cus-
tomers. However, as it has been shown, there can be benet to a player in restrict-
ing the number of seats available. This could be considered a meta-game2, where the
players both restrict the number of seats available before any pricing is conducted.
This meta-game can be represent as a normal-form game and is shown in gure 7.1.
The actions that are available to the players are the number of seats available on
their aeroplane (i.e. one, two or three). Each of the return pairs (or payo pairs)
shown in gure 7.1 are derived from assuming that the players play the equivalent
RANDOM Nash Equilibrium policy once pricing has started. A break-down of these
policies can be found in table C.1, which is in appendix C.
This meta-game has its own Nash Equilibrium which is when P1 has three seats
available and P2 has only one seat available (this was the situation given the exam-
ple above). Thus even though P2 restricts the number of seats available, P1 gains the
most benet. This happens because of P1's control of the game due to them having
rst choice of price.
Though the use of a meta-game does produce some interesting results, in reality
this behaviour is unlikely to be observed for a number of reasons. Firstly, there is
no guarantee that P2 will restrict their aeroplane size to only one seat (unless they
only own one-passenger aeroplanes). Secondly, it is unlikely that either player will
know that exactly three customers will purchase seats on the aeroplanes. In the next
2By meta-game it is meant a game who's payos are derived from another game (thus the payos
are from a solution of these sub-games). This is not the traditional use of meta-game (Thomas, 1984)
and is just a sub-form of a stochastic game.CHAPTER 7. VARIATIONS ON THE MODEL 183
section the impact in changing the customer model to reect this uncertainty is dis-
cussed. The use of a meta-game does give a deeper understanding of the underlying
model.
7.3 Variation in Customer
The simple 233 game uses a very simplistic customer model, namely: a single cus-
tomer comes along and chooses the lowest price seat (or randomly chooses when both
airlines have the same current price). This customer model was chosen so that the
Nash Equilibrium policies could be found (using dynamic programming), which were
used for comparisons with the learnt policies (for assessing the successfulness of the
learnt policies). By removing this need for comparison, more complex customer mod-
els can be considered.
In this section, three new aspects of the customer model are considered, namely:
Customer Choice, Customer Demand and Market Size. Using the SARSA method
(with tau = 0.02), learning runs were conducted with the dierent customer mod-
els. The average return values were generated and presented in the graphs below3.
Changing the customer model within the learning model was simple due to its sep-
arate self-contained nature, however, the same is not true for the dynamic program-
ming solver.
The reason for investigating the eect of more sophisticated customer models was to
check whether Reinforcement Learning produces reasonable results when handling
a complex game. This ability to solve complex games is a current issue within Rev-
enue Management (see Boyd, 2007) and the one of the main reasons for conducting
this research. As the games have not been solved in the traditional way, subjective
judgement must be used on the policies that are derived.
Customer Choice
The rst aspect of the customer model considered is the customer choice. In the sim-
ple customer model it is assumed that the customer always takes the seat with lowest
3The KS statistics could not be used as no Nash Distribution policies were found to compare the
results to. This does not mean that the Nash Distribution policies do not exist, only that they could
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price. Though this would seem a reasonable assumption, this is not always the case
and sometimes a customer will choose the higher price product. This was originally
found in the psychology literature and was called the A law of comparative judgement
(Thurstone, 1927a,b). A mathematical version of this law was called the multinomial
Logit model (MNL) and was introduced by Luce (1959) and formalised by Manski
(1977). In the case of model, the MNL assigns a probability to customer acceptance4,
which looks like:
P(customer accepts P1's price) =
e
 p1

e
 p1
 + e
 p2

Where pi is the current price of player i and  is the scale parameter. The MNL
looks surprising like the Boltzmann Action selection model used by the learning play-
ers. The scale parameter for the MNL works in a similar way to the temperature pa-
rameter for the Boltzmann Action selection. The larger the beta value, the more the
customers behave in a random way.
The MNL is not the only customer choice model and there are others that can used;
a review is found in McFadden (1980). Another popular model is the Probit model,
however this is more dicult to handle. There are problems with the MNL (i.e. In-
dependence of Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA) in Debreu (1960) and in the work of Oum
(1979)). However, the MNL will suce for the demonstration into learning with cus-
tomer choice.
Runs were completed for dierent values of  (i.e. 0.2, 1, 10 and 10K) and the results
are presented in gure 7.1. The results using the customer model seen in the simple
games (which has been called the normal or greedy customer model) have also been
included. The graphs are created in a similar way to those in chapter ve (i.e. gure
5.10) and they show the average return obtained from playing the policy learnt by
the players after a certain number of episodes.
As the graphs indicate there is very little dierence between the returns observed of
standard greedy customer (i.e. one that always takes the lowest price) and the re-
turns observed when a low beta value is used. This happens because there is very lit-
tle dierence between the customer behaviours. Given a run of ten million episodes,
4MNL model uses the Gumbel distribution, see Gumbel (1958).CHAPTER 7. VARIATIONS ON THE MODEL 185
Figure 7.1: Graphs depicting the variation of average return values against episodes
for the changes of the Beta value of the Logit customer choice model, using SARSA
learning runs (tau = 0.02)CHAPTER 7. VARIATIONS ON THE MODEL 186
if a beta value of less than 0.02 was used then there would be expected to be no devi-
ation from the greedy customer (as the chance of deviation is so low).
As the beta value increase so does the average returns from the learnt policies. This
occurs because of the policies that the learning players achieve. As the beta value
increases, the less impact the dierence between the player's prices has on the cus-
tomer's selection. In the extreme situation where the customers choose the airline
randomly, it does not matter to each player what their opponent's price is, hence
they just choose the price which will give them the highest return, which is ten. When
both players continually use a price of ten at every stage in the game, their average
return is 15. For games where there is a high beta value, the players learn to set their
price to ten and hence obtain an average return of 15.
From this experimentation, it has been shown that for low and high values of beta,
the policies have converged as expected. Also, there is a gradual change in the learnt
policy as the beta value increases.
Customer Demand
In the present customer model, it is assumed that a customer only cares about the
lowest price oered but does not worry about the price itself. Each individual cus-
tomer will be willing to pay a dierent amount for airline seat, even if it is the lowest
price oered. This willingness to pay forms the basis for the customer model varia-
tion. There are various dierent ways that this has been modelled (see Talluri and
van Ryzin, 2004) and the simplest version is considered here, namely a linear cus-
tomer demand model. This linear customer demand model means that the number of
customers that are prepared to pay decreases linearly as the price increases. There-
fore, given a customer at random, the chance that they are of the type that will ac-
cept an oered price will decrease linearly as the price increases. This can be repre-
sented as:
P(accepts price) = A   B:Price
Where A;B 2 R are some arbitrary constants. This formula says that the probability
that the customer is of the type that would accept the price oered (the lowest price
oered by the players) is a linear function of that price. This means that just becauseCHAPTER 7. VARIATIONS ON THE MODEL 187
Figure 7.2: Graph depicting the average return values of a SARSA learning run (tau
= 0.02) with customer demand
a player has the lowest current price does not mean that they will sell the seat. The
values of A and B can be worked out by using the following assumptions:
 Everyone will accept a price of zero.
 No one is prepared to pay ten for a seat.
These assumptions make A = 1 and B = 0:1. By inserting this formula within the
customer model for the simple 233 game, average return from a learnt policy were
generated and shown in gure 7.2.
There are three noticeable features of the graph, namely: the low average returns, the
high variation in the returns and the stable nature of average returns. The low aver-
age returns are now due lower expected returns that will be observed from the cus-
tomer model. Under the new customer demand scheme, it is impossible to sell a seat
at a price of ten, the highest expected value that a seat can be sold for is 2.5 (when
a price of ve is chosen, the chances that a customer accepts it is 0.5, hence a ex-
pected value of 2.5). This means that, even without an opponent, a player's highest
expected return under any policy is 7.5 (as opposed to 30, which was observed un-
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from any policy.
The second feature of the graph is that there is high uctuations in the observed re-
turn, with the maximum return reaching levels around 10 to 15. This occurs because
occasionally both players will play a high price and there happens to be customers
that will accept this high price, however, the majority of the time this would not be
the case.
These high uctuations of observed return and the little dierence between players'
policies combine to make an environment which is very dicult for the players to
learn in. This results in a slow rate of learning and hence why there seems to a sta-
ble average return (i.e. not much change in the average return for the players as the
episodes increase). From investigating the actual policies learnt, there is not variation
from just using a random policy (maybe with a slight basis towards the lower prices).
This indicates that the players are having diculty learning and hence not moving
away from the initial random policy.
Though the Nash Distribution policy is not known for this game, the myopic one is
and it generates a expected return of approximately (2.4, 4.6). There is no indication
that the players pass through a myopic phase, hence conrming slow learning rate.
From the convergence proof in chapter six, the learnt policies will eventually reach
the Nash Distribution ones. However, these results indicate that there are situations
where this progress is very slow.
Market Size
Using the a linear customer demand model resulted in slow learning by the players.
This phenomenon occurred due to the low average returns observed and the high
uctuations in observed return. It is not necessary clear which of these aects slow
learning, hence to investigate which of these aects learning the most, one factor is
considered without the other. High uctuations in observed return can be imposed
by allowing a changing market size.
The original model assumes that there is constant market size at every customer
model period (i.e. one customer comes along to choose a product). In reality theCHAPTER 7. VARIATIONS ON THE MODEL 189
Figure 7.3: Graph depicting the average return values of a SARSA learning run (tau
= 0.02) with stochastic market size
demand will uctuant over the time period. It is common to see an increase in de-
mand at the end of the selling period (this corresponds to last-minute business cus-
tomers). To model this increase, it is assumed that a either one or two customers
come along in each customer model period during the nal round (i.e. round two in
the 233 game).
A uniformly random distribution was used to determine whether one or two customer
arrive in the nal round's customer model periods (hence three to ve customers can
arrive in a single play of the simple 233 game). All other factors about the simple
233 game were kept the same, including that each player had only three seats avail-
able. The results from the learning run are given in gure 7.3.
The shape of the graph's results look very similar to the shape of the results from
normal game given in gure 7.1. However, as expected, there are high uctuations
within the result. The policy learnt within the game with increased market size is
identical to the RANDOM Nash Distribution policy. Thus it can be concluded that
learning has occurred, even with these high uctuations and that a sophisticated pol-
icy has been derived (though it is not clear if this is the Nash Distribution policy for
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Figure 7.4: Graph depicting the average return values of a SARSA learning run (tau
= 0.02) with stochastic market size, demand and customer choice (beta = 0.2)
As there are more customers, the expected return would increase under any policy.
This has occurred and the expected return from the learnt policies after ten millions
episodes is approximately (17.7, 12.3) (an increase on (14, 8)).
Combining Factors
From increasing the market size, it has been shown that learning can still occur when
high uctuations are present. This implies that observing only a small expected re-
turn from a customer is the cause of the customer demand games slow learning. To
overcome this slow learning rate all three possible customer factors were combined
into a sophisticated customer model (with a beta value of 0.2 for the customer choice
aspect). These results are presented in gure 7.4.
As the graph indicates, slow learning was still present even though higher average re-
turns were observed. Thus the customer demand problem dominated the learning.
This might have been overcome by using a smaller temperature (i.e. tau < 0:02) to
allow the players to distinguish between the returns of their dierent possible actions
(a lower temperature would have amplied the small dierence in return during ac-
tion selection). However, as seen in chapter ve, a low temperature means less explo-
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Other aspects of the customer behaviour could have been considered (i.e. overbook-
ing and cancellation) but were not. As seen from these variations, some customer
behaviours can be modelled and good policies learnt (i.e. customer choice and market
size). However, other customer behaviours have a devastating impact on learning (i.e.
varying customer demand).
7.4 Previous Experience
The model presented in chapter four, was not the rst model to be used within this
research. Various dierent models were considered and their results were used in gen-
erating the next version of the model. This section briey discusses some of the im-
portant factors which were observed.
State Denition
There is a temptation when constructing a model to include lots of variables within
a states denition. In previous versions of the model, each state was dened by a lot
of variables (i.e. included previous prices used within a episode) and memory require-
ment for the state space increased to unmanageable proportions. Thus the appeal to
Occum's Razor (Hamilton, 1852) in the methodology for a small number of variables
within a state was benecial in more than one way.
Another issue that was opposed the states was initial values given to each state's
Q-values. Though optimistic starts were used for the Q-values (to encourage explo-
ration), if the values were too high (and therefore unrealistic) then the learning meth-
ods took a lot longer to reach a sensible policy. Thus the initial Q-values used were
not just some arbitrary large value.
Lambda - the Step-size Parameter
Various dierent versions of the step-size parameter where used to try and encourage
learning. These were mainly based around trying to slow the rate at which step-size
parameter decreased over the episodes. For example, one variation used was:
e =
1
  e
100000

+ 5
Though the slower-decreasing step-size parameter did seem to given conformity within
the learning over the dierent runs, it also meant that learnt policies took longer toCHAPTER 7. VARIATIONS ON THE MODEL 192
stabilize. As the results obtained from under the normal step-size parameter seemed
reasonable, a decision was taken to not pursue development of the step-size parame-
ter further (developing a slower-decreasing step-size parameter that was more stable
seemed less likely).
Bootstrapping
As ten million episodes were being used per run, several ways to decrease this num-
ber were considered. One suggestion was to use a form of bootstrapping. The boot-
strapping took the form of randomly selecting rewards observed from previous episodes
and using them to update the appropriate Q-values. By repeating this process, it was
hoped that the Nash Distribution policy would be reached at a faster rate.
However, the method had the eect of causing the policies to diverge in extreme di-
rections (i.e. always playing a price of ten, etc). These divergent results were more
extreme than any other results obtained. The reason this happened was because of
the dynamic nature of a game, thus rewards obtained a million episodes previously
would have no impact on the reward observed now (as the opponent's policy would
have changed). These same divergent results were obtained when discounting of the
previous rewards was also introduced.
The eect wanted from the bootstrapping might have been achieved by increasing
the step-size parameter. However, from the discussions above, this was also not ap-
propriate.
The nal variation on game that was considered was the use of Bayesian updating
within the Reinforcement Learning process. Though it would have interesting to see
the eects from this approach, the only means of implementation seemed to involve
increasing the state space and hence were impractical. Deployment of this idea was
left to further research.
7.5 Future Research
The runs conducted within this research are but a small sample of the possible runs
that could have been done. Due to time limitations, other lines of investigation had
to be ignored. Outlined in this section are some of these possible lines of enquiry,
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Static Learning
Another way that learning could occur is by playing the learning player against a
static policy. This has been done in various dierent research papers, an example of
this can be found in Takadama and Fujita (2005). From these studies the following
tend to be observed:
 Learning is faster when only using one learning player
 The learnt policy converges to the best response to static policy
The use of single-player learning would give another mechanism to compare the dif-
ferent RL techniques with. However, the results from this type of learning were not
presented with this thesis.
There are three crucial reasons why results from this type of learning have not been
presented in this thesis. Firstly, the results do display the above listed phenomenon
that has occurred in other research. Secondly, having only one player learning is no
longer a multi-agent system. Single agent RL systems have already been well studied
((see Sutton and Barto, 1998) and it is not believed there is anything to add here.
Finally, using a static policy (especially the Nash Equilibrium) goes against part of
the purpose of the research. This research is investigating the use of RL in games
that are not easily solved and any learning results from ones that use the optimal
strategy in the learning mechanisms would seem pointless for the research.
There are expectations why this approach would be useful to a practitioner and should
not be disregarded. The game involved may have a Nash Equilibrium that is easily
found for only one of the players and the other strategy needs to found. It is hard to
imagine a non-trivial situation where this might occur but this cannot be ruled out.
Another expectation is if the modeller wishes to nd the best-response of a player to
a static opponent. As the opponent cannot vary their policy, this goes against the
foundations of Game Theory. It can be argued that this is not a game and just the
well-studied single player case. However, the practitioner may wish to test a player's
policy to see if it is a Nash Equilibrium policy by putting it against a learning player.
This would be a reasonable use of this method; however it was not pursued in this
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Decreasing the Temperature
Though the convergence proofs are dependent on the system having a constant tem-
perature parameter, this does not mean that experimentation into a varying tem-
perature cannot be conducted. If the temperature can be reduced as the number of
episodes increases then, hopefully, the learnt policy would converge to the Nash Equi-
librium policy instead of the Nash Distribution policy.
However, from initial experimentation this has been shown to be a bad thing, with
the policy converging to some non-Nash policy. This could have been because the
rate of decrease was too large and thus if rate of decrease was slower (and more episodes
could be run), then maybe some interesting results could be observed. However, it
would be dicult to say which rates the temperature should decrease at in dierent
games and given the current sensitive nature of the temperature on the convergence
results, diculties would be expected to be encountered.
Dierent Learning Players
At present, all the results are from learning players which were played against similar
learning players (i.e. both using SARSA with a temperature of 0.02). However, it has
been suggested that dierent learning players can aid learning (see Leslie and Collins,
2003) thus it could be interesting to see the eect from allowing dierent learning
to learn against each other (e.g. have a Q-learning learner play against a SARSA
learner). In Takadama and Fujita (2005), it was suggested that the dierent meth-
ods could be used to validate the results. Maybe by playing them against each other
would be a way of doing this.
Without going into depth, other possible areas for research include:
 Playing learnt policies against previous learnt policies to see if an improvement
was made.
 Varying the game to involve three learning players.
 Allow the customers to also learn.
All these suggestion are worthy of further research which may lead to fruitful insights
into the use of Reinforcement Learning within a practical gaming context.Chapter 8
Summary, Conclusion and
Recommendations
8.1 Summary
Throughout this thesis, there have been many interesting and surprising results. Be-
fore any conclusions are given about the work, a brief summary of the thesis is given
here.
The research arose from the need to address some of the practical problems with the
implementation of Game Theory as an Operational Research technique. The prob-
lem of solving the complex game used by OR practitioners was focussed on and Re-
inforcement Learning has been suggested as a possible approach to overcome this
(Ravulapati et al., 2004). Though traditional techniques (i.e. Dynamic Program-
ming) do exist for solving games, they can require an enormous amount of compu-
tational time to nd the solution (Curse of Dimensionality) or they can be dicult
to formalise for complex games (Curse of Modelling)1. Reinforcement Learning (RL)
does not suer from these faults.
To check whether Reinforcement Learning could be applied in a practical sense, a
current problem within OR was needed. It has been highlighted by Boyd (2007))
that there is a diculty in marrying up games and complex customers models within
1This is discussed in Gosavi (2003)
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an airline pricing context. Thus an airline pricing game was chosen as the case study
for the application of Reinforcement Learning.
The features of the airline pricing game were discussed in Chapters Three and Four.
To ensure that Reinforcement Learning methods were working, the model had to
be simple enough to be solved by traditional methods (so that the results could be
compared). However, the customer model within the airline pricing model was con-
structed independently of the other parts so that it could be replaced by a more com-
plex customer model.
The model was solved using the traditional methods and the Nash Equilibrium poli-
cies were found. The dierence between the Nash Equilibrium polices were discussed.
The Nash Equilibrium policies were not obvious and indicated a high level of sophis-
tication by the players (i.e. rst player to chooses a price, choose a low price to force
the other player into choosing a higher price). As the game size was increased it be-
came clear that the Nash Equilibrium policies followed a cyclic pattern, hence gener-
alisations could be made about any sized game.
Once the Nash Equilibrium were found and understood, they were compared to the
Nash Distribution policies for varying temperatures. The results indicated that the
Nash Distribution policies were very similar to the Nash Equilibrium policies for low
temperatures and like the random policy for high temperatures. Thus using the low-
est temperature possible would be ideal. However, this was not necessarily possible
due to rounding problems within the model.
The model was constructed using the C++ programming language and run on the
University of Southampton's super-computer. Various issues were discussed which
related to the use of a computer model, including its verication and validation. Vali-
dation was conducted using the open-box method suggested by Pidd (1996).
Before any results were presented, dierent measures were considered for comparing
the learnt policies to static ones. By comparing the Nash Equilibrium policy to the
Nash Distribution policy, it was indicated the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistic
would be appropriate for the comparison. This statistic was used for all comparisons
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Three dierent RL techniques were considered, namely: SARSA, Q-learning and
the Monte Carlo method. Monte Carlo method was out-performed by the other two
methods, which were very similar (though the SARSA method produced slightly bet-
ter results). All three techniques produced bad convergence results for low temper-
ature parameters; this was due to the lack of exploration that a low temperature
would imply. All three techniques produced good convergence results for high tem-
perature; however, the policies learnt were too dissimilar to the Nash Equilibrium
to be useful. A temperature of around 0.02 had results which were the best of both
worlds (i.e. good convergence and similar to the Nash Equilibrium policy) and was
used as a case-study example.
The case-study looked at how the learnt policy changed as more games (episodes)
were played. Learning moved through four distinct phases. The rst phase was close
to a random policy and could be considered to be the method's warm-up period. In
the second phase, the RL methods moved towards the Nash Distribution policy. In
the third phase, the RL methods moved away from the Nash Distribution policy and
moved towards the myopic policy. The nal phase indicated a convergence toward
the Nash Distribution policy. These same phases were seen within other learning
games, including those of a larger size.
The method for comparing the policies became unfeasible for large games and fur-
ther comparisons were abandoned. The time and memory requirement for the RL
technique could still be calculated for the larger games. Both requirements increased
linearly with a increase in game size for a xed number of episodes. However, it was
estimated that a larger number of episodes would be required for the larger games for
convergence of the policy to be achieved.
To check that the RL techniques would converge in theory (if not in practice), a con-
vergence proof was constructed for the SARSA method. This proof used a generic
framework for the game so it could be applied to lots of dierent variations of the
game and an inductive approach was used. The proof showed that the method con-
verged in probability. Ideally a stronger level convergence would have been preferred;
however, this was unlikely due to the dependency between actions selected in dier-
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Two variations on the original case study game were considered. The rst looked at a
meta- game which allowed the players to select the size of their aircraft for the game.
This meta-game had its own Nash Equilibrium which gave a deeper understanding of
the underlying airline pricing game.
The second variation looked at the consequences of applying the SARSA learning
technique to more complex customer behaviour. Though good results were found
when customer choice and variable market sizes were introduced, the same was not
true for when varying customer demand was considered. With varying customer de-
mand added to the game, little learning was observed by either player. This lack of
learning stemmed from the low expected prices at which a player sold in their seats.
Thus it was suggested that this possible lack of learning should be watched out for in
any future application of the RL techniques.
Finally, the thesis discussed how the airline pricing game has evolved from other
games and recommendations for future research.
8.2 Conclusions
There are several conclusions that can be drawn from this research, some positive
and some negative. Each conclusion is considered in turn and are in no particular
order.
The use of Reinforcement Learning as a technique in games is both adaptable and
easily implemented2. As with the airline pricing model, the RL technique can be
dealt with by a separate model hence reducing the complexity of the modelling pro-
cesses. However, the RL technique does require certain conditions on the underlying
model (i.e. nite number of possible actions and state-space) though these can be
dealt with using heuristic techniques.
An advantage of having a separate model for the RL technique was that the players
learn to react to the customer model but do not need to consider an explicit repre-
sentation of it. This means that the customer model can be designed to be as com-
2It is assumed that the practitioner implementing this method has some mathematical and pro-
gramming knowledge from either a degree or post-graduate quali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plex as necessary without having to change the method of Reinforcement Learn-
ing. As shown in the variations to the model chapter, some changes to the customer
model can have an impact on the on the rate of learning and any modeller must be
aware of these pitfalls.
The airline pricing game required that a lot of action exploration was present within
the learning run to ensure that the state space was explored. When dealing with a
dynamic environment (i.e. when there is more than one player), this exploration of
the state space needs to occur repeatedly so that a players' learning takes into ac-
count the other players' policy changes. Any extra exploration will have an impact
on the expected results from learning (i.e. convergence to a Nash Distribution and
not to a Nash Equilibrium). A modeller will need to balance the trade-o these con-
siderations when using a RL technique. This research did not produce any rules on
how this should be done for dierent games3.
This level of exploration would not be appropriate if the data comes from a real-
world game as it would require the player to occasionally play non-greedy action,
which they might be unwilling to do.
Not only does Reinforcement Learning need enough exploration to reach the desired
results, it needs enough repeated plays of the game (episodes). Again, no guidelines
are given in this thesis on the number of episodes required. The results showed that
that there were several phases that the learning players had to pass through to reach
these desired results and identifying these stages might be the key to determining the
number of episodes required.
The comparison of the RL techniques suggests that the SARSA method should be
used in any RL modelling though there is not much dierent between it and Q-learning.
As convergence results were proved for the SARSA method within a generic sequen-
tial game framework, the modeller might consider using this framework because they
will know that the desired results (i.e. Nash Distribution policies) will be reached
eventually (in probability).
3As choosing what level of trade-o is needed between exploration and exploitation results is
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From the study of the simple 233 game4, complex results were observed which were
not anticipated before the game was constructed. This level of complexity in such a
simple game raises the questions of whether complex games should be used for ana-
lytical purposes because they are likely to generate even more complex results. Any
RL solutions from an complex model will require a robust analysis before any gener-
alisation can be validated. Advantages of the method are that games with complex
customer models can be analysed and that the learning process can add insight into
the analysis.
The airline pricing game does demonstrate the practical application of RL to solving
a game. As discussed there are several advantages and limitations to this application,
which must be considered before any application is made.
The physical limitations of applying the model form the greatest constraint on the
applying the RL techniques. Though the RL method allows an easier way to set up a
game for analysis (thus addressing the curse of modelling), the number of episodes
required to solve the game can be excessive and beyond any reasonable run-time
length (i.e. curse of dimensionality). This slow speed of learning is due to having a
multi-player environment which is dynamically changing as the episodes increase.
8.3 Recommendations
The research from this thesis suggests that the RL techniques can produce interest-
ing results, worthy of analysis. It would be recommend that RL was applied with
some degree of caution and the time was spent investigating the means with which
the models learns (i.e. which phases the learning passes through). A simple game
can produce complex results and this complexity would need to be dealt with in any
analysis.
If a single RL technique was required for analysis, the SARSA method (with a tem-
perature of 0.02) would be recommended. If a similar framework is used for the game
4Though the game has been called simple because of its structure, there still is possible appli-
cation. Anecdotal evidence indicates that over the last two years, the budget airlines (e.g. Flybe,
Ryanair, Easyjet, etc.) are now increasingly selling single-leg ights though there is currently no
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as the case-study used within this thesis, then the modeller can be reassured of even-
tual convergence of any run of the learning game.
From this case study, Reinforcement Learning does seem a good alternative to dy-
namic programming for solving complex games. However, as a Nash Equilibrium
result cannot be guaranteed, only insights about the game can be drawn from any
analysis. It would be inappropriate to use the method described as a normative means
of determining policy.
Several future developments of this research are suggested in Chapter Seven. One
suggestion would be to develop a means to test whether a learnt policy had actu-
ally converged or had reached a local maximum5. Comparison of the case study pre-
sented in this thesis to another one could bring further insight into the Reinforcement
Learning method.
This concludes the thesis and the research, which has produced some interesting and
varied results.
5This might be achieved by allowing more episodes per run and analysing the results using the
separation distance described in Chapter Five.Appendix A
Nash Equilibrium and Nash
Distribution
This appendix deals with several types of Nash Equilibrium policies for the simple
airline pricing game, namely HIGH, LOW and RANDOM. As both HIGH and LOW
Nash Equilibria were pure policies, the prices chosen and returns observed can be
summaried and are given in tables A.1 and A.2 respectively. The tables show the
prices chosen by the players, under the respective policies, for dierent game sizes.
Where blanks are present indicates that the round does not exist in that size game
(i.e. a game of size one has only one round). A similar table is also shown for the
myopic policy.
Tables A.4, A.5 and A.6 indicate how the Nash Equilibrium policies were derrived
by showing the best response policies for the dierent types of Nash Equilibria. Each
column considers a dierent competitor's price and the rows show the players best re-
sponse price and the resultant returns for dierent stages in the game. As the games
are solved using backwards induction thus the policies of any sized game can be worked
out from these tables.
Each of the policies begins to repeat a sequence of prices after a certain number of
rounds. The table indicates this by showing that the returns obtained after from the
best responses virtually repeat (i.e. are the same as those in a previous round minus
a constant value) after a certain number of rounds.
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Game 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
P1 Return 0.5 15 21 25 38 41 52 57 60 71 76
P2 Return 0.5 8 17 24 31 36 41 50 55 60 69
11-P1 10
11-P2 9
10-P1 5 5
10-P2 10 10
9-P1 3 9 9
9-P2 5 5 5
8-P1 10 10 10 10
8-P2 9 9 9 9
7-P1 5 5 5 5 5
7-P2 10 10 10 10 10
6-P1 3 9 9 9 9 9
6-P2 5 5 5 5 5 5
5-P1 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
5-P2 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
4-P1 4 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
4-P2 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
3-P1 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
3-P2 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
2-P1 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
2-P2 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
1-P1 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
1-P2 1 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
Table A.1: Deterministic action selection for various games
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Game 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
P1 Return 0.5 14 19 23 35.5 43.5 47.5 60.5 68.5 72.5 85.5
P2 Return 0.5 8 15 27 31.5 40.5 48.5 56.5 65.5 73.3 81.5
11-P1 8
11-P2 10
10-P1 4 9
10-P2 8 8
9-P1 10 10 10
9-P2 9 9 9
8-P1 8 8 8 8
8-P2 10 10 10 10
7-P1 4 9 9 9 9
7-P2 8 8 8 8 8
6-P1 10 10 10 10 10 10
6-P2 9 9 9 9 9 9
5-P1 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
5-P2 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
4-P1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
4-P2 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
3-P1 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
3-P2 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
2-P1 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
2-P2 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
1-P1 1 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
1-P2 1 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
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Game 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
P1 Return 0 8 14 18 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
P2 Return 9 16 21 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
11-P1 10
11-P2 9
10-P1 10 8
10-P2 9 7
9-P1 10 8 6
9-P2 9 7 5
8-P1 10 8 6 4
8-P2 9 7 5 3
7-P1 10 8 6 4 2
7-P2 9 7 5 3 1
6-P1 10 8 6 4 2 1
6-P2 9 7 5 3 1 1
5-P1 10 8 6 4 2 1 1
5-P2 9 7 5 3 1 1 1
4-P1 10 8 6 4 2 1 1 1
4-P2 9 7 5 3 1 1 1 1
3-P1 10 8 6 4 2 1 1 1 1
3-P2 9 7 5 3 1 1 1 1 1
2-P1 10 8 6 4 2 1 1 1 1 1
2-P2 9 7 5 3 1 1 1 1 1 1
1-P1 10 8 6 4 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
1-P2 9 7 5 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Table A.3: Deterministic action selection for various games
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Opponent's
Round Price 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Best Response 10 1 2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
8-P2 P1 Return 0 0.5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P2 Return 0 0.5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Best Response 10 2 2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
8-P1 P1 Return 0 1 2 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
P2 Return 0 1.5 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Best Response 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 6 7 8 9
7-P2 P1 Return 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 5 6 7 8
P2 Return 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 10 12 14 16
Best Response 6 6 6 6 6 4 5 6 6 6 6
7-P1 P1 Return 15 15 15 15 15 17 19 21 21 21 21
P2 Return 8 9 10 11 12 8 8 8 8 8 8
Best Response 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 8 9
6-P2 P1 Return 15 16 17 18 15 15 15 15 15 21 21
P2 Return 12 12 12 12 14 16 16 16 16 16 17
Best Response 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 7 8 9
6-P1 P1 Return 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 22 23 30
P2 Return 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 16 16 17
Best Response 7 7 7 7 7 4 5 6 7 7 7
5-P2 P1 Return 21 22 23 24 25 21 21 21 21 21 21
P2 Return 24 24 24 24 24 25 27 29 31 31 31
Best Response 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 8 9
5-P1 P1 Return 25 25 25 25 27 29 29 29 29 29 30
P2 Return 24 25 26 27 24 24 24 24 24 31 31
Best Response 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 8 9
4-P2 P1 Return 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 29 30
P2 Return 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 32 40
Best Response 8 8 8 8 8 8 5 6 7 8 8
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Opponent's
Round Price 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
4-P1 P1 Return 38 38 38 38 38 38 40 42 44 46 46
P2 Return 31 32 33 34 35 36 31 31 31 31 31
Best Response 5 5 5 5 4 4 5 5 5 5 5
3-P2 P1 Return 38 39 40 41 40 38 38 38 38 38 38
P2 Return 36 36 36 36 37 39 41 41 41 41 41
Best Response 3 3 3 2 3 4 4 6 7 8 9
3-P1 P1 Return 41 41 41 42 44 44 44 44 45 46 47
P2 Return 36 37 38 36 36 37 37 41 41 41 41
Best Response 10 10 10 10 10 10 5 6 7 8 9
2-P2 P1 Return 47 48 49 50 51 52 44 44 44 45 46
P2 Return 41 41 41 41 41 41 42 43 48 49 50
Best Response 5 5 5 5 3 4 5 5 5 5 5
2-P1 P1 Return 52 52 52 52 53 55 57 57 57 57 57
P2 Return 41 42 43 44 41 41 41 41 41 41 41
Best Response 3 3 3 2 3 3 5 6 7 8 9
1-P2 P1 Return 52 53 54 52 52 52 55 57 57 57 57
P2 Return 44 44 44 45 46 46 46 47 48 49 50
Best Response 10 10 10 10 10 10 6 6 7 8 9
1-P1 P1 Return 57 57 57 57 57 57 58 61 64 65 66
P2 Return 50 51 52 53 54 55 49 46 47 48 49
Best Response 5 5 5 5 4 4 5 5 5 5 5
0-P2 P1 Return 57 58 59 60 59 57 57 57 57 57 57
P2 Return 55 55 55 55 56 58 60 60 60 60 60
minus 19 38 39 40 41 40 38 38 38 38 38 38
minus 19 36 36 36 36 37 39 41 41 41 41 41
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Opponent's
Round Price 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Table A.4: Best response actions of opponent's current
price and expected returns obtained while using the High
Nash Equilibrium policy
Opponent's
Round Price 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Best Response 0 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
8-P2 P1 Return 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P2 Return 0 0.5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Best Response 1 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
8-P1 P1 Return 0.5 1 1.5 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
P2 Return 0.5 1 0.5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Best Response 10 10 10 10 10 10 5 6 7 8 9
7-P2 P1 Return 9 10 11 12 13 14 4 5 6 7 8
P2 Return 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 10 12 14 16
Best Response 5 5 5 5 3 4 5 5 5 5 5
7-P1 P1 Return 14 14 14 14 15 17 19 19 19 19 19
P2 Return 8 9 10 11 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
Best Response 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 7 8 9
6-P2 P1 Return 14 15 15 15.5 14 14 14 14 19 19 19
P2 Return 11 11 11 12.5 14 14 14 14 15 16 17
Best Response 8 8 8 8 8 8 5 6 8 8 9
6-P1 P1 Return 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 20 23 27 28
P2 Return 15 16 17 18 19 20 14 14 19 15 16
Best Response 5 5 5 5 3 4 5 5 5 8 8
5-P2 P1 Return 19 20 21 22 19 19 19 19 19 23 23
P2 Return 20 20 20 20 21 23 25 25 25 27 27
Best Response 9 9 9 3 3 3 3 3 7 9 9
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Opponent's
Round Price 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
5-P1 P1 Return 23 23 23 23.5 25 25 25 25 26 27.5 32
P2 Return 27 28 29 21.5 20 20 20 20 25 31.5 27
Best Response 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
4-P2 P1 Return 27.5 28.5 29.5 30.5 31.5 32.5 33.5 34.5 35.5 32 27.5
P2 Return 31.5 31.5 31.5 31.5 31.5 31.5 31.5 31.5 31.5 36 40.5
Best Response 8 8 8 8 8 4 5 6 7 8 8
4-P1 P1 Return 35.5 35.5 35.5 35.5 35.5 35.5 37.5 39.5 41.5 43.5 43.5
P2 Return 31.5 32.5 33.5 34.5 35.5 31.5 31.5 31.5 31.5 31.5 31.5
Best Response 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 9
3-P2 P1 Return 35.5 36.5 37.5 37 35.5 35.5 35.5 35.5 35.5 35.5 43.5
P2 Return 35.5 35.5 35.5 36 37.5 39.5 39.5 39.5 39.5 39.5 40.5
Best Response 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 8 10
3-P1 P1 Return 43.5 43.5 43.5 43.5 43.5 43.5 43.5 43.5 43.5 43.5 48.5
P2 Return 40.5 41.5 42.5 43.5 44.5 45.5 46.5 47.5 48.5 39.5 45.5
Best Response 8 8 8 8 8 4 5 6 7 8 8
2-P2 P1 Return 43.5 44.5 45.5 46.5 47.5 43.5 43.5 43.5 43.5 43.5 43.5
P2 Return 48.5 48.5 48.5 48.5 48.5 48.5 50.5 52.5 54.5 56.5 56.5
Best Response 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 9
2-P1 P1 Return 47.5 47.5 47.5 48 49.5 51.5 51.5 51.5 51.5 51.5 52.5
P2 Return 48.5 49.5 50.5 50 48.5 48.5 48.5 48.5 48.5 48.5 56.5
Best Response 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 8 10
1-P2 P1 Return 52.5 53.5 54.5 55.5 56.5 57.5 58.5 59.5 60.5 51.5 57.5
P2 Return 56.5 56.5 56.5 56.5 56.5 56.5 56.5 56.5 56.5 56.5 61.5
Best Response 8 8 8 8 8 4 5 6 7 8 8
1-P1 P1 Return 60.5 60.5 60.5 60.5 60.5 60.5 62.5 64.5 66.5 68.5 68.5
P2 Return 56.5 57.5 58.5 59.5 60.5 56.5 56.5 56.5 56.5 56.5 56.5
Best Response 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 9
0-P2 P1 Return 60.5 61.5 62.5 62 60.5 60.5 60.5 60.5 60.5 60.5 68.5
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Opponent's
Round Price 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
P2 Return 60.5 60.5 60.5 61.5 62.5 64.5 64.5 64.5 64.5 64.5 65.5
minus 25 35.5 36.5 37.5 37 35.5 35.5 35.5 35.5 35.5 35.5 43.5
minus 25 35.5 35.5 35.5 36 37.5 39.5 39.5 39.5 39.5 39.5 40.5
Table A.5: Best response actions of opponent's current
price and expected returns obtained while using the Low
Nash Equilibrium policy
Opponent's
Round Price 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Best Response All 1, 2 2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
5-P2 P1 Return 0 0.5 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P2 Return 0 0.5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Best Response 1, 2 1 1, 2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
5-P1 P1 Return 0.5 1 1.5 2.5 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
P2 Return 0.75 1 1.25 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Best Response 10 10 10 10 10 10 5, 10 6 7 8 9
4-P2 P1 Return 9 10 11 12 13 14 9.5 5 6 7 8
P2 Return 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 10 12 14 16
Best Response 5 5 5 5 3, 4 4 5 5 5 5 5
4-P1 P1 Return 14 14 14 14 15 17 19 19 19 19 19
P2 Return 8 9 10 11 9 8 8 8 8 8 8
Best Response 3 3 2, 3 3 3 3 3 6 7 8 9
3-P2 P1 Return 14 15 15.5 15.5 14 14 14 16.5 19 19 19
P2 Return 11 11 11 12.5 14 14 14 14 15 16 17
Best Response 8, 9, 8, 9, 8, 9, 8, 9, 8, 9, 8, 9, 5, 8, 6, 7 7 8 9
10 10 10 10 10 10 9, 10
3-P1 P1 Return 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 20 23.5 27 28
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Opponent's
Round Price 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
P2 Return 16 17 18 19 20 21 20 15.75 14 15 16
Best Response 5 5 5 5 4 4 5 5, 6 5, 6 5, 6 5, 6
2-P2 P1 Return 19 20 21 22 20 19 19 19 19 19 19
P2 Return 21 21 21 21 22 24 26 26 26 26 26
Best Response 3 3 2, 3 3 3 3 3 3, 6 7 8 9
2-P1 P1 Return 22 22 22 23.5 25 25 25 25 26 27 28
P2 Return 21 22 22.5 22.5 21 21 21 23.5 26 26 26
Best Response 8, 9 8, 9 8, 9 8, 9 8, 9 8, 9 5, 8 6, 7 7 8 9
10 10 10 10 10 10 9, 10
1-P2 P1 Return 27 28 29 30 31 32 31 26.75 25 26 27
P2 Return 26 26 26 26 26 26 26 27 30.5 34 35
Best Response 5 5 5 5 3, 4 4 5 5, 6 5, 6 5, 6 5, 6
1-P1 P1 Return 32 32 32 32 33 35 37 37 37 37 37
P2 Return 26 27 28 29 27 26 26 26 26 26 26
minus 18 14 14 14 14 15 17 19 19 19 19 19
minus 18 8 9 10 11 9 8 8 8 8 8 8
Table A.6: Best response actions of opponent's current
price and expected returns obtained while using the Ran-
dom Nash Equilibrium policy
A.1 Key Points in the Best Response Pairs of the Nash Dis-
tribution Policies
Table A.7 indicates the where there are changings in the best response pair of the
Nash Distribution policy as the temperature parameter increases. The expected re-
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 Best Response
Pair
Return P1
(to 5 d.p)
Return P2
(to 5 d.p)
Nash Equilibrium (5, 10) 14.0 8.0
0.028 (4, 10) 11.08287 6.40343
0.035 (3, 10) 8.85125 5.66836
0.037 (2, 10) 8.38225 5.47384
0.043 (10, 9) 7.41163 13.30719
0.125 (3, 2) 5.38968 3.98981
0.160 (4, 3) 5.41751 3.91389
0.378 (5, 4) 5.58706 4.16188
Random Policy (5, 4) 5.68182 4.31818
Table A.7: Tau values were change in Best Response (for round one) policy has
changed as the temperature parameter is increased.Appendix B
Results from varying the
Temperature Parameter
The tables in this appendices show the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistics from the
dierent learning runs of the simple 233 game and the simple 355 game after ten mil-
lion episodes for varying temperature parameters (tau). Each learning run was re-
peated a hundred times for statistical signiance. The results shown are the mini-
mum, average (mean) and maximum KS statistics from these hundred runs. All val-
ues have been rounded to 7 deciminal places.
Simple 233 game
Tau Minimum Average Maximum
0.002 0.0000106 0.4700079 1.0000000
0.004 0.0001274 0.3898494 0.9999994
0.006 0.0037129 0.4570226 0.9998762
0.008 0.0013231 0.5502184 0.9539115
0.01 0.0006876 0.3390407 0.8948072
0.012 0.0008700 0.2152772 0.8179054
0.013 0.0011200 0.1116025 0.7750743
0.014 0.0013535 0.0548438 0.7302506
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Tau Minimum Average Maximum
0.0145 0.0013638 0.0379627 0.7072575
0.015 0.0014832 0.0165169 0.1035060
0.0155 0.0017837 0.0159924 0.1099583
0.016 0.0019955 0.0135390 0.1176160
0.0165 0.0020974 0.0104274 0.1186212
0.017 0.0022675 0.0062133 0.1160050
0.0175 0.0023099 0.0042900 0.0156234
0.018 0.0025727 0.0045189 0.0203473
0.0185 0.0028713 0.0048611 0.0163859
0.019 0.0027772 0.0052506 0.0163427
0.0195 0.0029968 0.0047585 0.0126216
0.02 0.0033478 0.0055296 0.0133445
0.0205 0.0033510 0.0062676 0.0192988
0.021 0.0032896 0.0065377 0.0161931
0.0215 0.0035344 0.0073449 0.0188463
0.022 0.0037370 0.0074749 0.0193613
0.023 0.0000000 0.0082693 0.0156728
0.024 0.0039261 0.0108766 0.0192699
0.025 0.0048766 0.0112693 0.0188941
0.026 0.0069744 0.0120048 0.0183980
0.027 0.0076898 0.0130899 0.0198458
0.028 0.0067322 0.0139082 0.0203815
0.029 0.0086110 0.0140291 0.0205508
0.03 0.0079762 0.0142306 0.0194158
0.032 0.0069876 0.0135061 0.0210652
0.034 0.0070333 0.0125219 0.0194022
0.035 0.0062165 0.0115879 0.0172786
0.037 0.0073812 0.0112110 0.0147088
0.04 0.0061943 0.0107879 0.0143825
0.042 0.0055678 0.0092198 0.0151394
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Tau Minimum Average Maximum
0.043 0.0045509 0.0085372 0.0129754
0.044 0.0051207 0.0081591 0.0114728
0.045 0.0029928 0.0062725 0.0106905
0.047 0.0015551 0.0048837 0.0080675
0.05 0.0016096 0.0033577 0.0063223
0.055 0.0004710 0.0017069 0.0029221
0.06 0.0007160 0.0012978 0.0021555
0.065 0.0004251 0.0009758 0.0019211
0.07 0.0003947 0.0008207 0.0014053
0.08 0.0002429 0.0005729 0.0010515
0.09 0.0002294 0.0004559 0.0009244
0.1 0.0001538 0.0004158 0.0008231
0.12 0.0001128 0.0003794 0.0007678
0.13 0.0001021 0.0003458 0.0007420
0.14 0.0001251 0.0003213 0.0006082
0.15 0.0001062 0.0002908 0.0005448
0.16 0.0001261 0.0002662 0.0004969
0.19 0.0000824 0.0002270 0.0003676
0.2 0.0000000 0.0002026 0.0003530
0.21 0.0000892 0.0001968 0.0003345
0.24 0.0000452 0.0001656 0.0002791
0.25 0.0000369 0.0001593 0.0002862
0.3 0.0000429 0.0001203 0.0002225
0.31 0.0000406 0.0001207 0.0002513
0.32 0.0000440 0.0001116 0.0002036
0.33 0.0000427 0.0001136 0.0002059
0.34 0.0000389 0.0001093 0.0001876
0.35 0.0000287 0.0000997 0.0001706
0.36 0.0000378 0.0000983 0.0001727
0.37 0.0000287 0.0001042 0.0001707
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Tau Minimum Average Maximum
0.38 0.0000324 0.0000960 0.0001862
0.39 0.0000299 0.0000946 0.0002038
0.4 0.0000335 0.0000887 0.0001767
0.41 0.0000365 0.0000849 0.0001641
0.42 0.0000382 0.0000857 0.0001730
0.43 0.0000250 0.0000834 0.0001655
0.44 0.0000000 0.0000801 0.0001511
0.45 0.0000302 0.0002045 0.0121250
0.5 0.0000176 0.0000688 0.0002555
0.55 0.0000169 0.0000609 0.0001510
0.6 0.0000217 0.0000562 0.0001016
Table B.1: Kolmogorov-Smirnov results for dierent tau in
the simple 233 games with SARSA learning
Tau Minimum Average Maximum
0.002 0.0000075 0.4300088 1.0000000
0.004 0.0001273 0.4597967 0.9999993
0.006 0.0004143 0.5852718 0.9998970
0.008 0.0008832 0.5973433 0.9983503
0.01 0.0009248 0.4524748 0.8948080
0.012 0.0020237 0.2052510 0.8179173
0.013 0.0029329 0.1104813 0.7750939
0.014 0.0043392 0.0408081 0.7299849
0.0145 0.0054982 0.0212503 0.0910790
0.015 0.0062039 0.0155159 0.0971568
0.0155 0.0075452 0.0193396 0.0909334
0.016 0.0084303 0.0203227 0.0947790
0.0165 0.0094114 0.0246202 0.1114473
0.017 0.0112067 0.0273295 0.0391948
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Tau Minimum Average Maximum
0.0175 0.0196291 0.0325867 0.0426188
0.018 0.0240813 0.0366840 0.0552030
0.0185 0.0320754 0.0413762 0.0546058
0.019 0.0347094 0.0447691 0.0548587
0.0195 0.0400641 0.0483909 0.0572970
0.02 0.0405552 0.0523513 0.0664981
0.0205 0.0444595 0.0550269 0.0662207
0.021 0.0509922 0.0581635 0.0721183
0.0215 0.0499630 0.0611953 0.0762949
0.022 0.0529794 0.0629421 0.0730141
0.023 0.0520388 0.0643085 0.0721332
0.024 0.0572337 0.0639162 0.0728336
0.025 0.0575043 0.0650787 0.0721482
0.026 0.0582048 0.0644104 0.0697374
0.027 0.0545767 0.0611804 0.0675557
0.028 0.0511411 0.0564524 0.0624040
0.029 0.0437808 0.0502243 0.0573408
0.03 0.0357584 0.0430250 0.0504790
0.032 0.0241492 0.0297232 0.0356327
0.034 0.0105558 0.0174661 0.0224396
0.035 0.0085307 0.0118006 0.0163821
0.037 0.0039946 0.0055887 0.0083738
0.039 0.0041126 0.0057864 0.0098594
0.04 0.0050185 0.0071257 0.0116590
0.042 0.0077984 0.0107196 0.0149543
0.043 0.0093464 0.0127292 0.0155815
0.044 0.0076991 0.0123734 0.0164430
0.045 0.0116188 0.0170777 0.2137460
0.046 0.0129479 0.0160043 0.0198500
0.047 0.0128843 0.0169077 0.0204604
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Tau Minimum Average Maximum
0.048 0.0145886 0.0172987 0.0214164
0.05 0.0149750 0.0173748 0.0196250
0.055 0.0162838 0.0173809 0.0186082
0.06 0.0160528 0.0172771 0.0186155
0.065 0.0171192 0.0179519 0.0187546
0.07 0.0184196 0.0189516 0.0196571
0.08 0.0193418 0.0223625 0.2580374
0.09 0.0189061 0.0193421 0.0197843
0.1 0.0174961 0.0179095 0.0182785
0.11 0.0158440 0.0161831 0.0166356
0.15 0.0103416 0.0106055 0.0108751
0.16 0.0094311 0.0096156 0.0098375
0.2 0.0065000 0.0078418 0.1226191
0.21 0.0060262 0.0061572 0.0063431
Table B.2: Kolmogorov-Smirnov results for dierent tau in
the simple 233 games with Q-learning
Tau Minimum Average Maximum
0.002 0.9999998 0.9999999 1.0000000
0.004 0.9999891 0.9999996 1.0000000
0.006 0.9998983 0.9999920 0.9999999
0.008 0.9997732 0.9999225 0.9999975
0.01 0.9916523 0.9989593 0.9999558
0.013 0.7750871 0.9899083 0.9995280
0.014 0.7302386 0.9861694 0.9923649
0.015 0.1022407 0.9261587 0.9885606
0.016 0.1094438 0.8812332 0.9833997
0.017 0.1292992 0.8254245 0.9561543
0.019 0.1209468 0.6477259 0.9207344
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Tau Minimum Average Maximum
0.02 0.0275981 0.5467979 0.8974010
0.022 0.0111138 0.3007775 0.6718300
0.023 0.0041758 0.1896071 0.3070849
0.024 0.0047567 0.1079739 0.2650413
0.025 0.0050543 0.0556034 0.2259097
0.026 0.0047515 0.0181570 0.1908723
0.027 0.0046267 0.0105550 0.0255333
0.028 0.0036999 0.0095413 0.0187244
0.029 0.0038758 0.0087272 0.0174160
0.03 0.0030675 0.0087054 0.0144736
0.031 0.0035474 0.0085659 0.0160322
0.032 0.0028073 0.0083237 0.0171801
0.033 0.0026866 0.0081340 0.0141784
0.034 0.0034140 0.0082745 0.0124175
0.035 0.0032055 0.0076746 0.0128366
0.036 0.0030702 0.0072706 0.0123327
0.037 0.0030250 0.0071135 0.0121970
0.038 0.0029676 0.0068955 0.0115720
0.039 0.0030552 0.0065998 0.0117655
0.04 0.0023472 0.0063417 0.0101638
0.043 0.0015763 0.0056493 0.0087783
0.044 0.0028311 0.0062337 0.0113563
0.045 0.0020172 0.0054181 0.0085408
0.05 0.0006924 0.0034239 0.0072003
0.055 0.0005772 0.0017889 0.0042732
0.06 0.0002658 0.0011371 0.0019879
0.07 0.0002119 0.0006611 0.0013605
0.08 0.0001804 0.0004986 0.0011059
0.09 0.0001575 0.0004383 0.0009096
0.1 0.0001185 0.0003197 0.0006767
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Tau Minimum Average Maximum
0.12 0.0000746 0.0002488 0.0004826
0.13 0.0000797 0.0002079 0.0004388
0.14 0.0000773 0.0001860 0.0004014
0.15 0.0000794 0.0001721 0.0003790
0.16 0.0000517 0.0001549 0.0003775
0.19 0.0000582 0.0001345 0.0003351
0.2 0.0000405 0.0001137 0.0002426
0.21 0.0000525 0.0001132 0.0002329
0.24 0.0000352 0.0000970 0.0002147
0.25 0.0000369 0.0000901 0.0001700
0.3 0.0000371 0.0000745 0.0001452
0.31 0.0000366 0.0000738 0.0001539
0.32 0.0000321 0.0000677 0.0001343
0.33 0.0000275 0.0000716 0.0001518
0.34 0.0000303 0.0000673 0.0001249
0.35 0.0000287 0.0000670 0.0001230
0.36 0.0000174 0.0000627 0.0001179
Table B.3: Kolmogorov-Smirnov results for dierent tau in
the simple 233 games with Monte Carlo learning
Simple 355 game
Tau Minimum Average Maximum
0.002 0.0918716 0.4046581 0.9998481
0.01 0.0826391 0.1137716 0.1315338
0.011 0.0856215 0.1026496 0.1175853
0.013 0.0540044 0.0685828 0.0815645
0.015 0.0495972 0.0759068 0.0990580
0.015 0.0466994 0.0755153 0.0973274
0.018 0.1003806 0.1304822 0.1549255
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Tau Minimum Average Maximum
0.02 0.0331872 0.0496457 0.0619167
0.02 0.0373051 0.0498654 0.0639551
0.022 0.0161947 0.0271757 0.0368239
0.024 0.0214254 0.0400378 0.0564469
0.025 0.0228628 0.0389189 0.0577565
0.025 0.0219130 0.0394277 0.0537849
0.026 0.0181477 0.0331351 0.0561137
0.028 0.0107885 0.0178438 0.0260569
0.03 0.0076001 0.0117261 0.0146747
0.032 0.0000000 0.0093674 0.0126329
0.034 0.0041190 0.0069114 0.0096842
0.035 0.0038732 0.0057451 0.0077405
0.036 0.0030289 0.0048725 0.0068444
0.038 0.0021583 0.0034959 0.0052522
0.04 0.0017259 0.0025169 0.0037010
0.04 0.0017058 0.0025679 0.0039051
0.042 0.0012719 0.0020326 0.0029907
0.045 0.0011514 0.0019133 0.0030560
0.05 0.0015030 0.0023054 0.0032466
0.06 0.0022042 0.0028242 0.0035338
0.06 0.0019446 0.0028705 0.0035530
0.08 0.0019214 0.0026130 0.0032343
0.08 0.0023245 0.0026610 0.0031667
0.1 0.0018835 0.0021539 0.0024330
0.2 0.0008286 0.0009467 0.0011005
0.3 0.0004886 0.0005771 0.0006687
Table B.4: Kolmogorov-Smirnov results for dierent tau in
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Tau Minimum Average Maximum
0.002 0.1125300 0.3270694 0.9998534
0.005 0.1123415 0.2986428 0.9946987
0.01 0.0824743 0.1140538 0.1338569
0.012 0.0681539 0.0932908 0.1111077
0.014 0.0627601 0.0830604 0.1092131
0.015 0.0879690 0.1175796 0.1572614
0.015 0.0837689 0.1165599 0.1476798
0.016 0.1270963 0.1755815 0.2237726
0.018 0.1231862 0.1471604 0.1752660
0.02 0.0194608 0.0347315 0.0468672
0.022 0.0190216 0.0272861 0.0407847
0.024 0.0255921 0.0368517 0.0496786
0.025 0.0199910 0.0325392 0.0436481
0.026 0.0137831 0.0242755 0.0364664
0.028 0.0072705 0.0126386 0.0199310
0.03 0.0085678 0.0110669 0.0142741
0.032 0.0153477 0.0179510 0.0207567
0.034 0.0202340 0.0230194 0.0253940
0.035 0.0215808 0.0245131 0.0271927
0.04 0.0254473 0.0274035 0.0292574
0.04 0.0251360 0.0274997 0.0295932
0.045 0.0263078 0.0274343 0.0285694
0.05 0.0260064 0.0272204 0.0282253
0.055 0.0255793 0.0265390 0.0276319
0.06 0.0245816 0.0255098 0.0265237
0.08 0.0199774 0.0207109 0.0212213
0.08 0.0200727 0.0207274 0.0213812
0.1 0.0155210 0.0159871 0.0166551
0.15 0.0083884 0.0086819 0.0090994
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Tau Minimum Average Maximum
0.2 0.0050412 0.0053452 0.0056473
0.25 0.0034078 0.0036284 0.0037888
0.3 0.0024432 0.0026323 0.0028555
Table B.5: Kolmogorov-Smirnov results for dierent tau in
the simple 355 games with Q-learning
Tau Minimum Average Maximum
0.002 0.9999258 0.9999916 0.9999997
0.005 0.6749559 0.9918924 0.9999232
0.01 0.1115308 0.5518629 0.9885875
0.015 0.0670920 0.2562376 0.7778504
0.016 0.1394679 0.2673187 0.6664866
0.018 0.1599594 0.2167413 0.2817599
0.02 0.0797090 0.1032177 0.1387778
0.022 0.0430677 0.0580183 0.0746491
0.024 0.0141312 0.0204504 0.0268592
0.025 0.0107267 0.0203087 0.0351446
0.026 0.0078221 0.0213962 0.0352891
0.028 0.0041207 0.0163202 0.0284937
0.03 0.0038875 0.0096733 0.0164471
0.032 0.0008721 0.0052879 0.0098085
0.034 0.0007716 0.0028771 0.0064557
0.035 0.0007196 0.0022841 0.0061238
0.036 0.0004570 0.0019592 0.0044858
0.038 0.0002861 0.0013522 0.0030138
0.04 0.0003667 0.0011745 0.0028099
0.042 0.0003026 0.0010383 0.0030219
0.044 0.0002885 0.0009375 0.0018434
0.045 0.0002917 0.0008166 0.0019050
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Tau Minimum Average Maximum
0.05 0.0001991 0.0006598 0.0014415
0.055 0.0001832 0.0005779 0.0015119
0.06 0.0001328 0.0004809 0.0011047
0.065 0.0001120 0.0004135 0.0010453
0.07 0.0001041 0.0003824 0.0008525
0.075 0.0001139 0.0003405 0.0007849
0.08 0.0001169 0.0002964 0.0005759
0.085 0.0000709 0.0002766 0.0005449
0.09 0.0000751 0.0002465 0.0005834
0.1 0.0000665 0.0002145 0.0004245
0.12 0.0000619 0.0001599 0.0003658
0.14 0.0000461 0.0001287 0.0002934
0.15 0.0000477 0.0001330 0.0002967
0.16 0.0000328 0.0001089 0.0002706
0.2 0.0000296 0.0000835 0.0001942
0.25 0.0000185 0.0000696 0.0001338
0.3 0.0000198 0.0000526 0.0001330
0.35 0.0000134 0.0000447 0.0001101
0.4 0.0000156 0.0000401 0.0000977
Table B.6: Kolmogorov-Smirnov results for dierent tau in
the simple 355 games with Monte Carlo learning
Physical limitations
The following table shows the memory and run-time requirements of the simple games
of increasing rounds. The experimental runs were repeated for several dierent le-
sizes. The second column show the minimum time (hours) required to run the game
for ten million episodes under the dierent le-sizes. The third column shows the le-
size required to achieve this minimum time, its units are mega-bytes (MB). The data
only consider the time required to run the episodes and the time required to analy-
sis the results has not been included. In all the results cases, each player only usedAPPENDIX B. TEMPERATURE PARAMETER 225
one memory le (the experiments did included cases were multiple les were allowed,
though they were outpreformed by the single le case).
Run Hours MB Run Hours MB
2 0.221 0.016 11 2.891 0.688
3 0.397 0.172 12 3.237 0.86
4 0.708 0.172 13 3.788 0.86
5 0.959 0.172 14 4.260 1.032
6 1.200 0.172 15 4.610 1.204
7 1.551 0.344 16 5.649 1.204
8 1.928 0.516 17 5.933 1.204
9 2.183 0.516 18 6.140 1.375
10 2.450 0.688 19 6.996 1.547
Table B.7: Physical limitation of simple gamesAppendix C
Meta-game
The table in this appendix shows the Nash Equilibrium policies for the dierent ver-
sions of the simple game with two rounds. The dierent versions are based around
the number of seats that are available to the players (i.e. 232 stands for the game
with two rounds and where P1 has three seats and where P2 has only two).
Each line in the table indicates the game under consideration, what prices where
chosen by the players, the customer's reaction (i.e. which airline they chose to buy
a seat with) and the overall returns obtained. Sometimes the customer will be in-
dierent to either player (because they have the same price); when this occurs both
possibilities are considered and dierent outcomes are shown on separate lines in the
table.
Round One Round Two Reward
Game P1 P2 C P1 C P2 C R1 R2
211 10 10 P1 - P2 - - 10 10
P2 10 P1 - - 10 10
212 10 10 P1 - P2 10 P2 10 20
P2 10 P1 10 P2 10 20
P2 - P1 10 20
221 10 10 P1 10 P1 10 P2 20 10
P2 - P1 20 10
Continued on next page
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Round One Round Two Reward
Game P1 P2 C P1 C P2 C R1 R2
P2 10 P1 - P1 20 10
222 6 6 P1 5 P1 10 P2 11 10
P2 10 P2 - P1 10 12
213 10 10 P1 - P2 10 P2 10 20
P2 9 P1 10 P2 9 20
231 10 10 P1 10 P1 9 P2 20 9
P2 - P1 20 10
P2 10 P1 - P1 20 10
223 5 6 P1 5 P1 10 P2 10 10
232 4 10 P1 9 P1 8 P2 13 8
233 5 10 P1 9 P1 8 P2 14 8
Table C.1: Nash Equilibrium play for meta-gamesAppendix D
Convergence of the Variation of
the Nash Distribution
The Nash Distribution policy has been shown to converge to a unique Nash Equilib-
rium policy as the temperature parameter is decreased to zero (see Fudenberg and
Levine, 1998). However, as mentioned in Section 2.2, a variation on the Nash Dis-
tribution (VND) was considered within this research due to ease of implementation.
There is a need to prove that this variation also converges to a unique Nash Equilib-
rium policy as the temperature parameter is decreased. This appendix contains that
proof.
The variation of the Nash Distribution involves using Boltzmann Action selection at
each stage of the game to select an action (as opposed to only randomizing once at
the beginning of the game). Thus an inductive approach can be used to prove con-
vergence to a sub-game perfect Nash Equilibrium policy. The proof given in Chapter
Seven, which shows convergence of the SARSA method to the variation of the Nash
Distribution policy, also follows an inductive approach and therefore, the terminology
of that proof can be employed here.
The Nash Equilibrium policy that the variation of the Nash Distribution is compared
to is the one that randomizes uniformly over actions which produce the maximum re-
turn. As a sequential game is considered, this Nash Equilibrium policy is known to
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exist (see Fudenberg and Tirole, 1991, for details on sub-game perfect Nash Equilib-
rium). Thus given a state s, the probability that a player will select an action a from
action set A under this Nash Equilibrium policy is given by:
P(a) =
8
> <
> :
1
jAmaxj if a 2 argmaxa2AQ(a) := Amax
0 o/w
(D.1)
Where Q(s)(a) is dened a expected return obtained from selecting that action (un-
der the Nash Equilibrium policy). If s is a pre-terminal state, then Q(s)(a) is inde-
pendent of any policy. This means that the the expected return from selecting action
a under the VND policy Q(s)(a) equals Q(s)(a) at a pre-terminal states. Thus the
probability of selecting a action a at a pre-terminal state using the VND policy is
given by:
P(a) =
eQ(s)(a)=
P
b2A eQ(s)(b)= (D.2)
Using this knowledge at any pre-terminal state, it is possible to show that proba-
bilities of selecting action a converge to those of the Nash Equilibrium policy (and
hence the policies are the same for a pre-terminal state), when the temperature  is
decreased to zero. Using backward induction, it is shown below that the VND policy
converges to the Nash Equilibrium policy for all states.
It is recommended that Chapter Six is read rst before continuing with reading of
these proofs as it gives the paradigm framework from which they were constructed.
As with Chapter Six, it is assumed that there are only a nite number of states, ac-
tions and rewards within the game.
The convergence proof takes the following steps, each assuming that temperature is
decreasing to zero:
1. Prove that probability of selecting an action converges to the same probability
used by a Nash Equilibrium, for pre-terminal states.
2. Prove that value of a pre-terminal state converges to the same value as if under
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3. Prove that Q-value of any action converge to the same value as if under a Nash
Equilbrium, given that all follow-on states converge to the same value as if un-
der a Nash Equilibrium.
4. Prove that Probability of selecting an action has the same values as if under a
Nash Equilibrium, given that the Q-value has the condition shown in the last
item.
5. Conclude the above applies to the whole game using an inductive step.
D.1 Terminal States
In this section it is shown that the probabilites generated by the Boltzmann Action
Selection method (used within VND) converge to a Nash Equilibriums probabilities,
as the temperature drops to zero.
LEMMA 35. Given pre-terminal state s s.t. jAj < 1 and Q(a) < 18a 2 A
P(a) =
eQ(a)=
P
b2A eQ(b)= ! P(a) as  ! 0
Proof. As a pre-terminal state is considered Q(a) = Q(a). If jAj := n = 1 then the
result is trival. Elements of A can be arranged so that a1;:::;am;bm+1;:::;bn s.t.
Q(ai) = Q(aj) 8i;j 2 1;:::;m
Q(bi) < Q(a1) 8i 2 m + 1;:::;n
) 9i > 0 s.t. Q(bi) = Q(a1)   i 8i 2 m + 1;:::;n
Given i 2 1;:::;mAPPENDIX D. NASH DISTRIBUTION VARIATION CONVERGENCE 231
P(ai) =
eQ(a1)=
P
b2A eQ(b)=
=
eQ(a1)=
Pm
i=1 eQ(a1)= +
Pn
i=m+1 eQ(s)(bi)=
=
eQ(a1)=
m:eQ(a1)= +
Pn
i=m+1 eQ(bi)=
=
eQ(a1)=
m:eQ(a1)= +
Pn
i=m+1 e(Q(a1) i)=
=
eQ(a1)=
m:eQ(a1)= + eQ(a1)=:
Pn
i=m+1 e i=
=
1
m
:
m
m +
Pn
i=m+1 e i=
Given any 1 > 0 9t > 0 s.t. 8 < t 8i 2 m + 1;:::;n
e i= < 
Therefore, choose  s.t. 8i 2 m + 1;:::;n
e i= <
1
n   m
P(ai) >
1
m
:
m
m +
Pn
i=m+1
1
n m
=
1
m
:
m
m + 1
=
1
m
 
1
m
1
m + 1
Given any  > 0, choose 1 s.t. 1 < m and  > 1
m2 > 1
m2+m1
P(ai) >
1
m
  
Similarly 8i 2 m + 1;:::;n
P(bi) < 
Thus P(a) converges to P(a), which is de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D.2 State Values
Now the expected value for a state L is considered, for the active player, when both
the Q-values and probabilities of action selection converge to Nash Equilibrium val-
ues (with a decrease of  to zero).
LEMMA 36. Given state s, whose active player is i, s.t. jAij < 1 s.t. 8a 2
Ai; Q(a) < 1 and
P(a) ! P(a) as  ! 0
Q(a) ! Q(a) as  ! 0
Then
Li(s) ! Li
(s) as  ! 0
Proof.
Li(s) :=
X
a2Ai
Q(a)P(a)
As both Q(a) and P(a) converge to Q(a) and P(a) respectively, 91;2 > 0 s.t.
8a 2 A
Q(a) > Q(a)   1
P(a) > P(a)   2
Li(s) >
X
a2Ai
(Q(a)   1)(P(a)   2)
=
X
a2Ai
Q(a)(P(a)   1P(a)   2Q(a) + 12)
=
X
a2Ai
Q(a)(P(a)   1P(a)   2Q(a))
Since Q(a) < 1, given  > 0 91 and 2 > 0 s.t.
 >
X
a2Ai
(1P(a) + 2Q(a))
) Li(s) >
X
a2Ai
1P(a) + 
= Li
(s) + 
Similiarly,Li(s) < Li
(s) + APPENDIX D. NASH DISTRIBUTION VARIATION CONVERGENCE 233
To include the pre-terminal state case, the following corollary is included.
COROLLARY 37. If Q(a) = Q(a) 8a 2 A then Lemma 36 holds.
Proof. As Q(a) ! Q(a) as  ! 0 8a 2 A
The value of a state for the non-active player (i.e. the player that does not get to
choose an action) needs to be seen to converge as well.
COROLLARY 38. For pre-terminal state s and non-active player i
Li(s) ! Li
(s) as  ! 0
Proof. This follows from lemma 36 and corollary 37 by using the observed return
for the player i instead of Q-values. As in Chapter Six, this is dened as Li
0(s0), where
s0 is the terminal state in this case.
The previous proofs show that expected value observed at a preterminal state con-
verges to the same value as under a Nash Equilibrium policy, for both players. The
next stage is to show that observed Q-values from the previous state converge cor-
rectly as well.
D.3 Non-Terminal States
Given an state s and action selected a, the states that can follow are s0(a) 2 S0(a),
each with their own value Li(s0(a)) for player i 2 1;2. The expected return to each
player, after an action is selected, is represented by Fi(a). For the player that se-
lected the action, this is just the Q-value of the action.
LEMMA 39. Given a and all possible follow-on states s0 2 S0, and associated re-
ward r(s0(a)) if
Li(s0) ! Li
(s0) as  ! 0 8s0 2 S0
Then
Fi(a) ! Fi
(a) as 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Proof.
Fi(a) =
X
s02S0
p(s0ja)
 
E(r(s0)) + Li(s0)

p(s0ja) and E(r(s0)) are independent of policy as dened in Chapter Six. Since Li(s0)
converges and jS0j < 1, given any  > 0 9T > 0 s.t. 8 < T jLi(s0)   Li
(s0)j < 
Fi(a) >
X
s02S0
p(s0ja)
 
E(r(s0)) + Li
(s0)   

Fi(a) > Fi
(a)   
Similiarly, Fi(a) < Fi
(a) + 
Now the probabilities from a state with convergent Q-values can be shown to con-
verge correctly.
LEMMA 40. Given state s s.t. jAj < 1 and Q(a) < 18a 2 A and
Q(a) ! Q(a) as  ! 0 8a 2 A
then
P(a) =
eQ(a)=
P
b2A eQ(b)= ! P(a) as  ! 0
Proof. This proof is similiar to lemma 35, consider the Q-values given by the Nash
Equilibrium policy. If jAj := n = 1 then the result is trival. Elements of A can be
arranged so that a1;:::;am;bm+1;:::;bn s.t.
Q(ai) = Q(aj) 8i;j 2 1;:::;m
Q(bi) < Q(a1) 8i 2 m + 1;:::;n
Since Q(a) converges to Q(a) given  > 0 9T > 0 s.t. 8 < T jQ(a)   Q(a)j < .
Set  s.t. Q(a1) Q(bi) > 2: 8i 2 m + 1;:::;n. Now lets consider the probabilities.
P(ai) =
eQ(a1)=
P
b2A eQ(b)=
=
eQ(a1)=
Pm
i=1 eQ(a1)= +
Pn
i=m+1 eQ(bi)=

e(Q(a1) )=
Pm
i=1 e(Q(a1)+)= +
Pn
i=m+1 e(Q(bi)+)=
= e 2= eQ(a1)=
Pm
i=1 eQ(a1)= +
Pn
i=m+1 eQ(bi)=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Using the arguments in lemma 35
 e 2= (P(a)   )
= P(a)  

1   e 2=

P(a)   e 2=
Since e 2= ! 1 as  ! 0 and P(a) 2 [0;1], given  > 0 9T > 0 s.t.  <
T
 
1   e 2=
P(a) + e 2= < 
) P(a)  P(a)   
Similiarly, P(a)  P(a) + 
From lemma 39, it is know that the Q-values for a state before a pre-terminal state
converges and hence from lemma 40, it is known that this states probabilities con-
verge to a Nash Equilibrium policy's probabilities.
D.4 Inductive Step
All the conditions have been included in the previous lemmas and corollaries, now an
inductive step can be taken.
THEOREM 41. The VND policy to the nite sequential game described in Chapter
Six converges toward a Nash Equilibrium policy as the temperature is decreased to
zero.
Proof. The expected values of actions are nite by the denition of the nite se-
quential game given in Chapter Six. Thus lemma 35 shows that the probabilities
of action selection from a VND policy converge a Nash Equilibrium policy as the
temperature parameter is decreased to zero. Thus, from corollary 37 and corollary
38, the expected value of a pre-terminal state also converges to the expected value
achieved under a Nash Equilibrium policy (as the temperature parameter is decreased
to zero).
From lemma 39, the Fi (i.e. the Q-value for the active player) is shown to converge
correctly for actions selected before a pre-terminal state and hence the probability
of selecting that action is shown to converge correctly (assuming that all preceeding
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By applying lemma 36 it is shown that the states before a pre-terminal state ex-
pected values also converge correctly. Thus all conditions have been satisied to ap-
ply the above lemmas to the state before this state and hence, by induction, the com-
plete policy is shown to converge.Glossary
Acronym Denition
AI Articial Intelligence
a.s. Almost surely
DP Dynamic Programming
ev Eventually
GCC GNU Compiler Collection
GNU GNU's Not Unix
MinGW Minimalist GNU for Windows
IDE Integrated Development Environment
i.o. Innitley often
ISO International Organisation for Standardization
KS Kolmogorov-Smirnov
MDP Markov Decision Process
MS Management Science
OR Operational Research
RAM Random Access Memory
RL Reinforcement Learning (unocial acronym)
RM Revenue Management
ROC Receiver Operating Characteristics
s.t. Such that
w.l.o.g. Without loss of generality
VBA Visual Basic for Applications
VND Variation on the Nash Distribution
237GLOSSARY 238
Notation Dention
233 A version of our airline game, with a simple customer model,
where there are only two rounds before the ight leaves and
each of the players has three seats available on their plane.
355 A version of our airline game, with a simple customer model,
where there are only three rounds before the ight leaves and
each of the players has ve seats available on their plane.
Bullet-proong A computer programming term to describe the code-writing
practice of ensuring that the program can handle any excep-
tions that occur during runtime.
Distance The size or quantity that a measure gives.
Freeware Software that is available free of charge for personal use.
Measure Something that gives a size or quantity for comparison.
Metric A non-negative symmetric binary function with certain prop-
erties. See the Dictionary of Mathematics (Borowski and
Borwein, 1989) for more details.
Reward Payo obtained from a single round (or stage) of the game.
Return Total reward obtained from a complete game or for the re-
maining rounds of a game.
Statistic Quantitative data on any subject.References
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